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Individuals form their identIties within the

context of their social system.

The conditions peculiar to

modern mass society. therefore, effect the

individual~

form-

ation of selfo
A discussion of mass society in the first section of
the thesis sets the stage for the examination of the individual in this society in the latter half.

Mass society is a

highly stratified differentiated social system.

It is "class-

less" only to the degree that mass culture has standardized
consumption.

Individuals in contemporary society live the

paradox of equality in terms of consumption but inequality in
terms of the occupational status hierarchy.
function of social control.

This paradox is a

The individual is manipulated with-

in this social context, consumption becoming a superficial status
equalizer which does not change the fundamental stratification
pattern.
Individuals of lower occupational stratum have more

difficulty forming an identity within this social system
than. those of higher occupational levels.

Their occupations

do n.ot demand commitment, therefore they do not include high
degrees of socialization.

The result is tha.t individuals

of lower occupational status do not identify with their
work.

They suffer from an "incomplete" identity; they are

dominated, therefore, by the identity which they formed under
the conditions of primary socialization.

They cannot inte'_r-

nalize the reality of secondary socialization.
The individual, however, does.rot become dissatisfied or
recognize the source of his identity problems.

Instead. he is

lulled or compensated by the production-consumption system
which created his identity problems.

The wealth of con-

spicuous consumption which serves as status symbols no longer
serves the pur'pose of status differentiation.
sumption serves a "new" compensatory function.

Instead, conThis new

function.takes the form of production images, made up of a
combination of material goods which serve as the props for a
manufactured, highly visible style or "identity".

Lower status

individuals who are still attempting to achieve higher status
assume extra-occupational roles; individuals who resign themselves to their low status seek only to mask this status,
therefore they assume these production images.
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INTRODUCTION
The Problem
My main concern in this thesis is the problem of' identity
formation associated with low occ'upational status. and the use
made of consumption as

compensation~

The problem of individual identity formation is not new.
William James, for example, deve19ped his concept of multiple
idenj;i ties in .1892, followed shortly by· Cooley's (1902') explanation of identity and the looking-glass self,' and later by Mead
(1~34) who elaborated on ideptitY'in terms of the self in rel~tion

·to ,others.

More recently theorists' such. as' Berger and Luckmann (1967)

examined identity formation and cOll.struci;ion of' surrounding
social reality.
other sociologists have'focused more on the nature and
structure of society itself.

We are particularly concerned with

those who deal with modern mass society (for example, Selznick 1963.
Marcuse 1966),

Like many others who have addressed the problems

associated with

ider~ity

both empirically and theoretically, (see

for example Knupfer, 191.1-7; Hyman, 1953; Meier and Bell, 1959; Luckmann
and Berger, 1964; Otto and Featherman, 1975) our concern finds expression at both micro and macro levels: we will examine the processes,
problems and eventual product of identity formation in contemporary
'society. 1
Our problem involves the interaction between individual
status location and identity of' blue collar workers 2 in context of
mass society.

We outline the individual's inability tOl'form an

identity under conditions of secondary socialization; we then deal

,

"

2

with the complications which arise from an individual's recognition
of his low status which he has not internalized into his self.
sugg~sts

This

that the individual would become dissatisfied with his lot.

Marcuse points out, however, that the working class - or low status
individuals - has lost the potential for revolutionary change.

They

have become, instead, staunch supporters of the status quo (lVlarcuse
1966, p.256).

This appears contradictory to the work of other

sociologists who theorize and "document" identity prohlems among
those of low status in the social hierarchy.)

This leads us to a

question which we answer in the last chapter: If the individual does
not find satisfaction of self within the social system, why does he
continue ,to support it?

We hypothesize that the individual, although

not "successfully" socialized into the system, seeks identity and
status compensation through the commodities offered by mass culture,
rather than through what Marcuse (1966) refers to as qualitative
change in the system itself.
An individual may have several identities.

We concentrate on

occupational identity because, as we shall see in Chapter Two,
occupation is a universal status system; that is, it is a method
by which each individual can "locate" or rank himself and others
in the social hierarchy, as well as being the major full-time role
of most individuals.

Let us elaborate briefly.

Berger and Berger define identity as the socialized part of
the self.

Individual identities have objective counter-parts.

Society has a "repertoire of identities" for example, girl, policeman, which are aRsigned to the individual in variaus ways (Berger
and Berger 1972, p.62).

Berger and Berger state that:

:3
whether an identity is assigned orachieveo, in
each case it is appropriated by thj indivldu~l
- through a process of interaction with others. It is others who identify him in a iJpecifiri wa.y.
Only if an identity is confirmed by others is
it possible for that identity to b~ real ~o the
-individual holding it. In other words. id,ntity
is the product of an interplay of-identification
and self-identifioation. This is true of identities
that are deliberately oonstructed by an individual.
(1972, p. 62; see also Stone 1970, P. 399)
For identity to be formed, the individual must internalize
and identify with his role or behaviour,- ntaking it part ofhis subjeotive reality (Berger and Luokmann 1967. p. 130-13:3) •
. Occupations of lowe):' status, however, do not d8DU.lnd oommltment or extensive socialization (Berger and Luckmann-l967.
Faunce 1968) as our

discussion in Chapter Two will reveal.

The individual, therefore, cannot internalize and form an
identity from his occupational role.

On the other hand,

the individual is aooorded social honour by others aocording
to the rank of his occupation.

The individual reoognizes

his low status but does not internalize this status.

His

objective and subjective realities do not match, and he is
not fully integrated into the system without discontent.

He

is thrown back upon his primary identity Which should be (but
under these conditions is not) completed by the identity of
secondary socialization to form a total self.

The core of

the total self is formed in childhood, when the processes of
primary socialization have a greater degree of "inevitability"
because the child knows no alternativesJ this total self is
completed by the formation of the social self.

The latter is

4

Qomposed of the many easily detached selves of the alternate
worlds' Of adult (secondary) socialization (Berger and Luckmann
1967, p. 130-131).
therefore,suffer

Low oooupational status individuals,

fr~m

two related problems.

a)

they·oannot

form an identity from work because the nature of" :Low statu.s
ocoupations doe"s not provide the necessary conditions, thus
they are thrown back upon their primary identity and

b)

they

are "recognized by others and consequently recognize themselves
as low status individuals, although this is not part of their
identity.
Our definition of status we borrow from Faunce.

Status

is the amount of social honour acoorded to the individual.
Status systems are defined as certain criteria unequally
distributed resulting in differing degrees of social honour
(Faunce 1968, p. 93).

Objectively, we are concerned with

status distribution associated with occupation as Mills
describe~

it (1974, Chapter 4).

Faunce distinguishes between

interpositional and intrapositional status;
Chapter Two.

as we will see in

The former refers to location within the entire

occupational hierarchy; the latter refers to,location within
the same occupational stratum (Faunce 1968, p. 118).

A general

practition&r, for example, may consider his position to be one
of high status compared to a factory worker, but of low status
compared with a brain surgeon.
distinction slightly.

We will change Faunce's

We retain the meaning of interpositional;

intrapositional. however, we will define as a grouping of

5
..
..
,.C'

;,;.;
,

oocupational strata.

Thus, using Mills' criteria,we may

deal in terms ot blue collar or wag.:worker ocoupational
st.rata, and white collar ocoupational strata, both of which
,

~~

.~

-

.. '

.

are internally graded (Mills 1974, Chapter 4).4

This

definition of intrapositional inoludes self-evaluation within
a stratum itself, sFaunce originally

def~ned

the , term.

Subjectively individuals may evaluate themselves as
lower status inter- or intrapositionally.

This dep$nds on

which criteria they choose for self-esteem maintenanoe
(Faunce 1968, p. 91-93).

By low status we wi11 refer to

those individuals who occupy the lower rungs
ional hierarohy. i.e. blue collar strata.
__ IJretatio~bL

t~ese

objectively identified

o~

the ocoupat-

Subjective inter!~dividual~i_s~_ _

dealt with in the last chapter.
We focus initially on the occupational status which
other people attribute to the individual.

This is a major

source of self-esteem maintenance (or destruotion), it is
how others react and locate the individual in the social
hierarchy, therefore it is an important method of evaluating
one's self.

The importance of status on self-esteem

maintenance depends on the reinforcement of the primary
identity.

The social reference group is an important source

of this reinforcement, therefore a change in reference group
has significant effects on identity.

Based on Wilensky's

predictions (1970), we are able to hypothesize that
individuals of low occupation status may be divided into
two types:

a) those who change their social "reference" group

,

. ,,_..:

6
to the st:tata above

them~

In this ca.se outward signs of

status are 'esp,cially important for ~elf-esteem maintenance.
These are how others identify the individual and thus how
he evaluat$s himself.
forced, and
, .,

.

eneegroup

The primary identity is not rein-

b) those who do not change their sooial referof primary socia:llzation.

Th,elr primary identity

i- •
'~

- -,
~

continues to be reinf.oroed. 'This reinforoement results in
.

.

their resignation from or indifference to statUB aOhievement.
These individuals. aocepting l,owstatus telenti ties. s$ek to
;' ,

disguise their lower status in the eyes of others rather than
achieve it.

In both calSes, as we shall ee,. compensation is

offered by mass oulture.
We will borrow Wilensky's definition of mass cultUre,
'Mass culture' will refer to oultural produots
for a mass market. Associated
oharacteristics ••• are standardization of product
and mass behavior in its use. Mass culture tends to
be standardized because it aims to please the average
taste of the undifferentiated audience (1964, p. 176).

~nufaoturedsolely

We will define mass society in relation to mass cultures
All members of mass society are equally valued as
voters, buyers, and spectators. Numerical superiority
therefore tends to be the decisive oriterion of success.
In the political realm this means the number of votes;
in the economic realm it is the number of sales; and
in the oultural realm it is the size of the audience
(Kornhauser 1968, p. 59).
We have, then, defined the mass in terms of its function as
a market, its oonsumer capacity as a whole.

This definition

deliberately excludes a description.of the internal structure
of the mass beoause, like Wilensky (1964), we believe that

7

the w'o are' different aspects of the term lone does not
tmply the other.

The mass in its market function is an

undifferentiated audience, but not an undifferentiated
social population, as Wilensky clearly points out;
••• sooial differenti-.tion pers~$t8" even
.
increases. It is rooted .first in specialization
by job and occupation .••• (1964, p. 177)
••• 'mass 'culture' ••• can vary independently
frQm 'mass structure' ' •• it (1961+, p. 178).
W. are now experienoing "tne simultaneous grQwth of
structu.ral differentiation andoul tural uniformity". (Wilensky 1964,p. 178).

Thus standardized consumption and

lifestyle habits do not automatically imply an undifferentiated mass.
OUr argument is theoretical and relies heavily upon
theoretical literature.
contributions synthesized

Our discussion unfolds through
fr~m

selected sociologists.

For example, the social context of mass society incorporates
the structural effects Zijderveld outlines,

Mill~

explicit

stratification criteria, and Marcuse's description of
rational-technical control.

Where possible, we have

supplemented our theoretical propositions with more empirical
evidence.
gut1ine of the Discussion
a)

Macro Level - Mass Society
In Chapter ,One we portray the social context within

Which the individual forms his identity.

This sets the stage

8

for the disoussion to follow in the remaining chapters, in
that it definea oertain socially il1lposed limitatiQns to
identity format.ion.

We open Chapter One with an examination

of the confus"ion. between standardization due to mass culture
and class

l.ve~ling.

Then we will turn to the degree of

oontrol exercised over the individual.
We discuss several theori .t~... in an effort to olear
away the eonfusion surrounding Qultural and (what is

,

clicheed as) Qlass levelling.

Selznick (196'3.) c()osiders
~.r

cultural and class levelling to be part

of

;;{".

the same processes;

Shils (196,.) on the other hand, reoognize:s stratification
differences. butcohsiders these.to be neutralized or
rendered insignifioant by the egalitarian ethos of mass
oul ture.

Zijderveld (1971), Mills (1974) and Marcuse' (19t6'·)

however, make strong distinctions between mass oulture
standardization and olass or stratification levelling.
We then examine mass culture as a method and
manifestation of sooial control.

In order to faoilitate

this examination, we modify Kornhauser's distinotion between
two categories of mass society theory
the aristocratic.

I

the democratic and

Democratio theories postUlate the mani-

pulation of the mass by the elite; aristooratic theories
describe an elite dominated by the mass (Kornhauser 1959, p.
24).
power.

We will change this distinction to one of source of
Consequently, we will divide mass society theories

"

!
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into

t~ose

which:' place the souroe of power in the mass

itself, that is, an autonomous mass, and thoe.whioh
consider the mass to be controlled and manipulated by
an external elite.
This distinction is better suited to our overall
goal of examining identity formation in contemporary
sooiety.

The individual as a member of the

autonQ~ous

mass implies either a situation in whioh individuals,
independent of each other, pursue similar goals. or a
situation in whioh the individualaots as a

co~sent~ng

member of a oolleotivity providing its own direction and
momentum.

In either case, the individual, as a member of

the autonomous mass would be free i.e. not manipulated by
a source external to the mass, to choose the paths and
acti vi ties which would benefit him the most. ·He would have
ample avenues to choose from for identity formation and
development.

The individual as a member of the controlled

mass, on the other hand, would be subject to overt and
subliminal manipulations Which would affect his formation
of self.

We find generally in our discussion that those

theorists who equate cultural and class levelling recognize
an autonomous mass; those theorists who clearly distinguish
between the two consider the mass to be controlled by a
source of power external to itself.

I·,:,,"
10

b)

Micro Level - The Individual
In Chapter Two we drop from the societal level to

that of the individual, and deal with the processes and
problems of identity formation in a segmented institutional
structure.

We begin with a description of identity formation

and then look at the associated problems.

We conclude this

chapter with a discussion of status location of identity in
the objective world.
Berger and Luckmann·s (1967) processes of identity
formation are discussed in context of Zijderveld's (1971)
analysis of meaningless, segmented society.

We are able to

qualify Zijderveld's all-pervasive meaninglessness with
Faunce's (1968) work.

Thus we are able to suggest that

individuals at the lower levels of the occupational hierarchy
experience greater degrees of meaninglessness than those at the
higher status levels.

They have no strong occupational

socialization and consequent identity Which counteracts the
overall lack of meaning of segmented roles.

Secondary

sooialization in terms of the occupational identity is not
successful. therefore the individual is thrown back upon his
primary identity.

I suggest that the individual of lower

occupational status will not only suffer from lack of
identity • completion' or modification. but will then experience
discrepancy between his oocupational status (according to Which
others identify or locate him in the

Boci~.hierarchy)

and the

11
statu~

location of his primary identity.

Faunce suggests

that individuals choose the mo·st flattering role for selfevaluation (1968, p. 92-93).

In this case, the individual

would choose the most flattering status location for his
self-evaluatio0.· He faces certain difficulties no matter
which choice he

make~.

because his occupational status is

not that of his identity.

In Derger and Luckmann's words,

the individual is not "successfully" socializes, his subjective and objective reality do not match (1967. p. 16).
This discrepancy is complicated by the status
competition in contemporary society (Wilensky 19~O).
Occupational role is a major means of identification of the
indi vidual by others (Barber 1961, Mills 1974).

The

individual, sharing the everyday knowledge 5 with other
members of his social system (Berger and Luckmann 1967),
recognizes the position of his occupation in the objective
hierarchy and realizes that others locate or rank him according
to this position.

He does n6t incorporate into his identity

the status location of his occupation, but this is how he is
identified by others.

Occupational status, therefore,becomes

crucial to the individual's self-esteem maintenance.
c)

Synthesis - The Individual in Society
In Chapter three we bring together the societal and

•

•

•

!(C
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individual strains of the first two chapters, and 'turn to
the individual in the context of mass society.

We are concerned

wi th the demise of "Veblerian" consumption' and the "new"
function of consumption in relation to the status and
identity problems of the individual.

We culminate with the

two'major reactionsto the status problem - ambition and
withdrawal - and the role consumption plays in each.
We find that patterns of consumpt,"oj'}., in mass culture
are relatively'homogeneous across the different ,strata (Wilensky 1964. Westley and Westley 1971).

The standard' package

of oonsumption (Reisman and. - ~oseborO'Ugh 19~:5') representing
the "American way of life" (Parker 1972) is achieved by
some with greater diffioulty than others.

The lower status

individual only achieves this level of consumption through
such "extra opportunities" as working wives, credit, overtime
and moonlighting (Levitan 1971, Westley and Westley 1971,
Parker 1972).

Consumption status symbols have lost their

meaning through widespread distribution (Klapp 1969),
therefore the Veblerian function of consumption (Wilensky
19i,O) has become ineffective.

We find, therefore, that oonspicuous consumption is
no longer a reliable method of achieving status.

The routes

to higher status have beoome more complicated than consumption
alone.

Consequently, we agree with Wilensky (197-0) that lower

status individuals will react in two major ways; they will
maintain their status drive, or they will resign from the
status competition.

13
Individuals who retain their status drive are
those who have oontaot with the strata above them and
have made this their social reference group (Form and
Geschwender 1962, see also Hyman 1953).

The change in

reference group away from the one of primary socialization
(desoribed by Form and Geschwender as being made up of
fathers, brothers and peers in partiou1ar) results in
a lack of reinforcement of the prlmary identity.
These individuals also absor.b the mobility ethic of
status levels above them.

The oombined effect is that

status looation by oocupation becomes more important to
this individual.

He cannot aOhieve the neoessary status

through his present ocoupation.

He will tend to assume

roles in non-work organizations in an effort to evaluate
himself and be evaluated

by

others in terms other tAan

oocupational status (Wilensky 19-70).

In this case, the

individual is assuming what we will refer to as roleidentities.

He may only learn and play the role - still

suffering the contradiction of a low status primary
identity - or he may actually internalize the role to form
a new identity_

In either case, the extra oooupational

roles of what Luokmann and Berger (1964) call secondary
institutions of
attainment.

m8~S

culture become the method of status

We deal with how this extra-work status is equivalent

,;
~.

,

-..
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to occupational status in Chapter- 2.
The s.cond type are those who resign from the status
competition.

These .individuals retain their relatives and

peers in the lower ocoupational strata as their social
reference group' (Form and Geschwender 1962).

In this case,

their primary identity is reinforced, which means that they
have internalized a certain status location.

In addition,

they do not absorb the mobility ethos of the while collar
strata above them (although as Kahl pointed out, they
recognize that it is a dominant belief in their society
without subscribing to itt 1953. p. 198).

Aohieving status

in order to emulate a white collar reference group is not
significant to them.

Interpositionally, in terms of the

entire occupational hierarchy, they are resigned to their
status location.
The case for these individuals is more complicated
than the situation of the other type.

They may evaluate themselves

intrapositionally as well as interpositionally.
individual who is indifferent to the status

The

competi~ion

may

find that his occupational status position intrapositionally,
that is in terms of within the blue collar occupational
levels, may be of a higher status location than his primary
identity.

In this case, the individual may use his

occupational status for self-evaluation over his primary

15
identi ty (in a, choice similar to the one that the ··status
stri ver" makes).

The degree to which: .he relies on this for

self-evaluation will depend on whether he emphasize1i interor intrapositional status location.
The individual, on the other hand, may not have a
favourable interpositional evaluation.

Form and Geschwender

discovered that a blue collar individual's occupational
status had to pe the

s~e

or,above that of his father and

brothers for him to be able to maintain his esteem (1962, p. 231).
If the individual's occupational status is lower than the
status location of the primary identity which is related
to the occupational status levels of the social referenoe
group (especially the father's), then the

individ~al

will

not have any basis for positive self-evaluation - interor intrapositionally.

His reference grollP in this case

reinforces the status location of his primary identity, a
location Which he cannot maintain in secondary socialization.
We suggest that the individual's self-esteem needs will
assert themselves, but in a different way from those of the
status striver.

These individuals will seek to hide or

mask their identity or status (except in the case of the
individual who chooses to evaluate himself on his favourable
intrapositional occupational status).

They will attempt to

compensate for the low status locations internalized in the

16
primary identity, and for their low ocoupational status,
int.~ and/or

intraposi tionally.

This compensation will take

the tGnn of temporarily assuming a different identity·whioh
"hides" who the individual "really" is (Klapp 1969, Chapter

3).

This individual turns tilt a different feature of mass oulture -

production images.
Tnese images are pre-fabri9ated identities
and

B~rger1964)'made

up of combinations of material props

. sO.l" on the mass market.

Unlike the other form Of status

oompensation, these images are not roles.
r~currlng

(Luok~nn

They have no

pattern of behaviour (Gerth and Mills 1964)

neither do they fit into a pattern of duties, rights and
obligations (Nisbet 1970).

Klapp (1969) describes these

production images as charaoters deliberately assumed for
masquerade purposes.

These images have no universal meanings

(Klapp 1969) thus they do not become typifications (Berger
and Luokmann 1967) or the basis of roles.
be internalized or reinforced

No identity can

by assuming these images.

The individual, therefore, cannot be identified by others
and"re-located" status wise.

Production images, therefore,

are not successful identity or status compensation.
d)

Conclusion
Finally, we synthesize the main themes of the three

major chapters.

We point out that the production-oomsumption

.•!

•
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system, the control force of the stratification pattern
(Chapter One), and the souroe of these

individu~ls'low

status. (our discussion· of Chapter Two) i$ the source of
compensation (Chapter Three) for the problems it oreates.
In answer to the question we ask in the

statem~nt

of our

problem of why individuals do not push for' change, we
:

.
.

. ..

.

conclude that "unsucoessful" socialization will never lead
to disoontent as long. as. mass ·0\11 ture offers forms of
status and iclentity oompensation ..
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FOOTNOTES - INTRODUCTION
i

1.

Barger and Barger state that It • • • we simultaneously
inhabit different worlds, ••• we inhabit the microworld of our immediate experience with others in
face-to-face relations. Beyond that ••• we inhabit
a macro-world consisting of much larger structures
and inVOlvIng us in relations with others that are
mostly abstract, anonymous and remote." (1972, P.B)

2.

We are primarily concerned with male blue collar
workers. Although women also enter the labour
force as workers at this level, stUdies suggest
that their orientation to work dlffers from that af
men. Working is often secondary to their traditional
role in the home. Women work in short spurts for·
extra cash; to get out of the house ("social life Ii) ;
or even work full time and continuously to supplement
their husband·s income. while still considering
their primary function to be running the home (womeri
in such a position often consider themselves to be
at work only "temporarily" which effects their
commitment)~
We suggest that identity problems
will be similar but also different in some respects
for blue-collar wives and female workers (often the
young wom.:n in the factory may be biding her time
waiting for marriage to "take her away from allthis
therefore we refer primarily to male blue collar
workers. See Royal Commission on the Status of Women
1972, p. 56-71 Komarovsky 1967. p. 61-72; Holter 1973
fl

),

p. 1.52.

J.

"Problems II include those conditions or traits Which
effect identity formation, also those characteristics
which do not equip the individual for competing in a
mobility-oriented industrial society. For example,
low aspiration and achievement values, lack of selfconfidence, difficulty internalizing roles, disjuncture
between identity status and role. See for exmaplel
Knupfer 1947. Meier and Bell 1959; Wilensky 197~O;
Luckmann and Berger 1964; Ashton 197); Lueptow 197.5;
Haller, Otto, Meier and Ohlendorf 1974; Otto and
Feathermann 1975.
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4.

5.

Mills deals specifically with white collar gradation,
which, he states, are not one compact stratum but
range from almost bottom to top. of society (1974,
p. 64). The workers of the new lower class are
predominantly semi-skilled (Mills 1974, p. 67).
Differences between the highest blue-collar stratum
and lowest white collar stratum may only be the
prestige associated with manual/non-manual labour.
The nature of th-e work itself and other traits such
as income and property-ownership may be similar.
This merging of the boundary between blue and white
collar strata has been called the proletarianization
of white collar work (see Westley and Westley 1971).
Marcuse's description of the change in the nature of
work is found in Chapter 1. As we See later in the
thesis, this distinction between blue and white collar
status becomes extremely significant in self-evaluation.
It should be pointed out that the c9ncept of everyday
commonsense or recipe knowledge which we attribute
throughout to Berger and Luckmann originates with
Schutz (see liThe Social Distribution of Knowledge" 1964
in Collected parers Vol. II.) Berger and Luckmann's
treatment of th s concept is stressed in our argument
because it is consistent with other parts of their
theory upon which we heavily rely.

CHAPTER I
SETTING THE STAGE
CONDITIONS OF MASS SOCIETY

In this chapter we will discuss mass·$9ciety in
terms of stratification, mass culture and cQntrol.

The

first section is a variation on the $ociet.l-individual
theme which we discussed in the Introductiort.
examine the meaning of mass oulture for

~ach

We will
theorist,

and then briefly look at their concept of integration of
the individual.

In the seoond section we will deal with

social control operating in mass society.

We will then

be able to draw some general conclusions about the social
context within which the individual develops his identity.
We

will begin with an examination of several mass

society theorists in an attempt to demonstrate and clarify
the .confusion between mass cultural standardization and
class levelling.

Standardization of consumption does not

necessarily imply a 'withering away of class' (a term
by Westergaard 1966).

~sed

We will attempt to set out strati-

fication as one of the conditions of mass society, on the
assumption that individuals who belong to lower ··status
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·strata (or what Berger and Luckmann call lower class
ob j ecti ve worlds. 1967, p J.:37 as we shall see in the
next chapter) will form different identities than those
who 'belong' at higher status levels. l We also disouss
the method of integration as this may also reetrictthe
indi vidual" sbehaviour and thus effect identity formation.
We will begin with those who in some way combine or
confuse olass levelling and cultural standardization,
and prooeed to those who clearly differentiate between the
two.
We then turn to the question of control.

This is

significant to identity formation for two related reasons,
a).because it maintains the status quo and thus the
individual's status level in the stratification pattern,
and b) beoause it restricts the opportunities the individual
has for development of his identity by controlling his
participation in the social structure.
The method of integration may also be a method of
control, as we will see.

The individual who is functionally

integrated, that is, connected to the institutional
structure by his major (usually occupational) role may
be controlled by that structure (or those controlling it)
by means of this tie.

We examine mass culture as a method
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.of control which helps to maintain the stratification
pattern, not as an alternative to it.

The individual

may be integrated both by consumption habits which have
now become "needs" to be fulfilled, and by his functional
role which he must maintain in order to fulfill these
needs (at the same time supporting the stratifioation
pattern).

Gorz. for example, points out the effects of

control on the individual, as neo-Qapitalism
••• demands a type of personality that can be
moulded into a condition of passive consumption:
'mass' individuals. on whom it strives to impose
aims, desires and longings which are no more than
its own instruments (1966, p. 348).
We deal with the relationship of consumption and the
individual more in the third chapter.

What is significant

at this point is Gorz' emphasis on the effects of the
controlled social system upon the individual.

We are

not concerned with a 'type of personality', but

rath~r

the identity of the individual formed within the
restrictions of a controlled mass society.
We may use Lowenthal also for an example of the
rationale which motivates us into examining the individual
in his social context.

He rejects the idea of the "taste

of the masses" but instead suggest that "taste is fed to
the masses" by those in control of production (1961, p. 12).2
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Lowenthal measures the effects of control in terms of
the individual, stating that
••• I wish I knew whether the consumption of
popular culture really presupposes a human being
with pre-adult traits or whether modern man has
a split personality, half mutilated child and
half standardized adult (1961, p. 12).
While we do not see the individual in quite the same way,
our problem is similar. the effects of a controlled social
system on

individua~

identity.

We begin this task in

this chapter by examining mass society in terms of
stratification and mass culture, and control in an effort
to construct the constraints within which the individual
must develop his identity.

The actual. processes of

identity formation within these constraints are discussed
in the following chapter.
I have chosen Selznick because his argument represents one extreme on the spectrum between confusion of
mass culture and class levelling on the one hand, and
clear differentiation between these two elements on the
other.

He presents the mass as increasingly homogeneous

or undifferentiated.

He is followed by Shila, who offers

us a more compromising (in terms of the two extremes) view
of the mass.

His description mediates the views of Selznick

and those of the more critical theorists.

Stratification
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exists, according to Shils, but is neutralized by a growing
universal dignity of the mass members and a shift in
criteria of evaluation.

Zijderveld, Marcuse and Mills

distinguish between cultural homogenization and class
levelling, although it is the last two who make the
strongest arguments for a rigid stratification pattern,
and Mills who sets out specific stratification oriterion.
In the second section dealing with control, we are
able to divide these five

theori~ts

: into those who

postulate an autonomous mass and those who postulate a
controlled mass.

We find generally that those who equate

mass culture and class levelling recognize these elements
as processes of social control.

Each of these five

theorists was chosen because he represents a certain
perspective in the spectrum from unstratified-autonomous
mass to stratified controlled mass.
Mass Culture or Class Levelling?
Wilensky, in a study of the effects of mass culture
on different occupational groups, writes a
••• on its production side, modern society
displays increasing diversity of structure;
on its consumption side, increasing standardization
of culture ••• (1964, p. 178).
Our definition in the Introduction deliberately defines
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the mass only in relation to mass culture, that is, in
its capacity as the market.

This definition makes no

reference to the internal structure of the mass, only to
its function as a whole in relation to the productionconsumption system.

Standardization resulting from the

spread of mass culture, as Wilensky's quote illustrates,
does not imply or equate to class levelling or lack of
differentiation within the mass.

The individual, therefore

may find himself equal as a consumer, but unequal in his
general class/status position (Westley and westley 1971,
p. 59).

i) Selznick
Selznick's work is an example of confusion of
cultural standardization and class levelling.

Part of

this confusion stems from the nature or style of his
argument.

At no point does Selznick openly discuss or

analyze stratification differences in relation to mass
culture: rather, he alludes to stratification in his
description of the mass.

It is from these descriptive

passages that we are able to glean Selznick's basis of
assumptions concerning stratification.
Selznick's argument contains three definitions
of the mass.

He deals alternately with the mass as an
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increasingly active populace which threatens culture via
direct access to elites and institutions (19 6 ], p. 16);
the mass as particular amorphous groups which have
'loosened' from the institutional structure (19p), p. 17);
and finally, the mass as found in mass organizations

(196), p. 20).
Selznick postulates but never defines the 'levelling
pressure' of the mass (196), p. 27).

In most cases he

relates this levelling pressure to cultural attenuation,
without specifically delineating the nature of the
processes involved.

The relationship between cultural

and class levelling is implicit in his argument.

We may

reconcile his three definitions of mass if we accept them
as progressive stages in the process of cultural levelling.
We shall begin with his first definition of mass, therefore,
and work through to his third.
Selznick's definition of culture included the nature
of the entire society, not just "high" culturel)
By ·culture· ••• we mean not simply the arts
or manners but the basic patterns of motivation and inhibition ••• which are trans~
mitted from one generation to another (19~3,
p. 19).
Areas of ' cultural incubation and development· include
education, leisure and politics (196), p. 16).

Selznick
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does not consider mass culture to be a variety of widely
distributed products and services, but rather change permeating the entire 'social system.

If the mass threatens

culture-bearing elites (his first definition of mass) then,
by

logical extension of his definition of

culture, it

threatens elites in society generally, that is, in all
institutions, not just the creative elites for whom he
expresses concern (1963, p. 15).

Attenuation of culture,

when culture is thus defined, would then appear to mean a
breakdown of the status quo in terms of the existing
hierarchy of elites.

Cultural levelling - the process

carried out by the mass - becomes in this sense a process
of increasing homogenization of status, as positions or
roles sucoomb to the power of the mass.

In mass society

••• the independent functions of creative
elites cannot be performed. It is not the
quality of the individuals which is in
point but their roles; it is not so much
that the mass is unfit in any literal sense
as that the nature of the system prevents
the emergence of effective social leadership •••• a mass society is one in which no
one is qualified ••• because the relationships involve a radical cultural levelling,
not because no superior individuals exist
(Selznick 1963, p. 15).
The ref.erent

of these "relationships" which involve a

radical cultural levelling is not clear.

Selznick would

appear to mean the relationship between roles.

This
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implies that effective social leadership i.e. elites is
'levelled' or non-existent because roles are ordered
non-hierarchically.

If superior individuals do exist

as he suggests, then it seems that the roles themselves
are not graded or ranked, thus personal Buperiority has
no outlet.

Selznick seems to have dealt with strati-

fication as standardization of institutional role status.
In another descriptive passage, he states that
the mass society individual
••• expects to retain his commonness and
to be distinguished from the multitude
only by a certain technical competence.
(Selznick 1963. p. 16).
We can infer that this commonness is a quality resulting
from the breakdown of status differentiation or "cultural
levelling."

Elites desert their "distinctive cultural

roles" as leaders to "find security in a feeling of
oneness with the common man" (Selznick

19~J,

p. 16-17).

Thus it is in postulating the loss of a distinctive
identity on the part of the elite that Selznick alludes
to the homogenization of status in mass society (1963, p. 17).
Selznick offers a second definition of mass Which
we may reconcile to his first if we liberally interpret
or "read into" his argument.

The mass as an undiffer-

entiated, amorphous body emerges "when the normal inhibitions
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.enforced

:! by

tradition and social structure are loosened"

(Selznick 196), p. 18).

We may assume that the mass

according to the first definition breaks down the
institutions by its participation, and that the mass in
the second definition is a result of this breakdown.
This undifferentiated body, therefore, also appears to
be a product of status and function levelling.

The

individual of the amorphous mass is experiencing
lithe disintegration of traditional institutional systems"
(Selznick

19~3,

p. 18).

Mass participation in these

institutions appears to equate with disintegration of
these.
Selznick's third definition of the mass completes
our progression.

Individuals join mass organizations of

segmental participation, which are non-hierarchical
except for an elite formed "in the image of the mass"
(Selznick 1993, p. 20).

Consistent with our sequential

development of his definitions, we would interpret this
participation as an attempt on the part of the individual
"to find a way back to status and function" (Selznick

19~J,

p. 18) as institutional ties disintegrate. (We could also
interpret this to mean that institutions, through mass
participation, have been reduced to the mass organizations.)
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As we have seen, the elements of Selznick's description are logical only if we interpret his revolving
definitions of mass sequentially.

He does not give an

analysis of the factors of class or "cultural" levelling
by the mass; instead he simplistioally writes of this
process as a function of the "solvents of science,
technology, industrialization and urbanization
p. 17).

II

(19 ~3.

His fear for the status quo seems to lead him

into confusing increased participation of the mass in
the various forms of mass culture with a total levelling
of class differences in a "takeover" by the mass.
There is one aspect of Selznick's

descripti~n

with

which we can agree, and which other theorists who do
not confuse class levelling and mass participation also
tend to support.

In relation to his second definltion

he describes the mass as based upon "the atrophy of
meaningful human relations" and the "decay of social ties"
(1993, p. 18).

He describes the participation of the

individual:
Participation is segmental when individuals
interact not as whole 'personal tie.s J)ut i11
terms of the roles they play in the situation
at hand. This is characteristic ••• of formal
organizations where only the functional
relevance of participants is prized. The
personalities of individuals are levelled;
men deal with each other as abstractions
rather than as whole persons. (Selznick
1963. p. 20.)
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Selznick seems to describe an unstratified but functionally
integrated society in which the individual is isolated.
Other theorists, as we shall see shortly. describe this
same condition as a manifestation of specialized functions
hierarchically arranged.
ii) Shils
Shils' theory we can place between that of Selznick
and the more critical theorists.

He recognizes strati-

fication differences and.also increased participation and
consumption by the mass.

This participation Shils explains

as a result of the increased civility, dignity and consensus of the mass.

We shall examine these character-

istics peculiar to Shils argument.
His origin of the mass is unclear.

Individuals in

a bounded territory come to view one another with:
••• civil disposition (which) is nothing
more than the acknowledgement of the legitimacy of the authority - definitely
located in persons or offices, or diffuse
in the form of the legitimacy of the social
order - which prevails over a territory •••
(1963; p. 36).
This civil disposition has lead to the establishment
of consensually legitimate institutions (Shils 1963, p.36).
Shils does not give a clear description of the origin of
this consensus associated with civility.

On one hand

it
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leads to the formation of institutions; on the other handa
••• this consensus grows in part from an
attachment to the centre, to the central
institutional system and value order of
the society. It is also a product of a
newly emergent ••• feeling of ~nity with
one's fellow men ••• (Shils 196J, p. )6).
These institutions control the conflict between class,
ethnic and professional sectors in stratified mass
society (Shils 1963, p. )6).

This society is composed

of a multitude of functions which are integrated by their
interdependence (Shils 1963, p. 32, p. 47) and by
••• the exercise and acceptance of authority
in the major subsystems of the society, in
the polity, the economy, and the status and
cultural orders i.e. in educational and
religious institutions and their associated
norms and beliefs (Shi1s 196J, p. 32).
A stratified system complete with elites exists according
to Shi1s.

The mass participates, however, as equal

consenting members.

The distance between the mass and

the elites has lessened, in fact, it is the mass who is
the most important element in mass society.

The following

passage reveals how Shils overcomes stratification
differences and the existence of an elite in his
optimistic theorya
••• the change in moral attitudes ••• has
underlain the enhancement of the dignity
of ordinary people ••• both elites and mass
have received this into their judgment of
themselves and the world ••• the maxim which
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locates the sacred in the mass of the population is the shaping force ••• in society •••
the unique feature of the mass society is •••
the dispersion of charismatic quality more
widely throughout society, so that everyone
who is a member of the society, because he is
a member, comes to possess it. (Shils 1963, p.38).
Shils does not postulate a change in stratification
per se, but rather an equalization of

memb~rs

by means

of the "dispersal of charisma" (1963, p. 38).

This means

a shift in emphasis rather than a change, of conditions.
All internal conflicts, states Shils, are bridged by the
individual~

sense of attachment to his society as a whole

and affinity with other members (1963. p. 37).

The

problem of stratification has been solved in the following
way:
The elevation of humanity and of membership
••• has led to a diminuation of the importance
of individual achievement as a standard for
the direction of one's own actions and as a
criterion of status ••• The quality of life
has tended ••• to replace occupational achievement and proficiency as a source of self-esteem
and as a criterion for esteeming others •••
Mass society ••• contributes towards a situation
in which occupational role and achievement
have become less important in "\he guidance of
action and in the claiming and acknowledgement
of status (Shila 196.3, p. 43-44).
The impact of class, status, occupation have been'reduced,
but not the differentiated structure itself, according
to Shils.

In the above passage, we see that he

recognizes the homogeneous effects of mass oulture.
The source of this standardization he attributes to
fundamental standards which originate or at least have
their main support in the mass and which elites also
share or emulate (Shils

196~.

p. 37).

He does not

realize that support and origin have different
implications.

The mass may support values or standards

which have been implemented by a loous of control
external to itself, rather than from within itself.
Despite the obvious implications of the following passage,
Shils still fails to make the connection between mass and
culture and control:
••• the mass means more to elites now than
it did in other great societies. It has come
to life in the minds of its rulers more
vididly than ever before. This change has
been brought about in part by increased
political and then the increa~ed purchasing
power of the mass (Shils 1963, p. )8).
We may conclude that rather than solve the apparent
contradiction of stratification and the uniformity of
mass culture, Shils contributes a conciliatory interpretation. he neutralizes existing stratifioation
differences and conflicts by describing a blanket quality
of charisma and a shift from stratifioation to "lifestyle"
criteria of status (Shils 1963, p.

4J~44),

resulting in
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a (stratified) egalitarian mass.

His interpretation of

the individual's integration is of a similar tone.

He

described a society characterized by functional integration, that is, attachment by the major

rol~

(Shils

196:3, p. 32, p. 47) with certain conflict between these
parts.

He does not elaborate on this form of integration,

possibly because it is not harmonious with his optimistic
view of mass society.

He incorporates and neutralizes

funotional integration of the ind"tvidual in the same
manner that he dealt with stratification differences, by
stressing the consensus and affinity among individuals.
Thus he states that "personal relationships •••

have come

to be regarded as part of the right order of life" in mass
society (1963. p. 40).

He does not deal with the effects

of functional integration, but implies that they are overshadowed by the effects of the "moral transmutation
arising from the shift in the locus of oharisma" (196:3,
p. 46) and neutralized by growing affinity among members
of the mass (1963, p. 37).
iii) Zijderveld
Zijderveld's view of stratification in mass society
is contained in the following passage.
A subtle division of countless specialized
functions, a large scale of various levels
of rewards and status allocations, a
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differentiatioD of spheres of authority and
power ••• organized on striot1y rational and
effioient grounds. Rational bureaucracy
fulfilled this task (1971, p.65).
Here he sets out a fundamental assumption of his
argument. that bureaucracy
nature of mass Bociety.

determi~es

much of

~he

The hierarchy of bureaucracy

is the key to social diff-erentiation.
It createsta firmly ordered system of superand subordination' (Weber) ••• Bureaucraoy •••
integrates sooiety-at-large ina functional
way, it also creates ••• systems of domination
and subordination throughout all of society •••
all modern individuals have been sooialized
into the bureauoratic attitude. Indeed, this
has spilled over from bureaucracy proper to
sooial life in general (Zijderveld 1971, p. 136).
From these two passages, we get an indication of
Zijderveld's view of stratification in mass sooiety.
Differentiated levels of power, status and rewards are
generally hierarchioally ordered according to the
bureaucratic structures which predominate.
Zijderveld differentiates between cultural

stan~·

dardization and class levelling, although this is not
immediately apparent because of confusing terminology.
On one hand, he describes a specialized, hierarchically
ordered society (1971, p. 65); on the other he postulates
a levelling of class (1971, p. 73).

He seems to confuse

·:

,.~
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levelling of class with homogenization o,f lifestyle, and
consumption habits (1971, p. 73. p. 80-81).

The problems

, with his argument are resolved when we look closely at
his meaning of class.
Zijderveld describes a differentiated, non-classbased soeial system.

The criteria of stratification apply'

to individuals, not to groups of individuals or classes:
The individual ••• knows that he is coeroed
and controlled, but he knows this as an
individual, not as a class member. He is
coer'G.ed within his specific configuration
of associations and groups and he shares
this particular configuration with a
handful of others ••• (Zijderveld 1971, p. 132).
Zijderveld recognized broad strata differentiated according
to, occupation, status, power, etc., but only as a
collection of autonomous individuals sharing these
rewards. (1971, p. 163).
Oonfiguration of associations refers to the segmentation of institutions.

These institutions are auto-

nomous. that is, they lack continuity between them.
is a slightly different form of specialization.

This

Not only

is the individual performing specialized roles within the
institution, he is isolated also because his specialization
in each is (1971, p. 74) not connected to those specialized
roles that he performs in others.

Segmentation of in-
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atitutions results in segmentation of individuals' roles.
When Zijderveld refers to class levelling, it
appears that what he is referring to is a standardization
of visible lifestyle and consumption habits due to a
shared mass culture, not an undifferentiated social
systems
Together-with the increase in differentiation
goes a gradual levelling of class differences,
resulting in a society with a rather uniform
and predominantly consumptive style of life
(Zijderveld 1971, p. 73).
Mass culture has superimposed a shared or homogeneous
lifestyle, values and habits on this differentiated
system with the individual as the 'unit of measurement'
rather than groups or classes (Zijderve1d 1971, p. 80-811.
Stratification engenders a specific type of
integration in Zijderveld's argument.

Specialization is

frozen in the shape of bureaucratic institutions (1971,
p. 70).

The abstract society experienced by the indivi-

dual is the result of segmentation of the institutional
structure, and a lack of continuity between these
institutions (Zijderveld 1971, p. 48).

As these insti-

tutions become more autonomous, the individual experiences
greater degrees of segmentation.

For this reason,

Zijderveld considers integration in modern society to
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be predominantly structural-functional (197l.p. 70).
This form of attachment

"r~duces

the modern,

individual to a social functionary ••• " (Z1jderveld
1971, p. 11).

Specialization and the segmentation Which

it incurs are best described in Zijderveld's own words;
Moving between the institutional sectors,
the modern individual is compelled to ohange
roles like the jacket of his wardrobe. A
distance grows between himself ~d his roles
and he experiences a loss of meaning ••• In
this vague society, social roles tend to
grow ever more autonomous ••• (they) become
abstract fetters that mold ••• to levelled and
uniform patterns (Zijderveld 1971, p. 72-73).
Specialization of function leads to internal and external
pluralism, that is segmentation within and between
institutions (Zijderveld 1971, p. 74).

The individual

becomes attached to society but isolated in his function:
••• a large number of personal face-to-face
relations of pre-modern society have been
replaced by the relations of official
functionaries who practice the roles of their
social positions (Zijderve1d 1971, p. 49).
The greater the social distance between functions, the
greater the degree of abstraction (Zijderveld 1971,_ p. 54).
Zijderve1d makes this point by example,
Not only do we not interact with political
leaders, but the concept of these leaders
becomes images pushed by mass media
(Zijderveld 1971, p. 53-54).
The system of differentiation implemented through
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bureaucratic organization results in the individual
becoming a combination of functionary and social role
player. and oonsumer (Zijderveld 1971. p. 55).
functionary, he must

~onform

As this

to bureaucratic patterns of

behaviour" (Zijderveld 1971, p. 92).

This discourages

communication (or symbolic exohanger in which opinions
are expressed and traded (Zijderveld 1971. p. 91).

In

summary, Zijderveld describes the effecte of differentiation and functional integration on interaction.
Face-to-face relationships will shrink to
a few friendships based on the individualistic··
principles ••• and difficult to maintain •••
(1971, p. 55).
Individuals withdraw into tneir own private world outside
of the institutionalized structure.

This withdrawal

Zijderveld attributes to the segmented structure and
the multiplicity of ordered positions that the individual
must perform (1971, p. 87-88).

As a functionaryc'aught

up in bureaucratic authority systems and attitudes, the
individual begins to accept what is directed towards him
without forming an opinion of his own (Zijderveld 1971,
p. 87).

Internalization and communication are gradually

reduced to the levels required by the institutions.

The

individual becomes uncommunicative and isolated, being
"dispersed over a pluralistic structure (Zijderveld 1971,
p. 88).
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We can sum up Zijderveld's argument concerning
the effects of institutional segmentation and functional
integration in the following passages
Oontemporary society exhibits a disparity
between the individual and the institutional
structures of his society. The latter have
a tendency to grow independent and to exist
for their own sake. The irtdividual ••• seems to
take the opposite road. to withdraw from the·
public sphere into his private world and
grow increasingly autonomous ••• (19·71, .p.128J.
The effect of institutional segmentation is discussed
in greater detail in the next chapter of this thesis.
iv) Marcuse
Marcuse also distinguishes between lifestyle and
comsumption homogenization, and class levelling:
If the worker and his boss enjoy the same
television program and visit the same resort
places, if the typist is as attractively
madeup as the daughter of her employer •••
then this assimilation indicates not the
disappearance of classes, but the extent
to Which the needs and satisfactions that
serve the preservation of the Establishment
are shared by the underlying population
(1966, p. 8)
Marcuse lists certain trends which are changing the
nature of the stratification pattern, but not its existence.

He described the transformation of the laboring

classes (1966, p. 24) and the assimilation of blue collar
and white collar populations (1966, p. 19).

He gives
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several reasons for the change.

The amount ·of physical

labour has been reduced with mechanization (Marcuse 1966,
p. 25).

The nature of the work becomes similar to that

of white collar workers rather than that of the traditional
laboring classes.
These changes in the character of work ,
and the instruments of production chang.
the attitude and the consciousness of the
labourer, which become manifest in the;
widely discussed 'social and cultural
.
integration' of the laboring class with
capitalist society (Marcuse 1966. p. 29):.
The working class becomes more like the white

~ollar

class

;

both in terms of technical organization and

of

st~ndard

living/consumption (Marcuse 1966, p. 31).
In addition to these two classes. there exists an
upper class.

This consists of bosses and ownez;s who are

increasingly becoming high level managers and bureaucrats
(Marcuse 1966. p. 32).

The social hierarchy be.comes an

overlay of the division of labour. the lines between the
working and middle classes merge. but the upper stratum
remains distinct.

In addition to these three strata,

Marcuse suggests that
••• underneath the conservative popular base
is the substratum of the outcasts and outsiders, the exploited and persecuted ••• the
unemployed and the unemployable (1966, p. 256).
Beneath the levelling mass culture, therefore, the
class structure still exists (Marcuse 1966, p. 8).

This
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culture blurs visible class distinotions but does not
eradicate class divisions.

The effect that it does·have

is to unite the population-in the preservation of the
status quo, which is the simultaneous preservation of
their own increased material wealth (Marcuse 1966, p. 8-9).
Marcuse includes integration in

hi~

discussion ina

manner which is more general and broad than that of
either Zijderveld or Mills, who we shall discuss presently.
The interrelationship between integration and control is
drawn so tightly that these two elements are difficult
to isolate in his argument.
Integration of the individual is accomplished by
two closely related means.

One is the functional tie of

the individual, that is, integration or connection. to
the social structure by means of his major (occupational)
role; the other is the controlled ideology stressing
consumerism and material wealth.
The consumption habits of mass culture Marcuse
describes as false needs implanted from above, that is,
by those controlling the production-consumption system
(1966, p. 4-5).

Implanting and satisfying these false

needs becomes a method of maintaining the status quo.
Mass culture spreads to all class levels and becomes a
"good way of life" (Marcuse 1966, p. 12).
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The functional tie - the oCQupational rolesucce.ssfuly binds the individual to the soeial systefl}
because only through this tie could he achieve the
goods and services of mass oulture which he "needs".
All the commodities of mass oulture answer the false
needs by design.

Each individual's

function as a

producer enables him to maintain 'his funoti on a$' 's,
consumer.

Thus it i$the individual's striving for

material weifare whioh motivates him to maintain hil;i
functional ties and support the system.

Functional

roles 4 and the ideology implemented 'from above'
peddling false needs combine to produce the 'healthy'
i.e. aotive and functioning, social system.
The means of mass transportation and
oommunication, the commodities of lodging,
food, and clothing, the irresistable output
of the entertainment and information
industry carry with them presoribed
attitudes and habits which bind the
consumers more or less pleasantly to the
producers and, through the latter, to the
whole (Marcuse 1966, p. 12).
Actual stratification differences, as we saw earlier
become acceptable because these are blurred by mass
culture attitudes, habits and consumerism.
Individuals perform their functional roles in a
social system dominated by institutions and bureaucracies (Marcuse 1966, p. 169).

Position in the
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social hierarchy is determined according to function
within these settings.

Functional integration is

.

.

reinforced by the technical-rational ideology which
legitimizes this criteria of social position as rational,
thus
••• the system of institutions ••• are the
established and frozen relationships among
men ••• (Marouse 1966, p. 191).
"Mass cuI tural ll integration and functional integration combine to produce a condition in the modern
individual which reinforces both of these types of
Integration- the condition of one dimensional thought
(which is defined as laok of critical

thin~ing)

•.

Marcuse describes its origin a
The products indoctrinate and manipulate,
••• And as these beneficial products become
available to more individuals in more social
classes, the indoctrination they carry •••
beoomes a way of life ••• as a good way of
life it militates against qualitative change.
Thus emerges a pattern of one dimensional
thought and behaviour ••• (1966, p. 12).
This lack of critical thinking reconciles the individual
to his function and position in the stratification
system.

The 'good life' is so good that it becomes

irrational, that is against the prevailing rationaltechnical ideology to question it (Marcuse 1966, p. 10-12).
The individual in mass society is lulled into complacency
and acceptance.
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v) Mills
Mills

e~plicitly

differentiates between the

stratified mass and the consumer culture:
The class position of employed people deperAs
on their chances in the labour market,
their status position depends on their chances
in the commodity market (1974, p. 241).
Marcuee and Zijderveld described stratified systems in
general terms.

In comparison, Mills is more explicit,

both in terms of the nature of the classes and the
determining criteria.

He considers occupation to be the

"new axis of str"8.tification t! (1974. p. 65).

As sources of income, occupations are
connected with class position; and
since they normally carry an expected
quota of prestige ••• to status position
••• also •• power ••• (Mills 1974, p. 71).
He distinguishes class first on the basis of occupation,
and then the combinations of these associated variables.
For example: individuals of white collar occupations and
wage-workers are propertyless (Mills 1974, p. 71),
although generally the former earn more than the latter

(1974, p. 73).

The capitalist class is characterized

by property and higher incomes.

Near the top levels of

the hierarchy, managers share the interests of and align
with property owners (Mills 1974 , p.103-l05).
Mills divides his stratification system into three
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broad classes: the propertied-managerial, the middle class
(or new middle class) and the working class.

The distinc-

tions which he draws between gradations of these are too
detailed to list.

For example, he discussed the position

of the professional as a member of both the new and the
old middle class (1974, p. 112).
Like Zijderveld. Mills attributes most of thedifferentiation to the hierarchical gradation of functions
in bureaucraciesl
Bureaucracies not only rest upon classes,
they organize the power struggle of
classes ••• as part of the bureaucratic
management of mass democracy, the graded
hierarchy fragments class situations,
just as minute gradations replace more
homogeneous masses at the base of the
pyramids (1974, p. Ill).
The bureaucracy is made up of smaller hierarchies that
fit into bigger ones with numerous interconnections (Mills
1974, p. 209).
Mills does not confuse the levelling effects of
mass culture with the disappearance of class.

He recog-

nizes that the widespread popularity of different mass
cultural forms stems from the very existence of social
differentiation.

It becomes the status equalizer for

different sectors of the population.

Individuals who

achieve little status in the occupational realm turn to

.,
.<
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~uch

aspects of mass culture as place of residence.

leisure aotivities and material consumption generally,
••• when the job beoomes an insecure basis
or even a negative one, then the sphere of
leisure and appearance becomes more crucial
for status. (Mills 1974, p. 256).
'.
Homogenization of

lifes~yle

that is associated with mass

culture can be interpreted as each individual's attempt
to overcome or maintain the status differenoes in the
stratifioation system.
Mills gives specifio examples of the itequalizingu
function of mass culture.

Status cycles. for example,

are alternating periods of work and leisure.

The indivi-

duals can escape from his work status into a temporary
status bracket symbolized by leisure consumption (Mills
1974, p. 257), that is. he can literally and figuratively
vacation.

Status cycles

••• provide a temporary satisfaction •••
thus permitting him to cling to a false
consciousness of his status position.
They are among the forces that ••• compensate for economic inferiority by
allowing temporary satisfaction of the
ambition to consum~ •• Socially, status
cyoles blur the realities of class and
prestige differences by offering respite
from them ••• (they) further the tendency
of economic ambition to be fragmented •••
and temporarily satisfied in terms of
commodities ••• (Mills 1974, p. 258).
This stratifioation system effects the integration of

the individual.

The division of labour has specialized

workers to the point where
••• there are few specialists and a mass
of automatonsl both integrated by the
authority which makes them interdependent
and keeps each in his own routin. (Mills
1974. p. 227).
Daily interaotion is reduced to a segmental and
functional character because individuals identify each
other only on the basis of their oCQupational roles
(Mills 19.7 4tl ,p. 365), for example, as the person that
fixes the car.

Specialization confines each person to

interaction within a small circle of functions whose
performers he has direct contact with.

Mills calls these

circles circumscribed areas of interaction milieux (l974b,p.

365) •
Accustomed to the routine of the workplace,
individuals begin to accept without feedback the values
and policies handed down through the structure of the
bureaucracy and the mass media (Mills 19.74-0.p. 362).
Stereotypes of other occupational milieux are spread in
this manner, thus reinforcing the isolating effeots of
functional integration.

The individual becomes isolated

by means of his speoialized function and by means of his
stereotyping other functions.
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In this subsection, we have examined the confusion
between mass culture and class levelling as well as the
integration of the individual into the social system.
In the next subsection, we will relate these aspects of
mass society to the dimension of control.

Tpe Source of Control
We include control in the social

con~ext

of the

individual because, to some extent, it will dete·rmine the
conditions and opportunities within which identity is
formed.

The degree and nature of control will determine

the availability of solutions to identity problems. 5
Certain sociologists, for example, believe that upward
mobility is blocked or limited in modern industrial
society (for example, Little and Westergaard, 1964;
Westergaard and Little, 1970; Goldthorpe and Lockwood

1963).

The individual, therefore, who has identity

problems due to his occupation would find that working
towards or changing to a higher status job is not an
available solution to his identity problem.
Kornhauser distinguishes between two approaches in
mass society theory:
••• any theory that locates the decisive
feature of mass society in the exposure
of accessible elites to mass intervention
is classified as 'aristocratic', while any
theory that locates the essential feature
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of mass society in the exposure of atomized
non-elites to elite domination is classified
as 'democratic' (1959. p. 24).
We have changed the basis of distinction slightly.

Our

concern is not with who is "accessible" but rather with
the source of control.

We distinguish b.tween control

exerted by an elite group external to the mass, and
responsibility for its action based in the mass orin
mass members as individuals.
Control from within the mass itself suggests an
autonomous collective body, or a mass of independent
individuals, each controlling his own actions.

Our first

category therefore, we will refer to as "Theories of the .
Autonomous Mass.

1t

Generally. we will consider

autonomou~

to mean uncontrolled by a source external to the mass
itself, that is, by a power elite.

We do not refer here

to mass movements or the mass as a crowd, but rather to
the actions of individuals as members of the mass in
everyday living routines and patterns - the mass in its
market capacity as buyer. consumer, spectator as we
defined it in the Introduction.

The mass may be a body

of consenting individuals following a leader from their
ranks, ·or it may be a. popula ti on of individuals acting
independently within the same social system.

In either

case, it is not controlled or manipulated by a force

outside of itself.

Theories of the autonomous mass do

not recognize mass culture as a method of control; rather
mass culture is seen as a manifestation of the increasing
egalitarianism or of the egalitarian ethos of the mass.
"Theories of Control" will be our second category.
In these theories, the individual is recognized as an
object of control and manipulation by a source outside of
the mass.

This has different implications for identity

formation.

The individual develops his identity in an

environment which manipulates him and therefore manipulates and directs his identity formation.

It eliminates

some of the possibilities for him to satisfy, compensate
or change his identity.

The theories of control which. we

will discuss recognize mass culture as a method or manifestation of manipulation.
We will continue to examine the same five theorists
because they represent a spectrum of views from autonomy
to control of the mass.

Selznick (19.63. in his first

definition of mass) implies control originating in the
mass itself. Shils (1963) regards the members of the mass
as fully consenting, participating individuals who are
the major element of society.

Zijderveld (1971) offers

us a perspective which emphasizes the structural aspect:
the individual is controlled by autonomous institutions.
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Mills (1974) in part agrees with this "built-in irresponsibili ty" but also recognizes a powe,r elite.

We culminate

with Marcuse, (1966), who considers ideological domination
to be the method of control.
a) Theories of the Autonomous Mass
i) Selznick
The only clear inference which we can draw from
Selznick' s argument is that the mass is not. c·ontrolled by
an

~xternal

elite.

The actual source of .,:momentUm and

power of the mass is unclear.
Selznick suggests at one point that industrialization
and urbanization have weakened social structure and
••• thrust ever greater numbers into direct
contact with the centres of cultural development
(1963, p. 19).
Consequently, these central institutions have had to bear
the burden of increased participation (Selznick 1993, p. 19).
We become c'aught up in the confusion of his definitions of mass.

Social disintegration results in an

amorphous,unconnected mass which has no institutional
participation (Selznick 19 63, p. 17-18).

At the same time,

it forces individuals into participation in culturai
institutions (19 6 3, p. 16).

This participation by a

demanding mass results in a breakdown of institutions i.e.
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social disintegration (Se1znick 1993, p. 16-17).

Thus

the source of social disintegration and its effects remains
unclear.

Selznick's fear for the status quo seems to

cloud his view of the mass.

He desires institutional

integration in those "traditional institutions" which
bind the individual tightly to his place in the social
structure.

For example, he laments that •

••• the family, the neighborhood, the workplace, and the local community lose their
near-monopoly over the life of the individual
(Selznick 1993, p. 19).
Cultural attenuation stems from

tryin~

to adapt ·the

"character-defining 'l institutions such as the schools,
churches and political order to "the multitude" (Selznick

1963.• p. 19).

He fears for those institutions which

maintain the status quo.

Thus when Selznick describes

institutional breakdown he is lamenting not the loss of
the institutions per se, but rather the loss of their
function as strongholds of the elite.
Selznick suggests that mass participation is the
result of historical factors

(l99~.

p. 19), yet his

terminology reflects his implicit view of the mass as a
malevolent autonomous force.

For example, institutions

are "falling prey to the masses" and subject to "mass
intervention" (Selznick

19~3.

p. 16).

The mass has
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certain qualities, the most important being commonness
(equality?) for which individuals, including elites,
strive (Selznick 19 6 3. p. 16-17).

The mass also has

leaders - which implies that they are autonomous according
to our definition - which are formed "in the image of the
mass" (p. 15) "reflecting the mind and fluctuating mood
of the mass" (p. 17).
Somewhere in the confused processes of social disintegration and partioipation (or vice versa) the mass
begins to act as a body.

In other parts of the argument,

as we have seen, the mass is considered to be a group of
individuals subject to the same historical forces, who
act"freely" i.e. uncontrolled by an external elite.

In

either case, mass participation comes from the mass itself,
it is not manipulated or controlled by a body outside of
itself.
Selznick's view of mass culture, therefore, appears
to be one of transformation of the social
below.

structur~

from

Cultural attenuation, increased participation are

all symbols of the status levelling brought about by the
mass and their ethos of "commonness."
ii) Shils
Shils considers the mass to be a product of civilization and industrialization, "uncontrolled" by an elite
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although an elite group exists (196:3, p. 41-42).

The

individuals of the mass participate more in the values
and institutions (Shils 196), p. 36-37).

Traditionally

closed institutions have become open to mass participation (Shils 196.J, p. 40).

Unlike Selznick, Shils con-

siders this to have beneficial effects on the mass and
society generally.

Individuals experience more and h.ve

more freedom to make choices.
People make many choices in many spheres of
life and do not have choices made for them
simply by tradition, authority and scaroity.
They enjoy some degree of freedom of choice,
and they exercise that freedom in more spheres
than in societies yhich are not mass societies
••• they are choices and not the numb acceptance of what is given (Shils 196-~t p. 41-42).
Individuals of the mass experience
••• heightened mutual awareness, ••• (which)
has enlarged the internal population which
dwellsin the minds of men (Shils 1963, p. 43).
From this we gather that Shils conceives of the mass as
a body of individuals participating independently but
with an awareness of each other and their mutual membership in the social system.
According to Shils, the elites and the mass have
changed. becoming more attached to each other (196.3,
p. 36-37).

Thus he describes the mass and elites as being

"at one" with each other (1963, p. 37)

in "closer
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~pproxima tion"

of each other. (1963" p. 45).

not controlled by the

e1i1;e~,

The mass is

rather, it would appear·

from Shils' argument that they merely havedtfferent .
posi tiona as members of the same mass society (196.3.
p. 37).

Shils recognizes ·that mass oulture and stratifi":'
cation exist side by side.
.

as we.

~aw
."

prevloul$;:Ly.

He

.

writes o1"·a growing uniformity across all; strata, regions
and ages. (196.3, p. 46).

He also states that the mass

mea.ns more to elites now than ever beoauliJe: of their
increased purchasing and political power (19Q3:, p. 38)
'thus implicitly recognizing the importanoe of the mass as
market i11: the sense that we defined it earli.er.
to make any

oo~ection

He fails

between this cultural uniformity

and participation of the mass, and increased elite interest
in this body.

The mass is important to the elites only

because of the "moral transmutation" which the entire
society has undergone., not because increased mass purchasing
power aids in maintaining the elites' positions.

Shils

invents an egalitarian ethos emanating from (what he openly
admits to be) a stratified mass to explain cultural uniformity
and standardization.

To admit to elite oontrol would be to

destroy his own semi-utopean description of mass society.

I.
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b) Theories of the Controlled Mass
i) Zijderveld
Zijderveld considers control to be of a structural
nature.

He states that modern bureaucracy is the general

coercive force that integrates soclety as a whole in a
functional manner (19.7;1., p.135-lj61:.
The freedom of the modern individual is continou·slY... limited by various forms of coercion
and socitl.l control- stemming from different
institutional sectors. The novelty of modern
social control lies in the fact that the
individual is controlled by many, often
independent institutional patterns~ while he
is hardly able to grasp this control •••
Thus to the modern individual ••• control
is experienced as an alienating and
dehumanizing force (Zijderveldl9·.71, p. 128).
/.

An institution can only dominate an individual when he is
acting within its jurisdiction (Zijderveld 1971, p. 70).
In a society of multiple institutions, this makes the
nature of control more abstract, harder to define and
consequently stronger (Zijderveld 1971, p. lJJ).
Mass society is ruled by
••••• industry, technology and science, and
organized by the rational principles of
burea.ucracy ••• (Zijderveld 1971, p. 74).
Zijderveld's theory of abstract institutional control does
not explain mass culture unless we assume that it is an
inevitable product of industrialization, science and
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technology.

He describes it in the following way:

A cultural uniformity has spread out over
industrial society which is co.ched and stimulated
by the mass media that offers fads, fashions,
norms and values by the thousands merely for the
sake of consumption (Zijderveld l~?:t. p. 81).
He states that we are a consumer society

(197~,

p. 81).

This does not ask or answer the question of why we
consume or why this is a consumer society.

"For sake

of consumption" implies that individuals have an inherent
propensity to buy.

He offers no explanation for the

cultural uniformity which he sees as spreading through
industrial society.
Zijderveld does not recognize human elements of
control within institutional settings, that is, a power
elite.

The very bureaucratic structures which he describes

are, by definition hierarchical structures or graded
authority positions (Weber 1970 ) .•

Individuals of higher

echelon positions who would have the power to direct
policies and the workings of the institution would also,
intentionally or unintentionally, con,trol and manipulate
the individuals under the jurisdiction or participating
in that institution (a view that Mills holds, as we will
see shortly).

Suggesting that mass culture is a method of

control for the bureaucracy itself is not acceptable if

"-

.
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we accept that bureaucracy is a
••• formalistio principle of organization that
. does not, and cannot care about a meaningful.
existence for the individual ••• (Zijderveld
19Q~, p. 1)6).
.
Bureaucracy is a form of organization, it does not have
the kind of intentionality which perpetuates its own
existence, unless we acknowledge human elements of
control.

Zijderveld. however, stresses that control is

structural, exercised through this bureaucratic setup and
institutional autonomy.

Control is'not deliberately

implemented by the human element.

Mass culture, therefore,

is not a deliberate tool of control.

Zijderveld recognizes

mass culture but offers no explanation of ita origins.

In

his argument, it is another condition associated with
contemporary society which we must assume, arose from
industrialization, technology and science.
ii)

Mills
Mills' argument revolves around the human element of

control.

The mass is subject to sllte control ex:pressed

through or buried in institutional bureaucratic settings,
••• accross the.bargaining tables of power,
the bureaucracies of business and government
face one another, and under the tables their
feet are interlocked in wonderfully complex
ways (Mills 1974, p. 79).
The result is that
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••• at the top, society becomes an upeasy
interlocking of private and public hierarchies,
and at the bottom, more and more areas become
. objects of management and manipulation (Mills
1974, p. 77)~
Elites form a strong network of control in and
institutional settings.

ac~oss

We move towards a oorporate-like

society characterized by "more managed integration" (Mills
1974, p. 78).
The managers of big business in these bureaucracies,
according

to

Mills, have become the powerful new elite in

society (1974, p. 100).

These managers identify with the

interests of big property owners.
Ohanges have occurred within the industrial
propertied class in such a way that the actual
wielding of power is delegated to hierarchies;
the entrepreneurial function has been bureaucratized. But the top man in the bureaucracy is
a powerful member of the propertied class. He
der'ives his right to act from the institution of
property. he does act ••• (in) the interests of
the private-property system; he does feel ~nity
••• with his class and its source of wealth
(Mills 1974, po 102).
The elites and the bureaucracy, however, are part of the
same source of control.

Thus,

No matter what the motives of individual
owners and managers •• may be, the Enterprise
itself comes in time to seem autonomous,
with a motive of its own: to manipulate
the world in order to make a profit. But
this motive is embodied in the rationalized
'. enterprise, which is out for the secure and
steady return ••• (Mills 1974, p. 109).
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Zijderveld (19Q;1:') attributed unresponsiveness and
- abstraction to structural control created by bureaucracy.
Mills attributes these characteristics to the structure
of bureauoracy which removes and insulates the elite
from others, thus irresponsibility is built into the
system (1974, p. Ill).
The motive of the Enterprise and the-elite is
identical. lito manipulate the world to m.ke a profit"
(Mills 1974, p. 108) as we have seen.

Manipulation,

states Mills, is a secret or impersonal use of power,
so that the victim is not explioitly ordered but is
subject to the will of another (1974, p. 109).

This will

is that of the elitez
The formal aim •••• is to have men internalize
what the managerial cadres would have them
do, without knowing their own motives, but
nevertheless having them (Mills 1974, p. 110).
This manipulation was the element missing in Zijderveld's
work which left mass culture unexplained. bureaucracy
controls individuals by its structural limi tations-, but
it is this human element of vested interest i.e. elites
that manipulates individual's for its own ends.
Profit becomes the key motive and mass culture has
become the means of profit making which is not necessarily
expressed monetarily.6

Mass production and mass consumption

have become The Fetish in contemporary society (Mills 1974c,
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p. 418).

Artistically, scientifically, intellectually

and in the work world, mass culture takes over, and
these areas "become-part of society as a set of
bureaucracies and a great salesroom" (Mills 1974c,p. 418).
The distributors of

maS8

culture create fads and fashions

to sell to the market, and at the same time control -the
many workers and producers of this "oommercially established cultural apparatus" (Mills 19:74c,p. 418-419).
Mills, therefore, describes mass culture as controlled
and indirectly controlling.

He points out that,

People experiencing ••• increasing-and uninterrupted material contentment are not likely
to develop economic resentments that would
tUrn their political institutions into means
of ideological conflict, or turn their minds
into political forums (Mills 1974, p. 340).
iii) Marcuse
Marcuse (1966) is more explicit about the connection
between this form of political "contentment" which Mills
describes, and mass culture.

Distribution of wealth is a

deliberate function of control aimed at welding the mass
to the system.

As we have seen, false needs are implanted

in individuals, and they consume the various products of
mass culture in order to satisfy them.
I

The production apparatus, according to Marcuse,
determines the social occupations, skills and attitudes
as well as the individual needs and aspiration (1966, p. 10).
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Domination by the rational-technical ideology means controlling

~he

methods of implementing and answering needs

(Marcuse 1966. p. 3).

Products the_selves become carriers

of the ideology, representing "the good life".

The

individual is indoctrinated and integrated into the system
. through consumption (Marcus. 1966. p. 12).
Technical rationality becomes the ideology of'
domination (Marcuse 1966. p. 111).

It improves

;th~

material wealth and standard of living of individuals.
until, in the lower strata, they lose their revolutionary
potential and become incorporated into the system of
values, lifestyle habits and beliefs (Marcuse 1966, p.

256):
••• the technical apparatus of production
and destruction ••• sustains and improves
the life of individuals while subordinating
them to the masters of the apparatus. Thus
the rational hierarchy merges with the social
one (Marcuse 1966, p. 166).
Embedded in the processes of production, this rationaltechnical ideology effects the individual in such a way
that it prevents him from desiring qualitative change
(Marcuse 1966, p. 11),
Thus emerges a pattern of £ne-dimensional
tpought and behaviour in which ideas,
aspirations, and objectives that, by their
content, transcend the established universe
of discourse and aotion are either repelled
or reduced to terms of this universe. They

· ~,.
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.'

are redefined by the rationality of ,the
given system and of its quantitative
expression (Marcuse 1966. p. 12).
Manipulation ,of needs is aChieved by thoJ3e "vested
interests." in. controlo! economic-teohnical ',coordination
(Mapouse 1966, p.

J).

The dominant ideology, While

some~

what autonomous as a function of modern science and
rationality, alsO has its directing elite.

The inter-

related aspects of this rational-techni~al domination arid
the controlling elite are pointed out in the following
passage, where he describes
••• the effect of the technological organization of production ••• on management and
direction. Domination is transfigured into
administration. The capitalist bosses and
owners are losing their identity as responsible agents; they are assuming the
funotion of bureaucrats in a corporate
machine. Within the vast hierarchy of executive and managerial boards extending far
beyond the individual establishment •••
the tangible source of exploitation dis- ,
appears behind the facade of objective
reali ty ••• With technical progress as' its
instrument, unfreedom ••• is perpetuated
and intensified in the form of many liberties and comforts (Marcuse 1966, p. 32).
His view of the "master of the apparatus" is similar
to that of Millst high level bureaucrats and managers
who identify with the propertied class, and this class
itself.

MillS, however, does not develop his argument

to the point of postulating a repressive ideology of
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which production-consumption is

a key

component.

We' may
.

'

conolude from Marcuse's argumlnt that the effect of mass
culture is to maintain the status quo'by indoctrinating
individuals with' the rational economic ideology and thus'
preventi~g

qualitative ohange (Marouse 1966, p. 256) •.

Summanz.
We tend to support the general position taken by
those theorists who oontend that mass sooiety is stratified. in some form and aooording to oertain o'riteria. ,
We oannot aooept Selznlck's oonceptionof a mass which
is differentiated in terms of funotion but not stratified.
His own examples of the student and demagogue, parishioner
and priest suggest the oontrary.

We also find it difficult

to accept Shils' view that inequalities and associated
conflicts exist, but are neutralized by a mysterious
(but catching) universal charisma and dignity, whose
origins he cannot explain.
Marcuse and Zijderveld definitely write in terms of
stratified societies. Marcuse uses the term olass without
definition. 7 Zijderveld refers generally to "various
levels of rewards and sta tus allocation (1971, p. 65)
associated with bureaucracies but does not elaborate.
Acoepting from the work of all three that ours is a

ex~

stratified soclety, we will rely upon Mills' more
pliei t description of strati,fication.

'l'he:"f1):st'

condition under which the modern indivldualforms
h.is
. .
'.
.

".'

Iderlti ty then, is a stratified soolal aye,tem of (Which
occupation is the· keyc'ri terion.
We found tha"t all of our theoris~'S":p()st~la;e "sQme
degree of functional integr4ltion.

We
~

say 'degree!.\becaus·~' .
. : i,

.~~

"- " .,,'

each weighed. the importance and "effects of th.is'
fO'fIn
of
.
.( ,
.'

integration differently.

:

"".'

Selznick considered functional integration b$neficial if it bound the' individuals to their places in
the social hierarchy, and thus maintained the traditional·
function of institutions and their associated elites •
. Functional integration was destructive in mass organization, however. in which case it was of a segmental
character.

He gave one description of the mass as

isolated amorphous individuals, with which we agree, but
he described it as such "for the wrong reasons"; that is,
this was the state of the mass when it loosened from
traditional structures.
Shils' argument would be similar to that of Zijderveld's - integration by function in bureaucratic institutions and also by the authority of these institutions -
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if he did not choose to obfuscate it with his universal
dignity ethos.

The individual in Shils argument is a

consensually participating member of the social system;
lifestyle and

~ignity

have suooeeded work roles as the

integrative mechanisms, although not the struotural
organization of society.
Mills and Zijderveld consider the individual to be
functionaries, receiving information but not participating
in their social system beyond their roles as functionaries.
They are truly functionally integrated.

These individuals

are isolated from each other by their specialized roles.
This is the view of functional integration which we find
most consistent with our conception of a stratified
society; that is, it is unclouded by qualifications such
as Selznick or Shils make.
We have now added to our description of mass society.
We accept that the individual is functionally integrated
by the roles that he plays, as well as believing that he
is integrated not as an equal member of the mass generally,
but as a member of a definite stratum within that mass.
Let us now turn to the question of control ..
Conceptions of the mass as autonomous do not account
for the origin of standardization or levelling of differences in the mass; that is, the levelling forces are
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attributed to the mass itself, but this does not explain'
why these forces arose.

Shils argument suggests that the

egalitarian ethos arose when

inc1ivid~als

recognized them"'!

selves as members of the same sQciety, but he admits
that these members occupy unequal positions in this
society.

The reasons for this' a,gali tarianism remain

unexplained, unless we accept that it arises from an,
unexplained universal dignity
argument corresponds in some

o~

way~

mass members.

Shils'

to what Westergaard

refers to as the theory of countervailing power.

Accord~

ing to this theory, power is distributed among a variety
of groups resulting in a balance of power "in which no
single set of interests is dominant" (Westergaard 1966,
p. 98).

Westergaard's criticism of this theory neatly

summarizes our reasons for rejecting Shils argument,
therefore he is worth quoting at length.

He states that

the theory of countervailing, pluralistic power provides
"something of a 'conceptual framework' for analysi,s of
the distribution of power".

It is not a substitute for

such analysis however,
For it leaves two crucial questions unanswered.
First. how far do the various formally separate
groups among which power is distributed represent in fact, not distinct and competing interests,
but broadly similar interests in different
institutional dress? Closer analysis may reveal
not a scattered diversity of influences, but a
broad clustering of major sources of pressure.
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Secondly, once such major clusters of interest
have been identified, at what point between them
has the balance of power been struck? Toansw~r
these questions req~ires examination of the
composition of the various §lites and pressure
groups in ~he main institutional fields of
power, to establish the degree of identity
between them ••• (Westergaard 1966, p. 99).
In Selznick's work we find industrialization, science
and technology blamed for social disintegration

whic~

"loosens I. the individual from certain institutions but
results in his increaSed participation in others.

Like

Shils, he does not make the connection between these
historical forces and increased participation clear.

Parts

of Selznick's argument also imply a mass Which is a
collectivity rather than a group of individuals acting
similarly and propelled by industrialization and urbanization.

This description of mass approximates the defini-

tion of mass movement offered by Kornhauser (1958, p. 47).8
At the same time,he describes the mass as amorphous and
isolated individualS, experiencing segmental participation
without direction.

Selznick's argument becomes a descrip-

tion of certain aspects of the mass governed by his own
fears for the status quo, rather than an analysis of the
origin of its characteristics.
Theories of an autonomous mass do not adequately
account for the conditions of mass society because they do
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not explain a) the nature of standardization. confusing
it with stratification and. b) the origins or reason for
this standardization, which they can only explain in a
somewhat circular argument

~s

a manifestation of the

egalitarian ethos of the mass.

We find more coherent

analyses of mass sooiety among those theories postulating
control. for they distinguish between stratification,
cultural standardization and controlled as opposed to
"uncontrolled" behaviour by

t~e

mass.

Zijderveld considered funtional integration,to be
a method of control resulting from segmented institutional
autonomy.

Although he did not incorporate mass culture as

a function of this control, his conception of structural
control complements the views of Mills and Marcuse.
We choose to see conditions of control as postulated
by .lWarcuse and Zijderveld as co-existent rather than
mutually

ex~lusive.

Zijderveld's concept of meaninglessness

we wilL interpret as the identity problems stemming from
participation in multiple segmented roles with which the
individual is unable to internalize and identify with the condition that Zijderveld himself considers the cause
of meaninglessness.

This is different from meaninglessness

in terms of lack of belief in the system itself.

Despite

-.
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his own identity problem, the individual may still be
"hooked into" the predominant value and belief system of
his society.

Lower status individuals - Mills' or Marcuse's

working class - may experience meaninglessness in Zijderveld's sense yet still participate in, support and be
placated by the promises and wealth of the system i-tself. 9
The lower status individual supports the system for his
own"benefit" even while experiencing individual identity
and meaning problems. lO Functional roles become the means
to the end i.e. consumption, wealth and fulfillment of
implanted needs in Marcuse's argument, even though he does
not explicitly discuss functional integration.

Marcuse's

ideology of control appears even more cohesive and integrating considering the meaninglessness which the roles
themselves represent for the individual, which this form
of control must overcome.
~~rcuse

considers the working class to be the

potential source of change through its traditional role
as the reproach to the capitalist system (1966, p. 27
This role has changed under modern rational-technical
domination:
'The people,' previously the ferment of
social change, have 'moved up' to become
the ferment of social cohesion. Here
rather than in the redistribution of
wealth and equalization of classes is

).
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the new characteristic of industrial
society (Marcuse 1966, p. 256).
In conclusion, therefore, we may say that individuals form their identity in a stratified social system.
to which they are functionally bound and controlled by
an external elite.

These individuals are of lower status

levels when defined in terms of Mills' stratification
criteria (1974); they experience identity problems through
meaninglessness experienced in segmented roles (Zijderveld
1971).

Going one step f.arther than

~~cuse,

we believe

that these individuals are so inc.loctrinated and "supportive"
that they will turn to compensation within the same social
system that creates their status and identity problems.
Mass culture as a major method of control also becomes
this major method of compensation.
Let us now turn to the nature of these status and
identity problems.
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~""OOTNOTES -

CHAPTEH, ONE

1.

Goldthorpe et a~~,for example point out that the class
situation of th~ worker, that is, the,position that
he holds within the social Qrganization of production
has associated constraints and life chances for the
individual (1974, p. 151), At the risk of repetition,
it is these types of "class" or strata associated
restriction which we suggest will influence identity
formation.
'

2.

In his discussion of popular' culture, LOWenthal
touches on the discrepancy between an individual's
posi tion in the social hie'rarchy and his function
as consumer. For example, themasB from all strata
are exposed to the stereotype' "her·oes,~'· of the mass
media, that is, those who have "made it" such as
movie stars, socialites, etc. He points out,
however, that although these individuals differ'in
terms of their location 'in the social'order, but
they are "at one with the lofty a.nd great in the
sphere of consumption" (Lowenthal 1961, p. 129-6).

3.

Wilensky (1964) uses the social context of production
to distinguish between mass and high culture. High'
culture is created or supervised by a cultural elite
in certain aesthetic, literary or scientific tradition.
The critical standards applied to it are independent
of the consumer. Products of "high" culture are of
good quality by these critical standards rather than
of mass quality. Selznick is concerned with what we
may call generally the nature of the society itself,
rather than products of high culture (stich as a play
or symphony to use Wilensky's examples 1964, p. 175176) •

4.

The individual's roles i.e. social position is
rationalized by the ideology (Marcuse 1966, p. 169).
It should be noted, however, that ifarcuse does not
explicitly refer to functional integration in his
argument.

5.

Goode, in his theory of role strain, states that
the social structure determines how much freedom
in manipulation the individual possesses (1960, p. 495).
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He continues " ••• one important element in the persistence of personality patterns is to be found in
these institutions. The role structure remains
fairly stable because the individual cannot make
many free role bargains and thus change his role
system or the demands made' on him. and consequently
the individual personality structure is also maintained by the same structural elements" (1960,
p. 492).
Also, Gerth and Mills tell us that liThe chances for
an individual to emerge and to control himself by
a generalized other are decreased as the variety of
voluntary choices and decisions which confront
persons diminish." (1964. p. 100).

6.

Political power, for example may have monetaryrelated aspects, but may be considered a profit in
itself. We refer back at this point to our definition of the mass in its function of consumer to
mass culturel . All members of the mass are valued
as voters, buyers, and spectators in the political,
economic and cultural realm (Kornhauser 1968, p. 59).

7.

It should be noted that Marcuse uses the term without
definition in the particular work discussed in this
section.

8.

According to Kornhauser's definition, mass behaviour
becomes a mass movement if the objectives are remote
and extreme; if activist intervention in the social
system is favoured; if uprooted and atomized sectors
of the population are mobilized; and if the internal
structure of the mass is not composed of inde~endent
groups. He borrows from Blumer (1946, p. 187) to
sum this up: "When mass behaviour becomes organized
around a program and acquires a certain continuity
in purpose and effort, it takes on the character of
a mass movement."

9.

Richard Parker (1972) sums this up as the myth of
the middle class.

10.

Goldthorpe et al, for example foUnd that the industrial workers, especially the unskilled or semi-skilled,
tend to define their work in instrumental terms, that
is, as a means to an end extrinsic to their work
situation (1968, p. 174).

CHAPTER

II

CONDITIONS OF IDENTITY

Introduction
Theories of mass society, as we saw in the previous
chapter, describe a stratified, controlled system.

In this

section, I want to formulate a -theoretical description of
individual identity within the context of mass society as
we have described it in Chapter One.

This will be deve-

loped in terms of two elements or stagesl theory which
explains processes of identity formation; and theory which
places these processes in context of contemporary society.
I have chosen Berger and Luckmann for the first purpose and
Zijderveld for the second.

I will use the identity form-

ation processes of Berger and Luckmann to elaborate Zijderveld's conception of identity in a specialized, segmented
society.
Let us first

loo~

briefly at the interactionlst

perspective before turning to Berger and Luckmann·s work.
Manis and lVIel tzer locate the foreshadowing of symbolic
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interactionism as far back as Hume and Adam Smith, and
its emergence with the work of Cooley, Baldwin, Thomas,
Znanieki and Mead (1972, p. V).

We can describe the

interactionist approach briefly in Blumer's words:
••• human beings interpret or 'define' each
other's actions instead of merely reacting
to each others actions. Their 'response' is
not made directly to the actions of one
another but instead is based on the meaning
which they attach to such actions. Thus,
human interaction is mediated by the use
of symbols, by interpretation, or by ascertaining the meaning of one another's actions.
(1972, p. 139)
The self arises through definition by others and is rein ....
forced through interaction (Meltzer 1972, p. 10).
This perspective will be the basis of my eventual
description of identity in mass society.

Berger and Luck-

mann, and Zijderveld hold in common the interactionist
perspective, which provides the shared element for synthesis of the two theories.

Berger and Luckmann

recognize the importance of the structural context, but
devote their argument to the theory of identity formation. l
Zijderveld's argument, firmly rooted in Berger and Luckmann's
work, offers certain complementary elements.

He concen-

trates on the effects of the social system or structure
on identity but does not expand on the actual processes of
identity development.

Through Zijderveld's work, we may
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relate the specific case of unsuocessful socialization
which Berger and Luckmann describe to a specific condition
of the social system - autonomous, segmented institutional control.

Berger and Luckmann's work will be

applied to Zijderveld's analysis in an attempt to explain
more fully the effects of social structure on identity,
and consequently to arrive at a theoretical formulation
of the nature of identity in mass society.
Processes of Identity Formation
Before we turn to the case of unsucoessful socialization, we should understand the meaning of socialization
in relation to identity development.

According to Berger

and Luckmann &
Identity is formed by social processes.
Once crystallized, it is maintained, modified or even reshaped by social relations.
(1967, p. 173).
Let us examine in detail the fundamental components of
these 'social processes' of identity formation. 2
The basic form of interaction is of a face-to-face
nature, according to Berger and Luckmann (1967. p. 28).
In this situation, the. individual is confronted by the
other's attitude towards himself which leads him to turn
his attention inwards toward his own self (Berger and
Luckmann 1967, p. 29-30).

This form of interaction is

not rigid, rather it is characterized by a subtle interchange of subjective meanings (Berger and Luckmann 1967
p. 30).

In the context of everday life, primary inter-

action of this sort takes on patterns determined by the
routine of living (Berger and

Luckm~nn

1967, p. 30).

Interaction in these pattern$ takes place within the
guide-lines of typifications of each actor by those
involved.

These typifioatory schemes involve organized

sets of characteristics by Which we classify others.

We

then interact with them-within the guidelines set down by
these typifications (Berger and Luokmann 1967, p. 30-;1).
In this sense, interaction will be ordered by the typifications required by the specific situation.
Interation according to typifications 'works' if
the individuals themselves do not interfere, that is,
other aspects of their personalities do not show through
in a manner which destroys to some extent the typification.
Berger and Luckman's conception of face-to-face interaction
may be summarized briefly in their own wordss
the two typificatory schemes enter into an ongoing
'negotiation' in the face-to-face situation. In
-everyday life such •negotiation' is itself likely
to be pre-arranged in a typical manner ••• Thus,
most of the time, my encounters with others in
everyday life are typical in a double sense I apprehend the other ~ a type and I interact
with him in a situation that is itself typical.
(1967. p. 31).

These typifications are the 'basis of recurring patterns of
interaction with the result that "social·structure·is the
sum of these typifications" (Berger and Luckmann 1967,
p.

33).
These shared typifications which arise out of face-

to-face interaction are the basis of roles.
'

The actor

..

and his action or conduct become standards for repetition
of the action or behaviour in the same or similar situation.

In Berger and Luckmann·s words.
We can properly being to speak of roles. when this
kind of typification occurs in the context of an
objectified stock of knowledge common to a
collectivity of actors. Roles are types of
actors in such a context. (1967, p. 73-74)

At the moment of involvement or performance, the individual
identifies with the action and perceives himself as the
actor in the role.

The individual is able to recognize

part of himself as the actor in that role once the action
is finished and he is no longer performing the role.

He

is thus able to separate the part of himself which was the
role player from his 'total

l

self.

Berger and Luckmann

describe the consequences when the individual has a series
of roles to perform.

In this case, part of the self is

recognized and objectified in terms of the typifications
associated with the roles;
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This segment is the truly 'social self' which is
subjectively experienced as distinct 'from and ever
confronting the self in its totality. (Bergerand
Luckman 1967 .. p. 73).
Berger and

L~ckmann

olarify the notion of the 'social

self' and the total self in their discussion of primary
and secondary socialization.

This discussion, as we will

see elaborates on the implioations of role-playing for
identity formation in each of these socialization processes.)
Primary socialization occurs in childhood.

The

individual is born into specific objective oircumstances.
According to Berger and Luckmann the ohildhaa no choice
of identity because he is restricted by these objective
conditions.

These conditions constitute 'the' world for

the individual at this stage in the sense that they are
the only social reality that he knows.
of other 'worlds'.

He has no cpoice

The identity of primary socialization,

therefore, has a great deal of 'inevitability' attached
to it, that is, "it is much more firmly entrenched in
consciousness than worlds internalized in secondary
socialization" (Berger and Luckmann 1967, p. 135).
The primary socialization process occurs within the
context of these objective circumstances.

The individual

learns the world from the point of view of the significant
others who are part of these specific objective conditions.
(Berger and Luckmann 1967. p. 131-132).

He identifies
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with these

~ignificant

others by taking on their "attitudes,

values, roles, etc. for his own.

He therefore develops

an identity of his own which has a place in the social
world (Berger and Luckmann 1967. p. 132).

From these

specialized roles and attitudes of the significant others,
the individual learns the expectations of the generalized
other.

The individual has a firmly established identity

when he internalizes objective reality in terms of the
generalized other (Berger and Luckmann 1967. p. 133).
We now understand why Berger and Luckmann seem to
consider identity formed in primary socialization to be
the root or basis of the total self.

The other component,

the social self, is part of but less 'firmly entrenched'
than this identity formed through the primary social
processes.

If we examine Berger and Luckmann's secondary

socialization we will understand how this social self is
formed and its relation to the total self.
Berger and Luckmann describe secondary socialization
as the internalization of institutionally-based sub-worlds
and the acquisition of role-specific knowledge (1967. p. 138).
This form of socialization does not have the element of strong
identification with significant others which occurs in
primary socialization; rather the process involved is one
of mutual identification between actors in interaction
(Berger and Luckmann 1967. p. 141).

The roles are set
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.

functions of institutions, and the individuals beoome
their functionaries.

There e"ists in this situation a

certain amount of role anonymity, "that is, they (roles)
are readily detached from their individual p~rformersll
(Berger and Luckmann 1967, p. 142).

The result is that,

under conditions of secondary socialization, the individual is able to separate realities and

part~

of self

according to the role-specific situB:tion or activity
(Berger and Luckmann 1967, p. 143).

Secondary sQciali-

zation has less 'subjective inevitapility"
primary socialization, the
than one ·world'.

individu~l

is

beca~se.

involve~

unlike

in more

The multitude of institutionally based

sub-worlds (Berger and Luckmann 1967, p. 138) directly
4
effect the identity of the individual:
This (these sub-worlds) makes it possible to detach
a part of the self and its concomitant reality as
relevent only to the role-specific situation in
question. The individual then establis,hes distance
between his total self and its reality on the one
hand, and the role-specific partial self and its
reality on the other (1967, p. 1 43).5
.
Certain such roles do however require total commitment.

Socialization into these borders on re-socialization.

These are the exceptional cases of secondary socialization
(Berger and Luckmann 1967, p. 145). such as religious or
political oonversion, in which the individual incorporated
the sub-world into his identity as a new total subjective

reality.6

In summary, we may say that seoondary sociali-

zation is vulnerable because this high degree of commit.:-·
ment is not normally' required, thereforeinternaiizations
. are open to oompeting definitions of reality (Berger and
Luckmann, 1967, p. 148).
The processes of secondary sooialization build upon
the identity formed by primary socialization, that is, the
new internalizations of secondary socialization are superimposed on those of primary socialization (Berger and
Luckmann 1967, p. 140) for "in secondary socialization
the past is part of the present" (Berger and Luckmann 1967,
p. 16).

Consistency and continuity between primary and

secondary socialization processes are necessary in order
for the individual to acquire and maintain his social
reality (Berger and Luckmann 1967, p.162. p. 14).

The

individual can only be 'successfully' socialized that is,
he identifies with the roles of secondary socialization in
conjunction with his earlier formed self, if his previous
and new internalizations are consistent (Berger and Luckmann
1967. p. 143).
Berger and Luckmann, however, describe instances in
which socialization is ·unsuccessful'.

We shall noW examine

one of these instances which (as we will see later) is a

proquct of

qontempora~

society.

Problems of Identity
Formation
m
;;; t

The result of being faced with alternate realities
and identities .tha t is. is that the many sub-worlds of
secondary socializations individuals are able to know.:the
different realities of multiple roles without identifying
?

with them,' therefore •
••• if an alternative world appears in secondary socialization, the individual may opt
for it ••• The individual internalizes the
new reality, but. instead ot its being his
reality it is a reality to be used by him •••
(Berger and Luokmann 1967, p. 172).
We will make a distinction in terminology which Berger
and Luckmann dO not make, in order to ciarify the difference between enacting and identifying with a role.

By

learning we will refer to the situation where the ihdivi- .
dual performs but does not identify with the role.

Only

when he does incorporate the role into his identity will
we refer to him as internalizing that role.

Individuals

who learn the realities of their multiple roles only play
at "what they are supposed to be" without forming any
identification with these roles (Berger and. Luckmann 1967,
p. 173).8

Berger and Luckmann do not draw out the full

implications of role learning on identity.

We can complete

these implications by drawing on their discussion to the
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point.

Role playing without identification constitutes

a break In continuity and consistency hfittween primary and
secondary sooialization, leaving the identity of the former
unconnected with that (or those) of the

latt~r.

The roles

do not become part of the individual's oonsciousness, thus
causing a break in the biography of the,'individual (Berger
and Luckmann define biography aQ the totality of the
individual's life, the successive moments of his experience
which he must find consistent and subjectively plausible,

1967, p. 64, p. 82).

The social self in this case would

not become fully formed. leaving the individual to rely
upon the identity formed in primary socialization which is
not reinforced by consistenoy with secondary sooialization.
Berger and Luckmann relate secondary socialization
to the general organization of societyz
We may say that secondary socialization is
the acquisition of role-specific knowledge,
the roles being directly or indirectly
rooted in the division of labour. (1907.
p.

138).9

They finish with the following paragraph which opens the
door to Zijderveld's worka
••• such a situation cannot be understood
unless it is ongoingly related to its socialstructural context ••• in the contemporary
situation this entails the analysis of both
realltyand identity pluralism with reference to the structural dynamics of industrialism. particularly the dynamics of the so called
stratification pattern produced by industrialisms.
(Berger and Luckmann 1967, p. 173).
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A brief summary of Zijderveld's work, especially
his description of this social-structural context should
be given at this polnt before we turn to his analysis of
identity within this social system,
Zijderveld describes a pluralistic, differentiated
society in which the individua,l has lost his sense of
reality and meaning (1971, p. 7).

Institutions have

become increasingly autonomous of each other, at the same_
time growing more internally segmented in terms of roles
and functions.

The individual in the institutional setting

is reduced to homo externus by the multiple roles which
he must perform (Zijderveld 1971, p. 82-,)

Outside of this

setting he becomes an increasingly withdrawn person, what
Zijderveld refers to as the homo internus component of
the individual's nature (Zijderveld 1971, p. 91).
Pluralism, which Zijderve1d defines as segmentation
of roles and institutions, results in modern society
becoming abstract in the consciousness of man, a condition
which Zijderveld equates with loss of meaning (1971, p. 68).
Consequently, individuals are reduced to social functionaries performing institutional roles characterized by
heightened anonymity (Zijderveld 1971, p. 55).

Social roles lO

do not increase man's freedom and aid in identity formation,

BS

rather they become 'abstract fetters' which bind him into
conformity (1971, p. 73).

In all these roles, man becomes

socialized with the bureaucratic attitude.

This attitude

.becomes part of the individual's consciousness, reducing
him to the existence of exteriority demanded by his
capacity as functionary in various roles (Zijderveld 1971,
p. 81).

This series of roles ultimately effects his identity,

Living between various institutional sectors,
each requiring from him a behaviour that conforms
to its autonomous norms and values, the individual
will automatically develop a pluralistic identity •••
(Zijderveld 1971, p. 72) .11
.
It is to the actual processes of identity formation in a
contemporary society that we now turn.
Internalization and identification in interaction are
the crucial components in Hentity formation.

In the follow-

ing passage Berger and Luckmann stress the significance of
internalizations
internalization ••• is the basis, first
for an understanding of one'sfellow men and
second, for the apprehension of the world as a
meaningful and social reality ••• in the complex forms of internalization ••• we now not
only understand each other's definitions of
shares situations, we define them reciprocally
( 1967, p. 130).
•• 0

The individual is 'a member of society' only when he has
achieved the degree of internalization which enables him
to identify both mutually with others and to perceive
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himself as part of a meaningful social reality (Berger and
Luckmann 1967, p. 138).

As we have seen, however, indivi-

duals may 'act out' 'or "play at what they are supposed to
be tt without

in~ernalizing

the role.

Zijderveld's theoretical position on

ide~tity

form-

ation is rooted in Berger and Luckmann'sa
••• in the process 0:(' interaction I anticipate the actions and reactions of the other
actor by addressing myself as if I were· the
other actor. I internalize the communication
process into myself through the enoounter
wi th ths;other aotor •• ~ The orucial 'point
is that. because of this internalization,
my participation receives a feedback, which'
again stimulates and directs my further
communicative behaviour. (Zijderveld 1971, p. 86).
Multiplicity of roles in mass society effects the role
performance and consequent identity of the individual in
the following way.
Living between various institutional sectors,
each requiring from him a behaviour that conforms to its autonomous norms and values, the
individual will automatically develop a
pluralistic identity ••• Moving between
institutional sectors, the modern individual
is compelled to change roles like the jackets
of his wardrobe. A distance grows between himself and his roles, and he experiences a loss
of meaning and reality ••• (Zijderveld 1971, p. 72).
The individual is split between the manny allegiances of a
series of unconnected roles which ultimately become meaningless to him.

He is no longer able to relate to

~is

social

environment as a total personality (Zijderveld 1971,p. 134137) .12
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Zijderveld does not adequately explain the progression from his theoretical perspective of identity
formation to his

co~clusion

that man is a social func-

tionary in modern society; that is, he does not clearly
describe how the social struoture effeots these· processes,
but instead concentrates more on describing the eventual
results.

In one particularly confused passage, Zijderveld

suggests that internalization and thus partioipation have
declined because of the struoture of modern society (1971
p. 87).

Individuals 'dispersed· over the segmented social

structure begin to recognize each other by the roles that
they play and the associated stereotypes (Zijderveld 1971,
p. 88).1)

It is diminishing participation which seems to

concern Zijderveld most at this point in his argument,
although he recognizes that participation is a function of
internalization (1971, p. 87).

We are left wondering if

it is the decline in participation or internalization which
is structurally blocked.

As well there is to question

whether individuals become functionaries because they are
blocked from interacting with each other because of the
social structure and therefore cannot maintain or acquire
identity through face-to-face interaction, or whether
internalization is blocked by the social structure with the
result that roles lose their meaning for the individual,
and

II • • •

man loses his sense of reality and gets caught up

in stereotypes ••• " (Zijderveld 1971, p. 88).

,.

For this reason, we link Zijderveld's argument with
the more explicit discussion of identity formation found
in Berger and

Luck~nn' s

work.

The two arguments comple-

ment each other and we end up with the "total picture"
of identity in'its social context. individuals learn to
play roles as social functionaries wlthout internalizing
and identifying with them.

This happens as a result of a

s'ocial structure which offers .the· individual many alternate
and disparate roles andidentities.
I found concern for consistency of role internalizations in the work of Berger and Luckmann,· and Zijderveld.
If we examine their arguments, we find that in both this
consistency is a key element in identity formation.

We

also find, however, that they each stress a different
aspect of a common perspective.
New realities can only be internalized into the
individual·s subjective reality if they do not conflict
with those of the past. 14 This consistency is necessary
because the processes of secondary socialization

.0.

always presupposes a preceding process of
primary socialization; that is, that it must
deal with an already formed self and an already
internalized world ••• This presents a problem
because the already internalized reality has a
tendency to persist. Whatever new contents are
now to be internalized must somehow be superimposed upon this already present reality •••
(Berger and Luckmann1967. p. 140).

We find the means for maintaining this continuity 1nh'arentin the nature of the roles and in the individuals' method
of dealing with them.

The roles of secondary socialization,

according to Berger and Luckmann are more formal. and anony-,
mous than those found in

(1967. p. 142),

pri~ry socializ~tion

Thus. as we have s:een. role-specific selves ar$ easily formed
and detached from the total self.

When the individual is

presented with a series of discrepent sub-worlds, the many
internalizations of these roles sever the co.n.tinuity of the
present with the past (Berger and Luckmann
1967. p. 16,3).
.
"

The individual 'learns the ropes' and continues as a soci.al
functionary.
Zijderveld does not describe the need for consistency
in terms of continuity between major stages of socialization.
His focus is on what Berger and Luckmann consider to be the
conditions of secondary socializations, the actual structure
and nature of role combinations. 15

Lack of consistency in

his context refers to the series of unconnected roles
associated with a variety of autonomous institutions. 16

The

result is that this segmentation in the social system has
failed "to provide the' individual with one coherent system
of meaning" (Zijderveld, 1971, p. 1,30).17

Zijderveld's

argument at this point suggests that in this case, what
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Berger and Luckmann would call the role-specific selves
of secQndary socialization, also need consistency between
them in order for the individual to maintain a cogent total
identity or selt.' Each role,according to Zijderveld
involves a different, unconnected even conflicting ide,nt~ty.18
In summary, we may say that the individual is faced,
with two closely related situations which disrupt the
continuity or consistency of his sooial reality.

The first

is the break between primary socialization and secondary
socialization.

The roles that he performs as part of the

process of the latter do not become role-specific sel¥es,.
that is part of his social identity, therefore they are not
part of his total identity which has its roots in primary
socialization.

At the same time, he finds that the struct-

ural conditions within which he must form these partial
selves are not conducive to the formation of these.

By

this I mean that the arrangement of the roles (in many
autonomous institutions) discourages the individual's
identification with them.

The result is that objective

reality - the roles that the individual is performing and the subjective reality - the identification with these
roles - do not 'match' or'fit'.
Nature of Identity in Mass Society
We have so far discussed the problems associated
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with identity formation in

c~ntemporary

society.

task is to examine the consequ,nt identity and to

Our next
de~iye

a theoretical nature of identity for the individual in
contemporary mass society.
Zijderveld suggests that the contemporary individual
is best characterized in terms of his dual

natur~Qomposed

of exteriority and interiority (Zijderveld 19;71, p. -2.4 ).19
We have already examined exteriority in detail. -·The individual is reduced to a social functionary.

He performs his

various roles but does not internalize and identity with
them.

This is man the homo externus acoording to Zijderveld.
The lack of meaning and continuity stemming from

conditions of multiple roles results in the

individua~

becoming privatized and turning inward (Zijderveld 19-71,
p. 137).

These are the conditions of interiority.

The

individual becomes a homo internus in the 'space'· between20
his institutional roles.

Interiority is best described in

Zijderveld's own words •
••• modern society leaves voids ••• which the
individual fills up with his private meanings
••• since they lie between the institutional
segments ••• these private meanings escape •••
the social structure and are experienced as
the subjective and unalienable foundation of
human existence. The individual calls this his
priva.te autonomy ••• bu·t is unaware of the fact
that his 'freedom' is residu~: it is ••• put
together from the left overs of a segmented
social struc'ture ••• (1971, PI> 1:38).
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The dual nature of man as Zijderveld presents it
depicts the individual's adjustment to the social structure. 21
Unable to form an identity from the roles that he performs,
the individual becomes privatized, seeking meaning in the
non-institutional spheres with the result that he wallows
in "uncommitted feelings, sentiments, and irrationalities"
(Zijderveld 1971, p. 1)8).

Interiority and exteriority in

Zijderveld's sense describe the extremes of adjustment of
human nature to an untulfilling social structure.

We may

conclude from Zijderveld's argument that the individual
cannot form a coherent identity within or outside of the
institutional structure under contemporary condt'tionso
We are able to add a specific qualification to this
conclusion by drawing on Berger and Luokmanna the individual is unable to form role-speoific selves under conditions
of secondary socialization.

The total identity of the

individual would then appear to rest mainly upon the
'residual' primary identity.

The primary identity would

exist in a form unmodifled by the social or role-specific
selves.

We can theoretically depict the situation of modern

individual: unable to identify with institutional roles, and
unable to develop self in the private spheres, he remains
dominated by the identity formed in primary socialization.

Identity Location in the Objective World
The individual is fully and successfully socialized
only if objective and subjective reality correspond •
. according to Berger and Luckmann (1967. p. 163).

We are

concerned in this section with this overlap of subjective
and objective reality; or, more specifioally, where and
how the individual locates his self in the objective
social order.

We will borrow Faunce's framework of ana-

lysis.
Faunce describes this interaction between subjective
. and objective reality in two related schemes or processes:
self-esteem maintenance and the status system respectively

(1968, p. 92-94).
He describes self-esteem maintenance as a process of
self-evaluation which reinforces the
1968, p. 92).

i~age

of self (Faunce

The individual claims esteem from certain

roles.

These claims are then supported or rejected by
others. 22 thus effecting the individual's self-evaluation.

Not all roles are of equal value in this evaluation process.
According to Faunce
••• we choose from among the roles that we
play certain ones in which we need to
succeed in order to think well of ourselves
(1968, p. 92).
This self-evaluation is the product of interaction
with others, therefore, "we need to find others whose
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definitions of what oonstitutes an achievement is the
same as ours" (Faunce 1968, p. 93).23
to the objective world.

This is the link-

We must share objective criteria

in order to evaluate ourselves and- others.

This organi-

zed objective criteria Faunce refers to as the status
structure or system:
The term status structure refers to a
hierarchy of persons based upon the extent
to which they are accorded social honour.
Differences in the amount of social honour
accorded to persons may be produced by the
unequal distribution of anything that is
valued. (1968, po 93).
The subjective evalmition of 'self, therefore, is related
to the social reqards of actions and roles performed in
the objective sphere. 24
Faunce suggests that the individual may choose the
roles which he evaluates himself in (1968, p. 93-95).
Certain status systems assigning social honour connected
to role are more universal or pervasive in society than
others. 25 There may be discrepancy therefore, between the
roles the individual stresses and the roles that the
society in general considers important (Faunce 1968, p.

94)~

Let us expand on Faunce's example of the assembly line
worker.

With low occupational status, and little chance

for advancement, he chooses to evaluate himself in nonwork-related terms (Faunce 1968, p. 94), perhaps as a skillful bowler.

This recreational role affords prestige in
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local circles only.

The occupational role, on the other

hand, is part of a status system which operates or includes
the majority of members of the society.

In this way.

individuals may choose to evaluate themselves in terms
of one role, but still be evaluated by others in terms of
a different role which is part of a more universally
applicable status system. 26
Faunce centres his discussion of both subjective
and objective reality around the occupational role and
the associated status structure.

He does this for several

reasons (which we discussed implicitly and explicitly in
his argument).

First of all; in terms of subjective

reality, it involves the majority of the population in a
necessary not voluntary participation in social life
providing them with a full-time, major role (Faunce 1967,
p. 115), which ultimately affects their identity formation.
In terms of the objective reality, these roles and their
order form a structure which is inherent in modern industrial society (Faunce 1967, p. 115).
For statuB systems to include and rank the entire
population of a society, the-criteria must be recognized
and shared by ·these individuals.

Only in this way are they

able to locate their own and others' position in the
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objective social order.

Berger and Luckmann's concept of

general knowledge explains how this mutual understanding
of ranking criteria .allows the individual to recognize
his own position.
The sooial stock of knowledge includes knowledge
of my situation and its limits. For instance,
I know tha.t I am poor and that, therefore. I
cannot expect to live in a fashionable suburb.
This knowledge is, 01 oourse. shared by" those
who are poor themselves and thQse who are in a
more privileged situation. Partioipation in
the social stook of knowledge thus permits the
'location' of individuals in society ••• (1967.
p. 4l"!"2).
The social stook of knowledge includes knowledge of the
regular performances and typifioations which facilitate
the "major and minor routines of everday li£e 27 (Ber~er
and Luckmann 1967. p. 41-43).

It is, in Berger and

"Luokmann's words, "recipe knowledge" of the commonsense
world (1967, p. 42). 28
Faunce discussed the occupational status system
in terms of two criteria, occupational prestige (a term
which he uses apparently interchangeably with status)
and quality of the work-role performance (1968, p. 116),
although he recognizes that there are others.

These two

criteria translate into two levels of evaluation I inteppositionally, that is,

betwe~n

different occupations; and

intrapositionally, positionally, that is, within the same
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occupation (Faunce 1968, p. 118).

Faunce states this

difference simply •
••• a person may evaluate himself in
terms of how good he is at what he does
rather t~an how his occupation ranks
in comparison with other occupations •••
(1968, p. 118)29
.
The occupation of the individual must be of sufficient
status to enable the individual to evaluate himself·
positively or favourably in relation to the r$mainder of
the social order, or at least within his stratum.

As

Faunce points out. however. evaluation in both levels is
positively related,
••• in low~r status occupations, whether the
basis for self-evaluation is intrapositional
or interpositional, the probability of social
support for self-esteem based upon work is
smaller. •• (1968, p. 119).
.
because,
••• low status occupations also involve
narrowly defined tasks in which it is hard
to distinguish skillful from unskillful
performance on the job. There is usually
no easily identified end product of individual
effort that can be compared with others as a
test of self-esteem (Faunce 1968, p. 121).
Generally, then, the lower the job in the occupational
hierarchy, that is interpositionally, the less its nature
or content is likely to afford esteem in the job context
or sphere, that is, intrapositionally, (Faunce, 1968, p. 119).
While we agree with Faunce's definitions of inter-
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and intrapositional, we will make the meaning of the seoond
term broader.

In our argument, intrapositional will refer

to the grouping of 'oocupational status· strata, for example,
blue collar strata, and white collar strata.

A skilled

machinist may rate himself as high status in terms of an
assembly line worker, but low status in terms of a bank
manager.

This meaning of intraposltional will replace

Faunce's more restricted meaning unless otherwise

st~ted.

We will borrow Faunce's general definition;of
lower-status oocupational strata for our discussion:
When we sayan occupation has low status,
we mean that relatively few people would
be willing to act toward persons in that
occupation in ways that would support a
favourable self-image based upon success
at work ••• (1968. p. 118).
That is, they accord little social honour to the individual.
Success at work is interpreted both in terms of evaluation
of the job performance but also the attribution of intri.nsic
criteria particularly prestige.

Lower-order occupations

are accorded little social honour by the rest of sac·iety,..
Faunce lists several characteristics of lower-order occupations.

The first is the relatively low intrapositional

status, which we have already discussed.

The second he

refers to as "meaningless intrapositional-status distinctions" (Faunce 1968, p. 122).

This is significant because

it implies that the individual can achieve no positive
evaluation of self within the job context as an

alternativ~

to or compensation {or his low interpositional or societal
status.

The last two traits are closely related to the

second onel limited possibility fQr upward mobility, and
restriotions of work

associa~es

to persons at the same

status level (Faunce 1968, p. 122).
explanatory, but the last requires

The third is self8011)e

further explanation.

Faunce suggests that individuals who constantly interact
with individuals of lower status levels have their
favourable self-image constantly reaffirmed (1968, p. 121).
These lower-order occupation strata he specifically
identifies as unskilled labourers, semiskilled machine
operators and lower-level clerical workers (1968, p. 122),
or more generally as "semi-skilled blue-collar and 'white
collar occupations created by the mechanization process"
( 1968. p. 124).

Like Faunce, I too will consider the occupational
role as the status indicator of the objective world.

Even

if the individual chooses to evaluate himself in terms of
his other roles, his occupational role is still the major
criteria by

whic~

he is ranked in the social order and by

which others generally evaluate him (Barber 1961; Mills
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1·974, p. 215, p. 231)3 0

BY'generally' I mean that he is

easily located and identified in the general stock of
knowledge by other individuals and they may then assume
certain behaviour towards him on the basis of that
immediate positioning or ranking.

This immediate recog-

nition of social status would take place whether the
individual identifies or evaluates himself in terms. of
the occupational role or not, because the oocupational
structure is part of the social stock of knowledge which
contains-the typifications of- these occupations.

The

individual may choose to evaluate himself in terms of
another role and a select group of significant others,
but this does not prevent him from being ranked and
evaluated in terms of his ocoupational role by individuals
outside of this select group.

This is the distinction

that we noted earlier, between local and universal status
systems.
I find Faunce's two criteria of occupational status
or location to be inadequate on their own.

I find that

Mills offers a more comprehensive system of differentiation.
To Mills, like Faunce, the "new axis of stratification" is
occupation (1974, p. 65).3 1 As we saw in the previous
section, however, Mills considers occupation to be "tied
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to class, status, and power as well as to skill and function"
(-Mills 1974, p. 71).

Mills considers income to be an indic-

ation of class, and occupational prestige to be an indicationof status position.
Mills' work conceptualizes the objective social order
as overlapping and superimposed on each other, rather than
homogeneous strata (1974, p. 64, p. 73).

These pyramids

are organized according to the various criteria associated
with occupation.

Interpositional status, that is, social

honour in Faunce's sense therefore may be judged on a
variety of criteria, not on occupational prestige

alon~.

The following excerpt from Mills illustrates the overlapping
strata of the objective social worlds
Wage earners certainly do form an income
pyramid and a prestige gradation, as do
entrepreneurs and rentiersl but the new
middle class, in terms of income and
prestige, is a superimposed pyramid,
reaching from almost the top of the first
to almost the top of the second (Mills 1974
p"

73).

Thus, like Faunce, Mills classifies the objective world
according to occupation.

We can still accept Faunce's

definition of lower status occupation as one in which the
individual does not receive social honour enough from
others to support a favourable self-image through his
occupation.

The inclusion of other criterion offered by

Mills expands the characteristios on Which the occupation

k
\

')

10S,J
,

r

may be considered

lower~status.

For

e~ample,

an occupation.

may be considered low in terms of prestige and job content
(there are Faunce's interrelated
income and power.

crite~ia),

as well as

The interrelatedness whioh .Faunce

·po~·nts

out is significant in terms of these added criterla'also.
Prestige, skill. function, income and power are also interrelated to various degrees, with some

exceptions~

It is

possible for Mills to speak of such objective strata as
lower-white collar employees (1974, p. 73) and the new lower.
class of semiskilled workers (1974, p. 67) by identifying
these collectivities by occupation and associated levels of
the other characteristics.
Subjectively, this added criterion of ranking·
broadens the possibilities for 'evaluation of self.

We dis-

cussed in another section of this argument Faunce's belief
that the individual selects the roles in which he wishes to
evaluate himself and have others evaluate him.

I suggest

that this principle may be carried over to include the
various evaluative criteria associated with the occupational
role.

The individual in this situation would choose the

crite.rion most favourable to his self-image on which to be
evaluated.

For example: the plumber may wish to evaluate

himself not in terms of his occupational prestige, but
rather in terms of his annual income.

The grocery store
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manager may wish to evaluate himself not in terms of
occupational status, income or skill. but rather in terms
of power (over his employees).
The individual may also choose whether to evaluate
his self according to his inter- or intx-aposltion.

For

example, a doctor living in a community of other doctors
may evaluate himself less favourably (and
this way) if his income is less than

~ther

b~

evaluated

doctors I,.

The

income element may be relatively unimportant to him. however, he may not form a favourable self in terms of
prestige if he does not specialize and the other doctors do.
Interpositionally, however, he may evaluate himself favourably on these two elements, being in one of the highest
objective stratum of income and prestige.
A 'lower-order' occupational level, then, has objective
and subjective meanings.

Objectively it is the stratum

which is of lower occupational status and associated criteria of ranking.

This does not contradict Faunce's charac-

teristics of lower-order occupations, which he lists as low
interpositional occupational prestige, lack of mobility, lack
of on-the-job prestige hierarchy, and isolation from other
occupational status levels.

We must qualify these charac-

teristics, however, as intrapositional only at this point.
The reason becomes apparent if we examine two occupational
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groups which he defines as lower-status.

These are

assembly-line workers, and low level white collar workers.
Intrapositionally, both qualify as lower-status·.

Lower.

white-collar workers are accorded little status recognition by other white collar workers who rank above th.em.
Assembly-line workers are accorded little status by skilled
blue collar workers.
above the other.

Interposltionally, however, one ranks

In another example, Faunce does not con-

sider these skilled craftsmen or ·labourers to be lowerorder occupations, yet interpositionally, they rank below
the lower white collar workers in terms of prestige.

Sub-

jectively, however, lower-order may be seen as associated
with occupation·

which few people would act toward "in

ways that would support a favourable self-image" (Faunce.
1968, p. 24).

Subjective evaluations may be inter- or

intrapositionally based.
Faunce, like Zijderveld, believes that roles in
modern society have become meaningless.

While Zijderveld.

considers this meaninglessness to be pervading the social
system generally, Faunce considers it to be Characteristic
of certain occupations in the occupational status system,
specifically, those of lower status.

While we accept that

meaninglessness does exist· throughout the social hierarchy
we would agree with Faunce that the degree of meaninglessness

is related to the status of the occupational level (lai';
reasons which we will discuss shortly).

This means that

individuals of different strata would internalize and
identify with their occupational roles to different degrees.
This has obvious implications for our discussion of blue
collar workers.
veld·s

For this reason,

all~pervasive

we willqualifYZijder'"

meaningless with ;Faunce's concept of.

status-related meaninglessness.
Faunce·s explanation emphasizes

mean~nglessness

assoclated'with low status occupational roies.

The indivi-

dual can only identify with his role if ther.e is correspondence between the needs of his self-esteem maintenance .
and status assignment (Faunce 1968,p. 94), that is, in
terms of our specific focus, the individual must be able to
favourably evaluate himself in terms of his occupational
role.

Individuals of low status occupations tend to

evaluate themselves in other terms because they recognize
their low status in relation to the rest of society and
therefore cannot maintain a positive identity (Faunce

1968, p. 94, p. 119).

Faunce concludes that low occupa-

tional status is directly related to unfavourable work
identity (1968, p. 121).
Berger and Luckmann also point out that

iden~ity

formed in relation to the major role is related to the

status of that role.

Identification with the role varies

according to the amount of commitment·: the role itself
demands.

They suggest that this degree of coromi tment-,

is in turn connected to the status of the role.

The follow-

ing passage explains this relationshipl
Thus the degree of commitm:ent:. to the military
required of career officers is quite different
from that required of draftees ••• Similarly,
different commi t'menta.. to the institutional
reality are demanded from an executive and from
lower-echelon white-collar personnel ••• There
are, then, highly differentiated systems of
secondary socialization ••• (Berger and Luckmann
1967. p. 146).
The stronger the

commit'ment'~

required to the new reality

(of the occupational role), the more effectively charged
is the socialization, that is, the more it approaches
resocialization rather than secondary socialization which
has less 'permanence' (Berger and Luckmann 1967, p. 145).
F'aunce also notes difference in commi1roent· between
occupational status levels.

Professionals, or those in

occupations commonly defined as professions such as doctors,
lawyers. etc., have high levels of commit ment._ to work
(Faunce 1968, p. 123).

In addition, the conditions of

this work - autonomy, responsibility, no separation of
work and the final result or 'product' - enable the professional to identify with his work (Faunce 1968, p. 123).
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Lower order occupations as both Faunce (1968, p. 121-2)
and

Be~ger

and Luckmann (1967, p. 146) point out, do not

demand this commitment;, or strong soc,ialization into' the
role, the

indi~idual,

therefore may not strongly identify

with his ro1e. 32
We may draw certain conclusions from the arguments
of Berger and Luokmann and Faunce, the higher the ocoupational s'tatus t the greater the ooroml t'ment, to and identifaction with the occupational role.

On the basis of this,

we may make certain general qualifications of Zijqerve1d's
concept of role meaninglessness in modern society on the
basis of status differences.))
Ji'aunce points out that individuals who find themselves with high status location in the status hierarchy
are more likely to evaluate themselves in those terms,
that is in the terms of their oc~upational role (Faunce
1968, p. 95)0 34 The social honour accorded by others on
the basis of this role reinforces and confirms this
tlfavourable evaluation of self" (Faunce 1968, p. 95).
We may hypothesize, therefore, that these individuals may
not suffer the total meaninglessness of segmented role
structure that Zijderveld describes.

These individuals

would be able to form an identity from their major role
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which would be all-pervasive; for example, a doctor would
identify himself and be identified by others as a doctor
even in his role as 'member of the local PTA.

In Faunce's

wordsl
The work role ••• of the professional does not
have a separate and instrumental function
but is an integral part of their total life
experience ••• there is not a work identity
that is clearly distinguishable and isolated
from an image of self in other social contexts.
(1968, p. 125).
When we look at lower status occupations,
we are dealing with lower levels of

commitment~

intensive socialization into the role.

howeve~

and less

We may hypothesize

that these are the individuals who experience the meaninglessness of Zijderveld's segmented social structure.

They

do not internalize and identify with their roles but rather
consciously perform and act them out (Berger and Luckmann
1967, p. 172).

Faunce. as we have seen, suggests that this

is because they recognize the low status of these roles.
This recognition in addition to the less intensive socialization associated with the role contributes to the individuals lack of commit inent.
Previously, we examined the dilemma of those who
could not identify with their roles.

We suggested that

the individual who is unable to form a successful social
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self (in Berger and Luckmann's terms) would be thrown
back upon his primary identity.

We may now suggest that

this condition is m9re prevalent among individuals of
certain lower status ocoupations.
objective and subjective meanings.

Lower-status has both
As we saw already, if

we use Mills criteria associated with occupations, we may
objectively identify and rank certain strata interpositionally.

Within this framework, we may apply Faunce's char-

acteristios for identifying obj'ectively lower status
occupations intrapositionally.

Subjectively, lower status

depends on the individual's choice of objective criteria
for his evaluation and self-esteem maintenance.
The lack of intensive socialization in low status
(Berger and Luckmann) occupations as well as little
commitment' related to recognition of this low status
(Faunce 1968, po98 ), suggests that individuals of lowstatus occupations do not identify with their roles and
therefore do not form a successful social self.

These

individuals, unlike those of higher occupational strata,
would be dominated by an 'unmodified' primary identity.
This primary identity, however, also has a location in
the objective world,J5
Every individual is born into an objective
social structure within which he encounters the
significant others who are in charge of his
socialization ••• He is thus born into •••

"an objective social world ••• Thus the lowerclass child ••• absorbs the lower-class perspectiveon the social world ••• (and) inhabit
.a world greatly different from the one of an
~ upper-class child (Berger and"Luckmann 1967,
p.l)l).
Th.e primary identi·ty. therefore. al!3o has a status location
in the objective world.)6
The lower status individual who cannot successfully develop a social self. that is, identify with and'
",

inoternalize the roles of secondary social.ization (of· which '.
the occupational is particularly important, for reasons
which we have discussed already) retains a primary identity.
which is associated with the objective
status location.

worl~

ofa certain

The individual, therefore. may have an

identity which is not necessarily of the same status as
the attributes of his major occupational

role~

. We can

conceptualize a situation, in which the individual may
evaluate himself either in terms of his major. occupational
role, or in terms of the status of his primary identity.
Faunce suggests that an individual will choose the roles
which are most favourable to his evaluation of self, and
self-esteem maintenance.

I suggest that this selectivity

applies also to the individual who finds discrepancy between the status location of his occupational roles and
that of his primary identity.
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The individual's primary identity may be of' the ,same
objective location as hie occupation status. ,In this case"
he does not have a choice in
status has not ,ohanged.

hissel;f-,~aluation"f,?r

his

Tb:e statuaofhis primary identity

a sooial functionary.

oorresponds to 'his location as

He

would not suffer oontradiotion'or disorepancy'between his
role status and his

pri~ry

identity,:al:t'hough'"he would' not

be successfully socialized In

;Berg~r",'and ,Luokl1l8.nn·ss~nse

because he does not inte~nalize

the

roles that

he

plays;

'"

that is.nis objective 'reality and subj'ective reality
do not correspond.

We will return to this point shortly.

Social mobility of individuals tn industrial society
whether between or within strata, makes discrepancy between
primary status identity and occupational status location a
likely possibility.

Let us look first at the individual

who chooses the status location of his primary identity.
As we have seen, an individual is identified by
others according to his roles in the rout,ines of secondary
socialization (Mills 19i4).

Much of the individual's

interaction takes place within the institutional settings
of his roles.

This interaction, therefore, would reinforce

the selves formed in the associated "visible" functional
roles.

The individual is recognized and interacted with
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by others according to the expected

role

identity, not

according to his 'residual' and 'hidden' primary identity.
The status location. of the primary identity cannot be
reinforced in the settings of secondary socialization
(unless a "perfect fit" exists

betw~en

the status location

of the primary identltyand the occupation role of seeond;

ary sooialization).

An individual who locates himself

according to his primary identity does. nothave,tht"s
identity c()nfirmed by others in his occupational role
(unless they are of the significant referenoe group·of
his primary socialization) but this confirmation is· one of
the requisites for self-esteem maintenance, according to
Faunce (1968. p. 92-94).

The individual is not confirmed

in his dealings with others as what he feels he. is on
the basis of this primary identity; yet because he cannot
internalize and identify with this major role of secondary
socialization, he has no identity which can be reinforced
through interaction.

In short, his primary identity is

of a location Which is different from and therefore in no
way reinforced by his present situation.

The individual

suffers the gap between what he thinks he is and what
others think he is. 37

In this case he suffers the effects

of dysjuncture between self-esteem maintenance and the
status system that Faunce describes:
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the criteria we use to evaluate ourselves are
different from the criteria used by others in
evaluating us (1968, p. 94).
The individual suffers a similar problem if he·
locates himself according to the roles that he
but does not identify with.
status level.

perform~

His identity is of a different·

He is locating himself and interacting -in

manners associated with the status that he is assuming,
but his identity is not being reinforced by this interaction.
He is masquerading in a status location which he has not
internalized as part of his own subjective reality.

Under

normal circumstances, according to Berger and Luckmann,
mobility is accomodated by certain mechanisms, these being
the role-specific identIties of the soc.ial. self which superimpose the internalizations of secondary socialization
upon those of primary socialization in a continuous and
consistent manner (Berger and Luckmann 1967,

p~134).·

The

individual accepts the change in status between these phases
of socialization as he internalizes new objective reality
into his subjective reality.

Under the conditions of low

status and meaninglessness which we have described however,
the individual does not internalize the highly significant
occupational role of secondary socialization.

The result

is discrepancy between his identity (based upon primary
socialization) and how others identify him, that is, in
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terms of his occupational role and associated status.
This may create difficulties both in terms of maintaining
identity and status location in the objective world.

SUMMARY
In this chapter, I have touched upon the identity
problems of the individual in modern mass society.
Occupational roles for those who are not in the upper
echelons are meaningless.

The individual cannot inter-

nalize or identify with them.

The identity which he forms

as a child is not consistently developed in secondary
socialization, yet neither can this primary identity be
reinforced through interaction with others.

Tt is l;i.lso.

in many cases, discrepant with the status location of the
individual according to his occupational role - the major
one of seoondary socialization.

If left alone, this un-

settled situation for the individual could possibly lead
to the unresolved discontent and 'revolutionary consciousness' of the lower classes which Marcuse laments.

In the

next chap·ter. however. we will see the al ternati ves and
compensation offered to them which smothers any widespread
discontent.
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FOOTNOTES - CHAPTER II
1.

Berger and Luckmann have discussed the social context
of identity formation in other works. Berger in The
Sacred Canopy (1969, Chapter 4) gives a general .
description of social controls effecting the individual:
Luc.kmann and. Berger (1964) discuss the effects of
stratification on identity. A more general theoretical
discussion of institutions is found in The Social Construction of Reality (Berger and Luckmann) and The
~a~red Canopy, Chapter 1.
We find in Zijderveld a more
·substantive focus based upon the general perspective
expressed in all of these works.
A similaJr' account of identity formation is found In.
Berger's Invitation to Sociology (1963). I have
chosen to discuss his theory predominantly as presented
in The Social Construction of Reality because of its
scope and detailed accounts of s.ociology of know:I.edge,
sooialization and identity processes - all of which are
highly significant to our present discussion.

3.

See also for a short succinct explanation Berger and
Berger Sociology (1972), Chapter 3.

4.

This is borrowed directly from Schutz.

1962, p. 229-234.

According to William James: " ••• a man has as many
selves as there are individuals who recognize him •••
From this there results ••• a division of the man into
several selves; and this may be a discordant splitting
." •• or it may be perfectly harmonious ••• It (1970,
p. 374). This has significant implications for our
discussion to follow.

6.

Berger also gives religious training and psychoanalysis
as examples of transformation of identity (1963. p. . .

103-1°5).
Consistent with this idea, Gerth and Mills (1964, p. 109)
suggest that lithe relationship between different roles
may be construed as a scheme of means and ends."
Certain roles may be enacted i.e. role-playi.ng as
opposed to internalization, in order to faciliate
goals in one of the roles. He gives the example of
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the politically-minded clerk who uses his salary
to have pamphlets printed for his political movement.
Other roles that he plays or performs have an instrumental function channelled towards his role as
political activist. Gerth and Mills also suggest,
as in this case do Berger and Luckmann, that certain
individuals consciously perform roles but" are not
dominated by any of them. (p. 109-110).
8.

See also Goffman (1961) on role distance. A similar
discussion is found in Berger (1969) Chapter 1 •

9.

Freidson discusses three different principles and
ideologies which incorporate and explain the division
of labour (1976, p~_304)~ He concludes that the
division of labour can be analyzed at a strictly
social level (1976, p. 311): "At bottom, then is
the everyday world of work ••• it seems accurate
to see the division of labour as a process of social
interaction in the course of Which the participants
are continuously engaged in attempting to define,
establish, maintain and renew the tasks they perform
and the relationships with others ••• individuals are
always involved in collective attempts to control
their work; and these collective attempts may be
represented as social organization" (1976, p. 311).

10.

11.

Zijderveld's definition of social role is based on Berger
and Luckmann's (1967). He defines them as ways of acting
created by individuals to deal with situations defined as
"real". These ways of acting become Somewhat independent
of living Indiviauals (1971, p. 41).
Zijderveld's view appears to some extent to be an
elaboration of Luckmann and Berger's (1964) e The
individual is a functionary under the tight control
of primary institutions, but seeks identity in the
areas of "secondary institutions" of mass culture
that are identity producers and marketeers (1964,
p. 336-337).

12.

See W. James where he deals with the rivalry and
conflict of the "differe nt me' s • (1970, p." 375) •
II

13.
14.

This discussion of Zijderveld'sis based on C. W.
Mills (1974b). Mills analysis of mass cultu~e is
elaborated in Chapter 1 tif this thesis.
Bergerand Luckmann point out that society provides the " "
individual with interpretative schemes which make social
mobility "continuous" rather than descriptive internalization (1967, p. 162). See also Luckmann and Berger·s

..,1'20

discussion of an anticipatory
with upward mobility, (1964) •

15.

socializ~tionassociated

I do not mean to imply that ,Be'rgerand Luckmann do
not include or consider consistency in secondary
socialization to be important,; quotations' scattered
throughout 'this chapter illustrate that they do (see
also Luckmann and Berger 1964,' Berger and Pullberg
1966). In the work under discussion. however, it is
not given the emphasis and attention which ,Zijderveld
devotes to it. Neither does Zijderveld pay particular
attention to consistency between primary and secondary
socialization. We have disoussed the main emphasis
of each in order to show how both (iimensions of
consistency exist and are significant to identity
f'ormation under modern conditions.

16.

Zijderveld, and 'Berger and Luckmann, 'like Durkheim,
stress the individual's development throughinstitutions and participation in the social system.
,Dtlrkheimalso emphasized the need fo;r consistency
and continuity between institutions and' functions
for the individual to be fully integrated into the,
system. "The parts" must not become autonomous of
each other (Durkheim 1964, p. 370). It is presicely
this lack of continuity and consistency which results
in meaninglessness according to Zijderveld. However,
Zijderveld points out, that Durkheim overemphasizes
the role of institutions (1967, p. 30).
'

17.

Gerth and !VIills offer a similar explanation (although
in slightly different terms) of meaninglessness, in
a multi-role social system. The individual takes on
a different institutional motive with each role that
he assumes. These motives then conflict within the
individual even though the institutions that embody
them exist side by side in the social system. The
number of roles would then aggravate this conflict,
consequently threatening the sense of unity and
identity of the role-player (1964, p. 123-124).

18.

This is a more critical perspective than that of
William James. James suggested that the individual
could choose the self "on which to stake his salvation" (1970, p. 375), with chances of success or
failure dependent on his performance in the role.

I

.

12.1
Zijderveld suggests that this multiplicity·of institutional roles and the necessity involved with
changing back and forth between them destroys their
~eaningfulness.
The various aspects of the many
selves create. contradictions between them which the
individual cannot cope ~ith. Zijderveld takes a
view similar to I3erger and Luckmann's, the individual
is faced ,with too many discrepant worlds.
19.

O'Neill also emphasizes the relationship between
institutional particpation and privatization.
"Para-social",politiqal and economic activities
he interprets as an indication of individual withdrawal. These are the ideological alternatives to
political action on behalf of the world that individuals share. "This loss of a common world separates
society into· a corporate hierarchy and a multitude
of individuals who are turned in upon themselves .....
( 1972 t p. )6 -7 ) •

20.

Goftman states that in total institutions, to engage
in the prescribed activity "is to accept being a
particular kind of person" (1961sa,p. 186). He examines
the situation of the individual performing the prescribed activity but defaulting from the prescribed
associated identity (1961a,p. 188). In this sense the
identity is developed in the 'space' between the rules,
regulations and activities of the formal organization.

21.

Duality is discussed in depth in Zijderveld's The
Abstract Society (1971). He points out that D:urkheim
stresses exteriority through pamicipation to the point
where this becomes internalized social coercion. Marx,
on the other hand decried .. the exteriori ty expressed
through institutions that lJurkheim supported. Luther
set the two components of duality in opposition to each
other, considering homo internus to be"authentic" and
homo externus to be "alienated". His discussion
includes others such as Mead, James, Cooley and Thomas.
Zijderveld stresses that, although the individual needs
to express himself through the institutional structure,
this structure itself can destructively separate the
two·sides of the individual's dual nature. (1971, p.
15-28) •

22.

Like Faunce, Gerth and Mills suggest that prestige in
the status sphere needs one person to claim it and
another to recognize this claim (1964, p. 86).
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23.

A similar idea is also expressed in Gerth anq Mills.
The individual selects and pays attentiof}. i.e. chooses
his significant others. to those who confirm a favourable self-image, or those who offer him an even more
attractive evaluation of self (1964, p. 86).

24.

See Benoit-Sullivan's inferiority-superiority status
scale (1944, p. 151).
..
.

25.

See Gerth and Mills (1964, p. 315~322) for a clear
discussion of status systems and 91aims.

26.

Benoit-Sullivan suggests that there are an innumerable (1944) number of distinct status hierarchies,
although there are only three major "universal" systems
which determine objective ranking in soc~etya the
economic, power and prestige status hierarchies. This
in some ways corresponds to our use. of "local" and
"uni versal I' status systems.

27.

Berger and Luckmann point out that occupations also have
their specialized stock of knowledge which meaningfully
order the routines of everyday life (1967, p. 41, 138-9).

28.

This argument is also found in Berger's Invitation to
Sociology (1963. p. 110-121).

29.

Runciman found that manual workers held either the
traditional working class frame of reference. or
compared themselves to the non-manual occupational
strata above them. Thus they located and compared.
themselves inter- or intrapositionally (1972, p. 193196). This has particular significance for the last
chapter of our discussion. .

30.

One of the reasons for this identification by occupation is that roles, especially occupational roles,
are stereotyped by values handed down from above.
Thus these roles are easily identifiable, and the
individual interacts with others according to these
occupational stereotypes. See the discussion of this
in Chapter 1 of this thesis, from Mills (1974b). See
als 0 Gerth and lViills (1964, p. 94).

. l?J, .
31.

See Barber 1961. He suggests that social class
position is the relative place in ~ hierarchy of such·
positions determined acoordin~ to differential
evaluat~on of the "fu~ctional~y significant ll i.e.
occupa tl.onal 1;'ole (1961. p. J~4).~.·
.

32.

A similar idea is found in Goffman (l.96lf?,p. 201-202),.

33.

in rela ti.on to the structure· of large organizations.
Low placed members in the organizational hierarchy
tend to have less commi ttment and· attachment· . to, the
organization than those ftigher placed. These· low
level individuals have jobs not careers acc·ording
to Goffman.
.

Zijderveld himself pointed out (see Chapter 1 of this
thesis) that re~ards are differentially~distributed.
Like Faunce, we believe tbat this distribution will
effect identity development J that i~·.· . ~'wh~r~ one is
. in the social hierarchy effects "who one ,is II e. Consequently. Zijderveld' s meaningles~.ness wi};.l nqt be
experienced equally by all, for certain individuals.
will have stronger identities than others which may
wi thstand performance in many role.s.
It

34.

Gerth and Mills suggest that status is the· element
of stratification most directly related to the
psychology of the person. :',The individual's level
of self-esteem is directly a function of status position.
Also, the type of self-image and conduct may be understood in terms of status position and spheres (1964,
p. 325.)
.

35.

Gans f for example, found the west Enders (second
generation Italian blue collar workers) were person
oriented rather than object oriented. and strongly
attached to their relatives, friends and neighbourhood
of primary socialization. This world continued as the
setting of secondary socialization (1966, p. 90-93).

36.

Gerth and Mills add a slightly different dimension.
If upper classes monopolize the media and perpetrat~
the idea that individuals of low status levels are
. "lazy, unintelligent and in general inferior~ then
these appraisals may be taken over by the poor and
used in the building of an image of their selves.
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The appraisal of the wealthy privileged children may
then be internalized by the underprivileged children
and facilitate negative self-images. Such images, if
impressed early enough ••• may cripple their chances
to better their social position and thus obtain
economic and social bases for more favorable selfimages" (1964, p. 89).

37.

See Gerth and Mills for discussion of conflict and
consistency between our own self-image and the image
others have of us. (1964, p. 91-95).

CHAPTER III

Chapter One of this thesis we devoted to depicting
the nature of modern mass soci.ety.

'l'hrough the work of

several theorists we were able to conceptualize contemporary mass society as a highly stratified system

co~trolled

by power external to "the mass".
We dropped from the societal to the individual
level in Chapter Two.

We described the conditions of

identity formation within this mass society context.

Con-

sequently, we were able to come to certain theoretical
conclusions about identity in relation to a stratified
social system.

We were able to hypothesize that individuals

of certain objective lower-order strata would have difficulty
with formation of self.

This difficulty we can divide

into two closely related problems: low status in the objecti ve order, and ide nti ty "completion" or formation.
In this chapter, we will elaborate on the interaction
between the societal and individual levels.

Our primary

goal, however, is to examine these two problems more closely
125
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as well as the ways in which one individual, aided by the
production-consumption system, compensates for or alleviates
his situation.

First we will look at mass culture (as we

defined it in the first section), in relation to the low
occupational status of the individual; then we will conclude
with a discussion of identity compensation or completion
in relation to mass culture.
Mass Culture and Occu]2ational Status
i) lVianipulation and Control in the Production-Consumption
System
The central problem of modern capitalism, Mills
states, is to whom can the available goods be sold? (1974,
p. 67).

The answer to this lies, not so much in expansion

of the market numerically, but in 'expansion' or change of
the product.

Katona makes this relationship clear:

Purchases are stimulated when buyers are
inclined to be attracted to new products
or new features of the products ••• If
the gratification of needs and wants
necessarily resulted in saturation, prosperity would become its own gravediggerj an
upward trend would give way to stagnation
if major expenditures were restricted to
replacing goods that wore out ••• Enduring
improvements in the standard of living of
consumers and in any total economy that
depends largely on consumer purchases is
possible only if satisfaction with progress
stimulates the arousal of new wants (1971, p. 62).

.,

·'.
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Westley and Westley expref3s a similar-idea:
The standard package-of consumption l changes
continually as to specific commodities •••
as the content of the 'good life' is redefined •
••• while desire for a particular object •••
may be satiated, the satisfaotion of this
want gives rise to others ••• therefore there
is no end to the desire to buy (1971, p. 17-18).
The market then must continually expand in terms of its
consumption, not its size as both Katona and WestlE3yand'
Westley point out.

Both mention the. importance of oonsumer

attitudes under these conditions (Westley and Westley,' for'
example stating that consumerism depends on the tithe consumer's optimistic faith in the economy" p. 18) but neither
draw any relationship between consumption and manipulation
of the market.

Instead, they treat continuous consumption

by the population as an almost coinc.idental mass of individual desires. 2
Several theorists clearly point out the relationship
between manipulation of the market. and consumerism, as well
as between this manipulation and maintenance of the status
quo.

Vie

should remember that manipulation of the market

means mar.ipulation of the mass according to our definition
of the mass in the first section. J

We defined the mass as

the 'audience' and supporters - the market - for whatever

those in control decided to sell in any 'sphere such as
politics, material wealth or leisure activities.
Parker (1972) suggests that
linked to the belief
in Amer iea.

o~

'oons'UlrH~rism

widespread and shared

In the following passage

and development of this "myth of, the

h~

is strongly

af~luence

traces the origin'

middl~ classfl~

••• the myth of the middle clEfss • "', is a:
stem of the classic American myt~ of egalitarian homogeneity ••• thfs older ~yth ••• .
served an important purpose: bydirninishing
,class barriers and allowing upw~rd mobility
for the few and preventing psychic deprivation
for, the many •• ,after World War II, thi~ older
myth experienced a profound reinvigoration
,
through the myth of the affluent middle class",.
the country came ••• to see itself as embodying
a new stage ••• in which the older preoccupations
with ••• the material needs of life were passing
away ••• replaced by issues of aesthetics and .
the 'quality of life' (Parker 1972, p. 182).
The upper middle class, according to Parker, were
responsible for promulgating this myth.

They had control

of the mass media and "other opinion-shaping instruments of
American society".

Through the medium of the classic myth

of egalitarian homogeneity, they spread this belief of
growing optimism which was based on their own post-war
prosper i ty (Parker 1972, p. 182).

1'oday' s version of this

myth envisions the working class as upwardly mobile with
a high standard of living (Parker 1972, p. 164-166),

The

I

i .
:

social system is maintained, despite ,the
between the myth and reality,

bec~use

discr~pancy

individuals'who

find th.at they are not affluent strive harder to achieve
this affluence, or at least to appear to have achieved it
(Parker 1972, p. 6).

Parker's work mBrY be considered an

elaboration and exp1anatiqn of vlestley and Westley' s
contention 'that
it is the belief in equality of opportunity
that is most important in maintaining the
optimism so necessary to citizens in a··
democratic mass consumption socl-ety (1971, p. 59).:,
Mills does not explicitly elaborate the relationship'
between consumption and manipulation of the market.

He

describes a stratified society in which the locus of
control is found in the propertied class and the executives
of the modern corporations whose interests coincide with
these big-property owners (Mills 1974 ,p. 105) •
••• at the top, society becomes.an uneasy
interlocking of private and public hierarchies,
and at the bottom, more and more areas become
objects of management and manipulation •••
(1974, p. 77).
Exploitation becomes less material and more psychological
(Mills 1974, p. 110).

The motive and purpose of the bur-

eaucratic "Enterprise" or corporation becomes manipulation
of the world in order to make a profit (Mills 1974, p. 108).
(See Chapter One in this thesis).

Mills implies in a

1.30.
discussion of the 'cultural apparatus' that this manipulat~on

has resulted in

••• the virtual domin~nce of commercial
culture ••• the mass production, the mass
sale, the mass consumption of goods has
become The Fetish of both work and leisure.
The pervasive mechanisms of the market
have indeed penetrated every feature of
life ••• (l9~9c.p. 418).
Marcuse (1966) explic'i tly draWs the relationshl,p
between consumerism and control.

In his words,

Whether or not thepossibili ty of •••.
enjoying ••• destroying, possessing •••
ia seized as a neeq depends on whether.
or not it can be seen as desirable and
necessary for the ·prevailing societal
institutions and interests ••• 'False'
needs are those which are superimposed
on the individual ••• by particular social
interests in his repression (1966, p. 4-5).
According to Marcuse. most of the prevailing o'r common
needs in leisure and consumption are false needs (1966,
p. 5).

Social control is implemented through the creation

and fulfillment of new false needs by the system of
rational-technical domination (Marcuse 1966, p. 9).
Consumers and producers are bound together by this system
of false needs: 4
The products indoctrinate and manipulate •••
and as these beneficial products become
available to more individuals in more social
classes, the indoctrination they carry •••
becomes a way of life (Marcuse 1966, p. 12).

-"Y

"

We have returned, full-circle, to Parker'sspeculations about belief as opposed to the reality of affluence
and mobility in America.

Parker suggests that the "lower-

middle" class ·do not attain this affluence; Marcuee, on
the other hand, 'implies that they do.

Deapi te "this differ-

ence, they agree on one significant point: the domination
function of affluence as an ideology or predominant belief.
)'/e should, however, briefly examine consumption patterns
.

.

in relation to this "mythology" of affluence.
ii)

Consumption Patterns in Mass Culture
When we first examine consumption patterns in mass

society, we are confronted by the apparent homogeneity
and pervasiveness of mass culture (as we defined it in the
first section).

Westley and Westley summarize from their

own data:
••• there is a considerable evidence that there
is a tendency for everyone to want the same
things and even to buy the same things •••
It seems evident that consumption patterns
in a mass consumption society tend ~oward
uniformity for all age, income and occupational
groups (1971, p. 14-16).
There is some variation

in quality, state 'ivestley and

Westley, but the only significant and striking difference
in expenditure between occupational groups is in education
(1971, p. 14).
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lVIarcuse, wi th less empirical proof, points to a
similar pattern of standardized consumption in all classes

(1966, pe 8).

Caplowitz (1963), in his study of buying

practices and patterns, supports this trend.

He found

that low-income families w-ere not only active consumers lJ
but concentrated their buying efforts on new and more expensive models of various goods (Caplo'witz 196). P.' 48),'
Levitan (1971) states that, although the consumption
patterns. fiFty be similar, the economic standaids of the
middle class are.not easily achieved by the workihg class.
These standards are met only by means of the "extra opport:unities" open to the latter.

He stresses such supplements

to the family income as overtime, moonlighting, working
wives and the increased availability of credit (Levitan
1971, p. 37). 6
This changes the significance of the broad homogeneous consumption pattern that
describe.

~'lestley

and Westley

It appears, in light of Levitan's work, that

working class groups strive harder to achieve

th~

standard

package of consumption and the 'good life' of the middle
class.

Other studies support this.
Katona, for example, found that lower-paid workers

work longer hours than other occupational groups and would

"

ij-r •

•

..

~'.

,

.-'
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like to increase their paid
(1971"

p. 130).

employmen~

time even further

This was true not only of lower-income'

groups. but also those involved in manual labour: more
blue-collar than white-collar workers expressed, -:the desire'
for more overtime (Katona 1971,. P. :131).

He concludes
"

that there is a strong relationship

be~ween

oonsumption

aspirations and the desire for more work (1971,p. 132):
••• there is evidence that the workers'
financial expectations as well as the{i
unsatisfied consumption aspirations also
matter considerably ill shapiflgthe degree
of working ambition ••• there were more
respondents expressing a desire for more
work among those who did than amon'g those.
who did not indicate that they'had
unsatisfied wishes (Katona 1971,p. 131).
Westley and Westley also list "extra opportunities"
for maintenance of the standard consumption package.

The

contribution to income by the wife helps to raise and
maintain the consumption pattern (1971, p. 11).

Extensive

use of credit, according to these sociologists, also helps
to bridge the gap between socio-economic groups (1971, p. 14).
Parker suggests that the lower middle and working
class should be admired for their persistence rather than
their achievement

(19~2,

p. 12).

He points aut that:

••• most often overlooked is the critical fact
that blue-collar workers have actually lost the
economic momentum they reached in the early

years ••• workers hav~ fallen behind
••• in their drive to increa~e income. Price
increases have cut sharply into blue-collar
buying power: in the past five years, because
of inflation, workers have actually lost ground
in terms of real purchaaing power (Parker 1972
p. 140., See' ,also Aronowitz 197?3, p. 104).7
po~twar

Parker sums up the sentiments of these theorists.

He

considers the standard package of affluence to be a deceptive index of security for the working and lower middle
class (1972, p. 146).

The outward consumption standard

and pattern is preserved at great cost

(eco~omic

and

otherwise) to these strata: they have 1i ttle'~ or no savings;
the wife must work; they rely heavily on credit; and the
work week will probably include overtime and/or moonlighting (Parker 1972, p. 137-138, p. 13).8
iii) The Individual and "Compensatory Consumption"
The question which arises out of our discussion of
consumption patterns is: why do the working class struggle
to preserve a level of consumption which is not easily
maintained economically and creates difficulties for them
in other ways?

A significant and partial answer to this

question lies in the individual's status location in the
occupational hierarchy.

We will first briefly look at this

problem of status location and then relate it to consumption ••
We saw in the previous section that

lower-~tatus

jobs

t:

do not provide social support for self-esteem, either interor intrapositionally (Faunce 1968,p. 119).

Certain jobs

are low in both these scales, for example, the assembly.
line worker.

Other jobs may rate low interpositionally, but

high on the other scale, for example the skilled machine
operator.

Finally, there are thoae of high interpositional

but low intrapositional status.

The inclividual may choose

which scale he will measure himself on,

We found, however,

that those occupations of high interpositional status
usually had higher degrees of socialization, identification
and commi ttment associated with them, (than those. of lower
status position). and did not present the identity problems
which interpositionally low status occupations did for the
individual. 9
The status connected to the occupational role "is
directly related to finding social support for a favourable
work identity" according to Faunce (1968, p. 120).

He

suggests that those in low status occupations (either
inter~

or intrpositionally) will choose to evaluate them-

selves in roles other than the work role, in order to compensate for this lovi status.

This 'compensation' takes

the form of roles for which the individual receives social
support and may thus maintain his self-esteem (Faunce 1968,

p. 119).

Faunce predicts that, after recogni,zing his low

occupational status and seeking alternate ways of evaluating
himself, the individual will not be interested or concerned
with his evaluation in terms of the work role "because he
no longer has any of his self-esteem invested in this area
of his life" (1968, p. 119-120).

The individual may know

but not care about how others evaluate him.

I disagree

with Faunce on this point.
The individual is located by others according to
his occupational role as shared or universal status
criterion in society, the method knownto all of positioning
each other.

This universal system contrasts with what we

have called 'local' status systems.

These various systems

are shared only by certain 'subsets' of individuals, determined by the nature or the 'topic' of the system.

The

status position of the individual within these local systems
is not known to others outside of the 'subset' group i.e.
the remainder of society.

The latter, therefore, resort

to the shared system of occupation for status location.
The individual will be typified according to this
occupational role in interaction with others outside of
these local systems therefore his status is reinforced
through interaction with others no matter how he chooses

"

to evaluate himself.

He tu:rns to other sources of esteem

. because he recognizes this low status position.

In the

last section of this chapter we argue that'there are two
ways in which the individual compensates for· hIs low
occupational status - turning to extra-work roles such
as Faunce suggests is one of them.

It is not because the

individual does not care about his oocllpational flvaluation,
but because he does that he seeks other rolef?

The .degree'

to which occupational location ,or iden.tification by others'
pervades all activities or social spheres ,therefore, becolYles
crucial to individual self-evaluation.
Faunce restricts this location by occupational role
to interaction in the work setting:
Regular contact with people at lower status
levels provides support for a favourable self. image based upon work... Regular contact at
work with people at a higher occupational
status level makes it difficult td avoid evaluation of self in terms of th'e work role •••
(Faunce 1968, p. 121-122).
Yet he points out that for individuals of either high
inter- or intrapositional status
••• there is not a work identity that is
clearly distinguishable and isolated from
an image of self in other social contexts •••
(Faunce 1968, p. 125).
Faunce appears to differentiate between the subjective and
objective spheres in terms of location by occupation.,

IJ8.,

The individual may identify himself, that is allow his
occupational identi ty to pervade both wor.k and non-work
activities; but the individual is only identified by others
according to his occupational role within the occupational
milieux.

Contrary to Faunce we support Barber (1961) in

his position that the occupational role is the primary
status location used by others in non-work related fields
also.

In local status systems, the status location of

this occupational role may be modified to some extent
although this modification will take place only amongst
those involved in or with knowledge of the local cri teri:on.
For example: the street cleaner who is a prominent local
athlete will be evaluated in terms of his athletic skill
among those who have knowledge of the athletic status
situation.

Others meeting him, with no knowledge of the

athletic status system, will identify him according to
his occupational role.

There appears to be, therefore,

overlap and modification between locally and universally
shared evaluative systems.
Mills points out that even in the confusion of
other status claims in modern society, occupations "enjoy
typical levels of prestige" (1974, p. 240).

He

alludes to

this location of the individual according to his occupation
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in his description of the status Panic:
••• actual job position is not so well known
to those who one meets away from work ••• If the
status struggle within the job hierarchy is
lost, the status struggle outside the job area
shifts its ground I one hides his exact job, olaims
prestige from his title or firm, or makes up job,
title and firm ••• one can make claims about one's
job ••• which minimize or override ac.tual occupational status (1974, p. 255).
He illustrates how the occupational role becomes the method
of identifying and locating others in mass society.

We

recognize each other
••• as the man who fixes the car, or as that
girl who serves your lunch, or as the woman
who takes care of your child at school during
the day. Pre-judgment and stereotype flourish
when people meet neople only in this segmental
manner (Mills 197 4b,p. 365).
The status accorded by others, that is the objective
placement of the individual, pervades his activities.

His

status location becomes part of his general knowledge,
whether he chooses to evaluate himself by it or not.

His

primary identity, as we saw in the last section, is not
reinforced in the processes and interaction of secondary
socialization (of Which is occupational role is part).

We

may hypothesize, in fact, that even if he prefers to evaluate
himself in terms of his primary identity, it is the status
location of the individual's major (occupational) role in
secondary socialization that others regard and rank him by.

Low status in the occupational structure, therefore,qecomes
part of the indivi.dual's

knowledg~

of himself.

For these

reasons, we are concerned with the individual's objective
location in the social order in the discus,slon to follow;
I.

not with his subjective choice of evaluation

criteri~n.

In the last section we saw that lqwe:r;- occupational
lev~l individuals strove hard to maintain the standard
:";

pf.tckage of· consumption.

We mcty suggest, therefore. ,that

consumption answers status location needs.

Caplowitz, in

, his study of consumption aspiration and patterns concludes:
••• their (low-income families) consumer activity
is not only a matter of need'but'one of embellishing their status by consumer goods. In place
of actual movement up the social ladder. they
turn to symbols of status ina pattern of
'compensatory compensation.' It is almost as
though consumption compensates for status deprivations they have experienced' in other spheres of
life (1963. p. 48).
Originally conspicuous consumption was considered a
trait of the "arriving" or "new" upper classes (Veblen 1953).
Our myth of egalitarianism and wealth-far-all as Parker
describes it (1972. p. 182-183) in Lorth American society
has resulted in a spread of the significance of consumption
from the upper classes throughout the social hierarchy.
Material wealth has become a shared symbol of what Veblen
describes as
p. 37).

social honour and esteem (Veblen 1953, p,.35,

Veblen's remarks about wealth and self-esteem,

I.

therefore, take on a wider significancer
1'hose members of the oommuni ty who fall .short
of this, somewhat indefinite, normal d~gree
of prowess or of property suffer in the est~en
of their fellowmen; and consequently they suffer
also in their own esteem, since the usual basis
of self-respect is the respect accorded by
one's neighbours ••• as the possession of property
becomes the basis of popular esteem ••• it
becomes also a requisite to that complaa~ncy
which we call self-respect ••• (1953. p. 38).
In the context of modern mass society. this conspicuous
·consumption becomes a method of maintaining self-esteem by
camouflaging occUpational status for certain lower s·trata
groups,

As Mueller points out:
The relative affluence the worker enjoys cloaks
the fact that he or she has subordinate status
and that society does not respect manual labour
(1975. p. 114).

Westley and Westley remark that the blue-collar worker
is always aware of his low stat·us (J:971, p. 92).

Despite

changes in the working environment and consumption habits,
"they have failed to find integrative roles for themselves
in our vast middle class" (Westley and Westley 1971, p. 112).
They suggest that consumption, including consumption of
leisure time activities, becomes a way of breaking out or
leaving behind fixed status definitions based on occupational
hierarchies (Westley and Westley 1971,.p. 16). Consumption
provides:
••• an escape fro~ ••• social stratification which
defines some people as less worthy than others

because of the work they do-. ~. these form
powerful motives, evidently, to increase income;
by whatever means possible (Westley and westley
1971, p. 18) ~
'rhe last part of this statement supports our assertion that
workers supplement their income by "extra opportunities" in
order to "buy" status.
Parker also states that the blue-collar worker is
"acutely aware" of his low status.

Science, technology

and automation have devalued manual labour.

Those of higher

occupational levels and new entrants to the labour force
shun manual labour.

Consequently, the lower stratum worker

is constantly aware of his rank in the occupational hierarchy
(Parker 1972, p. 140, p.-148).

The blue-collar worker

invests his "psychic status" in possessions (Parker 1972,
p. 11).

Mills, like Westley and Westley, points out that
leisure and consumption may be used for status compensation.
Leisure activities are often used "to gratify status claims"
that the individual cannot make occupationally (Mills 1974,
p. 256).
cycles5

One specific means of this gratification is status
Mills provides us with an explanation:

These cycles allow people in a lower class and
status level to act like persons on higher
levels and temporarily get away with it •••
one can by plan raise or.eself to higher status:
clothing changes, the restaurant or type of food
eaten changes, the best theatre seats are had •••
one can buy the feeling, even if only for a short
time, of higher status ••• (1974, p. 257).

Faunce generally concurs with Mills' argument of
status compensation through status cycles, although his
discussion is not as clear (Faunce 1968, p. Ill).
a significant

~oint

He makes

for our discussion which he does not

elaborate on:
Where status symbols are not olosely tied to
particular levels of achievement, they
become capricious and subject 'to fads and
fashions. (1968, p. Ill).
.
This could perhaps be considered the 'key to the successful
expansion of the mass market.

Consumption and wealth

itself, as Veblen pointed out become a combined source of
esteem (Veblen 1953, p. 37).

The availability of this

wealth through mass production, therefore, gives everyone
a potential source of esteem regardless of the actual status
location of their occupation.

Wealth, in the form of mass

products and leisure, becomes the compensatory source of
social honour which the occupational role cannot provide.
This struggle to maintain the standard package of
consumption of lower status occupational groups has been
translated into the working class or blue-collar occupational
groups trying to gain entrance into the strata above them,
specifically the middle class.

Although each sociologist

uses different combinations of criteria to define his classes,
many describe this movement from low-status to higher status.

"

"

Consumption has, on one hand, allowed individuals to
blanket occupational status distinctions.

The problem of

identity and status in contemporary society would be solved
had this blanketing succeeded.

Several soci.ologists,

however, argue that the homogeneity of mass culture'has
served to reinforce status boundaries between occupational
groups (or"classes").
Mills, for example, writes of the status panic of,
the middle class as the gap between white collar workers and
wage-workers narrows in certain respects (1974, p. 254) such
as:
••• the levelling down of white-colar and the
raising of wage":worker incomes, so that the
differences between them are decidedly less
than they once were ••• and (the) narrowing of
nativity differences between white-collar and
wage-worker ••• and the increased economic and
public power of wage-workers ••• (Mills 1974, p. 249).
Parker, who draws a sharp dichotomy between.the lower
middle class dominated by blue-collar and service workers,
and the 'upper middle class made up of professionals and
managers, remarks that, in the face of cultural standardization,
••• the upper middle class, instead of merging
into a hazy continuum with the lower middle class,
has accentuated its differences and raised its
admission standards (1972, p. 12).
While patterns of consumption might symbolize status
levels, they do not mean that those individuals achieving
these habits have also attained assimilation into higher

strata.

Young and Willmott found evidence of thi.s .lack

of assimilation in their study of a London suburb;
Objective differences
are:sligh:ter than •• ~
ever ••• people in different classes spe~d their
money on'the same kinds of,things ••• the two
classes live in the same kind of district .•••
(1965. p. 122).
.
II • •

Subjectively, however. they found that the higher occupational status group still recognized blass/statu~ differences:
••• inside people's minds ••• the boundaries of
class are still closely drawn. Claaslessness
is n,ot emerging the:r,e. On the contrary, the
nearer the classes ~re drawn by the objective
facts of inoome, style of life and housing, the
more middle-class people are liable to pull them
apart by exaggerating the differences subjectively
regarded ••• friendlt hess ~ is bounded by class lines •••
(Young and Willmott 1965. p. 122).
.
Westley and Westley offer us a slightly different
perspective.

Consumption becomes a low-status individual's

escape from the status hierarchy (1971, p. 16-181.

The

worker is caught between his equalitarian consumption
pattern and his unequal status position:
The worker experiences a greater sense that
he is equal to any other man, but at the same
time there is nowhere to go in improving his
position in life. (Westley and Westley 1971, p. 57).
What they describe as "the general trend toward equalitarianism" (1971, po 58) is in fact what Parker considers to
be the widespread myth of the middle class. IO But, as
Westley an.d Ylestl',ey point out, belief in this trend, real

·
1:-
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or not, has certain consequences (1971, p. 59).
'the homogeneous or standardized

cons~mption

They cite

patterns as one

effect:
••• being able to live as well as the next man
tends to erode an individual's res'pect for
social distinctions, at least those that
relegate him to an inferior station
(Westley and Westley 1971, p. 59).
They add a significant point whichothers have made implicitly.

Workers recognize that the same leisure,activities

and consumption habits reduce the differences between classes
or strata.

This, they continue, is one of the most'important

motives for acquiring the standard package of consumption
(l,'1estley and Westley 1971, p. 83).

Despite this, workers

have not been assimilated into the middle class (Westley
and Westley 1971, p. 112), nor are they respected by the
community institutions which they use and support (Westley
and Westley 1971, p. 118).
Aronowitz provides us with an example which sums up
this disjuncture between consumption habits and occupational
status:
1'he subject of a recent film. Joe, is a balding,
aggressive and somewhat vituperative man ••• In Joe,
we witness the struggle of the blue-collar worker
striving to become middle-class •• J·oe. 'exhi bi ts the
ambiguity of the upwardly mobile. Superficially his
home resembles those of his more affluent neighbors,
but he is painfully aware of the persistent class
cleavage. hig speech is riddled with proletarian
sounds and he cannot communicate a, system of ,shared
values to his upper class acquaintance.. (1973,
p. 103) .11

i

_-~

i .

The standardization of outward symbols brought about
by mass culture has not changed the occupational status of
lower-echelon individuals, nor has'it changed others' recognition and location of these individuals by this

rol~.

Instead,

the value of this material wealth as a status indicator has
changed with mass consumption,

Iri Fallers' words,

The individual who is re~arded for his
striving by the trickling-down of statussymbolic conffumption goods has the illusion
not the fact, of status mobility (1954, p.J:t6.).
thus
Consumption patterns do not retain the
same status-symbolic value as they become
available to more people. Certalnlyto
some degree the 'currency becomes inflated t
(Fallers 1954, p.3l7-J18).
Klapp supports this idea.

Widely distributed and

consumed status symbols lose "their value for fixing
status ••• like a debased currency" (1969. p. 112).

The

abundar..ce of status indicators result in status confusion
(Klapp, 1969, p. 19).
We have examined consumption as a method used by the
individual to modify his status location as objectively
identified by others.

Consumption may standardize or blanket

outward symbols of success; it does not, however, give access
to occupational status systems or levels.

For example: the

plant foreman who buys the same car as the doctor does not
gain access to the occupational stratum of the doctor, nor
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to the prestige of that occupation.

His consumption en-

titles him to the same material symbols. of status as the
doctor, but similar consumption habits do not enable him
to change his occupational location.

The individual can

emulate visible signs of higher occupational status levels,·
but he cannot truly internalize this status into his own
subjective reality.

He cannot do this because he has no

role to identify with.

The honour and esteem attached to

consumption is attached to the wealth itself, but these
consumption habits are not roles.

The plant foreman in

his big car cannot internalize an identity in relation to
that car, he can only borrow on its degree of prestige as
a material symbol of wealth.

Thus he may learn the symbols,

manners and codes of prestige of certain occupational
strata which this material symbol may represent, but he
cannot, without the required occupational role, internalize
it for his own subjective reality, identity and status
location.
The activity of driving (to be consistent with our
foreman/doctor example) may be stretched to fit Berger and
Luckmann' s definition of role (see page 78
The role of driver is not a status location.

of last section).
It may be a

generally recognized, universally understood role, but it
is an unevaluative role in the sense that one may be good or

\~

..

"0,.0

_0

i

bad in performing the activity, but one

i~

not ranked in

the social hierarchy according to the,role of

driv~r

(this

is a variation of Faunceus definition of evaluative-non-evaluative images and role 1968, p •. 91-92) •

The individual

will receive ,the status attributed to the material product
as its owner.

This possession or ownership in itself is

not a role (according to Berger ?l,nd Luckmann·s definition).
We may briefly consider tl1e situation subjectively.
that is', if the individual chooses th.e

8t~tu~

location of

his primary identity over that of his occupational status
location of seCQndary socialization.

Consumption.in this

case offers the individual no roles to internalize and
identify with. therefore the primary identity is not reinforced or modified.
In either case,however, Faunce's observation is
relevent, status connected to oonsumption is not connected
to achievement in terms of roles and occupation (Faunce

1968, p. 111), it is merely social honour accordhg to
material wealth in what Veblen, among many. has described
as an economically oriented society.
status and Identity: Com12ensation in the Objective and
Subjective Spheres
i) Background
Much has been written about compensation for status,

identity and work

problems~

We can only touch on some of

·this Ii terature at this point.
O! Neill for. eX'ample, considers the increased.participation in "para-social, political and economic activities"
to be an indication that individuals have withdrawn from
society.

They turn in on themselves in the race of occupJ.

<

tional status, and become other-directe.d at the same time to
rationalize their loss of commuf?lty (O'Neill 1972, p • .36).
Zijd,erveld and Luckmann and Berger express similar id.eas.
Zijderveld, as we saw in Chapter 2, considers the individual
to grow more privatized "between the spaces of the institutions" as he becomes increasingly homo externus within these
institutional confines.

He describes three protest groups

which are a direct result of modern society - the

gnosticis~s,

the anarchists, and the activists (1971, Chapter 4).

These

categories, however, appear to describe the compensation
mostly of youth groups.

Lu.ckmann and Berger's treatment

is applicable to the broader population or mass.

Like

Zijderveld. they suggest that the individual has become a
functionary within primary institutions.

He seeks his

"essential identity", however, in a series of secondary
institutions of mass culture which have arisen to exploit
this identity search (Luckmann and Berger 1964).
In a slightly different vein, Goldthorpe et al.- (1968) have

pointed out the instrument~l orientation of workers towards their jobs.

These blue collar

wo~k~rs

find their

satisfaction and meaning in extra-work activities and
behaviour made possible by the

incom~

provided by the job.

This satisfaction sought outside of the work role is an
idea also expressed by ,Faunce .(1968) as

we

h~ve

seen.

In

this ca$e the indi:vidual seeks more positive status for
self~evaluation.

Gorz suggests that income and

con~umption

have replaced the value and satisfaction of the job for t)i.e
modern worker (1966, p. 348-9).
Mill~

points out the imp9rtance, not only of con-

sumption, but of leisure as a status ,equalizer and source
of identity when work no longer fulfills this function.
Kerr et al,also believe that leisure will enable the individual to find the "individuality" which work prohibits

(1967, p. 237-8).

Vlhile Spreitzer and Snyder discovered that

individuals attempt to find self-actualization or satisfaction in leisure activities, they concluded that these
activities do not in fact replace, or' are as effective as,
satisfaction through work (1974, p. 218).

Likewise,

Rinehart suggests that work and leisure may both be

unful~

filling (1975, p. 130).
Our discussion is not directly concerned with the
controversy of work versus leisure for satisfaction or

self-ac1;ualization.lnstead, what we are concerned with
is a different dimension of-the same. argument: the effects
.

.

of occupationals·tatus on id.enti ty

~nd

the compensatory

measures taken. by the individual to alleviate the low
status internalized into his identity.
We concluded above that ,consumption fot the purposes
. of status improvement ,or re.cogni tion was· not .successful.
By successful we mean that the individual CQuld not raise
or maintain higher levels of self-esteem ,than those assooiated with his lower-echelon position in the occupational
hierarchy.

Increased consumption appeared only to stand-

ardize and confuse visible wealth standards among all
strata rather than admit those in the lower levels into
the ranks above them.

As Klapp points out:

••• the pursuit of status symbols would not
only be a solution to an identity problem,
but it would be an identity problem •••
When anybody can be anybody. nobody can be
'somebody' (1969, p. 112).
Individuals begin to distrust the symbols as a means of
status identification when they become so widely· available.
Consumption, therefore, does not

i~prove

the status of

the individual of low occupational level, neither does
it allow him to form an identity or modify his primary
identity (as we saw in the previous subsection).

He still

does 'not command respect generally in society because of
. his occupation (Westley and Westley 1971, p. 118 ).

The

individual, therefore. still has a status/identity problem.',
Our primary focus in this subsection is identity.
Identity and status are closely related, as we pointed out
'j

,

earlier. therefore, an examination of identity will also
have implications for the status dilemf!1a ()f the' individual.
We will. begin with a description oftha new "value" of
,consumption as a form· of identity compensation in mass "
society, arid conclude with a discussion of the effects of
this compensation on the individual's identity.
ii) Packaged Images: The Individual "In Drag"
The conditions of mass society, states KJ,app, lead
to identity problems for its individual members (1969, p.
84) •

The trend in this society is away from stat·us

symbols (in terms of conspicuous consumption) and towards
ego symbols (Klapp 1969, p. 109).

Individuals seek

identity Which status symbolism cannot provide (as his
argument illustrated in the first section of this chapter).
Consumption rates are still high, but the goods are put
to a use different from mere display of wealth as'wealth:
",status symbols are less often reminding
people who they are and where they belong, '
and more often expressing a claim or wish .
to be somebody else. The range of material
subject to fashion - that can be used as

dramatic props, so to speak1 for ~ new life seems to be widening tOOl ••• areas to live 111.,
places to travel, sports gear, hobbies •••
Such things ,are more abundant; easier to
manufacture and imi ta'te,' and offered and bought
more consciously ••• So fad and fashion as
a means, of revising identity seem to be on.
the rise (Klapp 1969, p. 74).
.'
Products are combined to become manufactured "looks"
or styles which an individual may choose, ready-to-wear,
like costumes hanging in a dressing room (Klapp 1969, p. 98).'
Kalpp refers to this as masquerading, posing or pretending,

(1969, Chapter 3).

Individuals may masquerade in

production~

packaged images in order to escape what they are and'become
someone else (Klapp 1969, p. 73).

These images are "false-

faced, theatrical chacters deliberately created

ll

(Klapp

1969, p. 104-5) - deliberately created by the productionconsumption system for market expansion in terms of intensification of buying, and deliberately "created" that is,
assumed by the individual through his consumption habits.
Niasquerading in mass produced images becomes a means
of identity compensation (Klapp 1969, p. 104-).

The person,

dissatisfied with his 'real' self in his • normal t eve:ryday
life, tries to find a new identity and to "see himself as
he would like to be" (Klapp 1969, p. 104).

I\olass production

has provided the escape: the individual takes "a costumed

I
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'

adventure in identity in a fantasy world provided by the
new theatricalism" (Klapp 1969', p. 99).
Klapp's specific examples of costume image are
somewhat deviant or 'outside' of the

·s~raight·

world.

He emphasizes, (mostly through repetition) that "offb.eat",
"hipster" and "mod" styles exemplify a method of
••• using costume to recast, identities
outside of the alternatives provid~d by
the square structure (Klapp 1969" p. 94).
Individuals, however, may esca:pe the status structure
of the straight world not just 1:>y deviating from this
world, but by assuming images which are totally
acceptable
.
.

. '

to the 'middle-class way of life' or what Klapp calls the
"conventional world".

These pseudo-identities are an effort

to be somebody else within the square structure.

For example:

an individual, rather than assuming the mod image, may
choose instead to appear in the production props of a yachtsman.

Klapp does not include examples of these more mundane

escape images possibly because they do not serve the "egoscreaming, look-at-me" function which he feels the 'nonsquare' images serve (Klapp,

1969~

p. 104-5).

These images

may also be found as part of the straight world, although he
does not openly acknowledge

o~

deny this.

His lack of

direct inclusion of conventional as opposed to non-conven-

tional images does not change tne general application of
his fundamental ideas.

Regardless of the actual costumes

chosen.
People are trying on various kinds of characters 'having little to do with their
actual statuses (Klapp 1969. p. 96).
Luckmann and Berger hggest that the individual is
left to discover his "essential identity" in the spheres
beyond the limits of primary insti t'utions (1964, p. )36).
Consequently,
••• To satisfy the need for 'esse,f.ltial identity'
an identity market appears, supplied by
secondary institutions. The individual
becomes a consumer of identiti~s offered on
this market, some of them of reasonable
durability, others so subject to fashion
that one can speak of planned obsolescence.
The secondary institutions, the suppliers
on this market, are a variety of identitymarketing agencies ••• (Luckmann and Berger
19 64 , p. 337).
1uQkmann and Berger's description of these identities
includes a broad range from costumes to actual activities
and roles, for example: activity roles include ping-pong
champion, or best chef at the local cook-out (1964, p.

343), •

The differences between these compensatory identi-

ties will be discussed shortly.

Luckmann'and Berger's con-

tribution to our discussion lies in their succinct description
of the manipulated nature of these identities.
ured" image is •••

A"maf'.ufact-
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••• a pre-fabricated identity, advertised,
marketed and guaranteed by the identityproducing agencies (Luckmann and Berger
1964, p. J:3 8 ) •
Mills illustrates how these production images or
costumes may also include 'stage settings'.

The indivi-

dual will achieve a 'high' in his status cycle and
vacation for a short time at an expensive hotel or take a
"

first-class cruise (Mills 1974, p. 257).

The location and

accomodation of the vacation become the stage setting, arrl
the vacation staff become the supporting cast which help
the individual masquerad'e as someone else for his short
visit.

In this case, the image package includes more than

just the personal accessories of the actor: Mills includes
the leisure setting as a significant component of these
production images.
The indi vidu,al 's life is a mixture of work and
leisure.

The leisure period of these status cycles becomes

a form not only of status compensation but of identity
compensation:
••• status cycles provide, for brief periods
of time, a holiday image of self, which
contrasts sharply with the self-image of
everyday reality. They provide a temporary
satisfaction of the person's prized image of
self, thus permitting him toclingto a
false consciousness of his status position.
(Mills 1974, p. 258).
'

This is a prestige gratification or payoff for everyday
status privation (Mills 1974, p. 258).

Work

becom~s

the

means to an end, that end being the pursuit of the holiday
identity and a change of status (Mills 1974, p. 237).

This

holiday self is fed by the mass media (Mills 1974, p. 237).
The actual content of the holiday image - the pose or
cos·tume selected - will vary according to the individual's
preference of production

s~yles.

Mills considers these images and production types
to be a means of maintaining a holiday self which is
as§)ociated with higher status levels (1974, p. 257-8).
Klapp, on the other hand, implies that these pseudo-identities are assumed as an escape from the status structure.
These approaches are not contradictory; the key to the
usage of production props lies in the origin of the image
and the needs of the individual assuming it.

We will follow

Luckmanh and Bergertg. (1964. p. 337) loose categorization
and distinguish between those marketed identities which
include activities and possible role learning (for example
Lucl~mann

and Berger' s ping-pong champion or cook-out chef)

and those which are ohly looks. styles or costumes (in
Klapp's sense) to be assumed - those which Luckma-nn and Berger

suggest contain elements of planned obsolescence.

will begin with the first type.

We
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Wilensky predicts (from his study of work role and
style of life of the middle class) that ambitious mobility
oriented individuals who find no satisfaction of status
dri ve at work will seek status by other means: '..
If they retain their status strivings.,' they
will develop a pattern of stat-us-compensating
leisure. They will use the leisure ladder for
their climb - seek offices in voluntary
association, union, political party, spend
their money in the Veblerian style •••.
( 197
p. 134).

°,

We have seen that "Veblerian style" spending is no longer
a sure'distinction and symbol of status, therefore, we
shall examine Wilensky's first method of status climb.
In this case, assuming identities in non-work
activities and roles becomes a method'of achieving higher
status.

These activities may also be made highly,visible

by the production system, but the props are suited specially
to the activity.

These

non~work

roles provide the individual

with the alternate channels for status (Wilensky 1970, p.

134).

These activities or roles may provide status within

their own non-occupational status system, for example: an
i.ndividual who is president of the local church organization
has achieved high status relative to other positions of that
organization.

Individuals may also assume non-occupational

activities or roles as a means of vicarious identification

with a certain occupational strata.
yacht~ing

Certain g9lf or

clubs I for example, cater to upper strata ocoup-

ational groups.

In this case, 'the individual is not just

seeking compe0satory status, but compensatory occupational
status, that is he is findirg alternate routes to gain
entrance, identify with and be identifled with a higher
'occupational level. 12 Roles of high status in different
st~tus

systems, for example the church organization

president, may indirectly serve the same purpose.

The in-'

dividual seeks to make himself more acceptable to higher
occupational levels by being identified in high status
non-occupational roles. l ) In either case, the identity
assumed is composed of activities, to be performeda'nd norms
and values to be learned.

By assumed, we refer to the

distinction made in the last chapter between learning and
performing a role, and internalizing and identifying with it.
The individual, may learn and perform the role, conscious of
not incorporating into his self; or he may identify with it
and internalize it into his subjective reality.14

The

individual in his search for compensatory status, may do
either.
Wilensky points out another trend of individual reaction.

This is the individual who cannot achieve status

through his occu.pation, but does not attempt to climb the
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status ladder by means of 1ei~ure activities (1970, p. 134).15
Instead, this individual accepts his non-mobility and retreats from the work he performs into familial or neighbourhood localism ClH1ensky 1970. p. 134).

Wilensky suggests

that this individual will develop his identity as the
neighbour and family man.

'Nest1ey and Westley point out,

however, that the individual feels himself to be a failure
in the eyes of his family because of his low occupational
status, and receives little respect from the local institutions and community that he

participates in (1971, p.llS).

The first part of Wilensky's prediction may be more
creditably completed by Klapp's belief: that the individual
will seek c ost"urae or masquerade to mask who he is and who
others identify him as.

We may hypothesize, therefore, that

it is this non-mobile individual who assumes the production
images.

Because he has resigned from the status competition

this individual has no need to assume the activity identities
and roles.

His purpose becomes, not status achievement, but

status masking.

Vie will explain this more fully by means of

Form and Geschwender I s work (1962).

They explained blue

collar mobility aspirations and job satisfaction in tems of
reference group theory (see also Shibutani
19(8) •

1968i Kelly

Their results suggest possible reasons why certain

individuals continue their status drive and others resign
from it. 16
Form and Geschwender found that working class'te nd to use the occupational

l~vel

m~1.es

'-

of their fathers,'

brothers and Itthe'ir peers wi th- which they bee;an life as
social references in evaluating their
ment It (1962. p. 231-234).

occup~t.l.onal

ach-ieve-,

They found differences', In'

status orientation and aspiration'between

tho~~

'whose

relevant others or social references were ,s'trictly of :blue '
collar workers, ang. those whose social

had
shifted to those in white collar strata above them. l ?
ref~rences

They

concluded that those who believe themselves to be nonmobile (interpositionally) or limited lntheir mobility
"may be more satisfied with their lot than those who perceive
a mobile social system in which they are limited in their
mobili ty 'I (Form and Geschwender 1962, p. 2)4).
Like Wilensky (1970, p. 1)4), Form and Geschwender
differentiate between individuals who do not participate in
the status competition or drive, and those who do.

form and

Geschwender suggest that those who continue to strive for
status will be those Who are:
••• the upper fringe of the manual workers •••
they are likely to have come into more riQntact
with the white collar workers and their beliefs
in the reality of opportunity (1962, p. 234).18

These individuals who have experienced some mobility which
has brought them closer to the white collar world have
broken away from the group wh.ich reinforces their }:lrimary
identity and lower status position.1 9 They change ~heir·
social references to the white collar

individ~als

who they ..

are in contact with in the strata above them, as Form ahd
Geschwender point out (1962, p. 234).20

Thisspur$ on

what Wilensky refers to as the status drive.

In .Form and

Geschwender's words:
When a working class male has become imbued
with this ideology he ~ends to shift his
social references to the incUinbentsof the
positions above him, ••• Th·e more mobility
he experiences, the more he will believe in
the existence of opportunities and in his own
abili ty to rise. 't/hen mobility is blocked he
will become increasingly dissatisfied with his
present position ••• Limited occupational
mobility is a self-defeating process for the
manual worker who is imbued with the middle
class ideology ••• and ••• faced with the relatively rigid barrier which exists between the
manual and whi~r collar occupational strata.
(1962, po 237)
.
These individuals will seek out activity roles as altenate
routes for status improvement. 22
j'lot all manual workers form a white collar reference
group.

Individuals of low occupational status, unable to

develop an identity from th'e work role and not connected to
white collar strata rely upon the identity formed in primary
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socialization. 23

This individual, Form and Geschwender

point out, retains his father, brothers and peers as his

"

24

social reference group throughot\t his work cat;eer.'
! .
I

Consequently, his primary identity arrl its

"

statu~

location

are constantly reinforced resulting in a loss of ;~tatus
drive. 25

We may examine this resignation in terms of iriter-

and intrapositiona1'10cation.
We suggested in the previous section that individuals,
no matter how they choose to evaluate themselves, will
recognize that others locate them according to their
occupa tional position or rank, unless they are membe:rs' of
a shared local status system.
:

'

Even if the blue collar

workers which Form and Geschwender describe are satisfied
with their non-mobility and lack of status interpositionally,
they will still be aware of the low status accorded them by
others in society generally.26

The combined effects of

these three factors - lack of belief in mobility ethos or
lack of exposure to it, recognition of objective interpositionally low status, and reinforcement of that status would result in individuals who do not compete in the status
compe t 1.Ot'1.on. 27
Intrapositionally, the individual may find that his
occupational status position, that is in terms of blu,e

l65
collar strata, is of a higher status location than his
'primary i<ientity.28

In this case, the individual may

choose his occupational status over his primary identity
for self-evaluation.

In terms of his reference group,

the individual has achieved higher status.

He does not

need to compete interpositionally, (neither is he is the
position to do so) as intrapositionalesteem provides him
with a basis for positive self-evaluation. 29 The extent
to which he relies on this intra- rather than interpositional status will depend on which system he emphasizes for
self-esteem maintenance.
Form and Geschwender found, however, that a manual
worker's occupational status had to be the same or above
that of his father's and brothers' for him to be able to
maintain his self-esteem (1962, p. 231).

It is possible.

therefore that those who do not achieve this level suffer
unfavourable intrapositional evaluation, both by himself
and by others.

The individual must achieve the status of

his primary identity in secondary socialization or suffer
the dis junc·ture between the status location of his primary
identity and his lowered occupational status - a disjuncture
particularly effective because his primary identity is
constantly reinforced by this reference group of primary
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socialization.

This individual does not have a basis for

positive self-evaluation 'either inter-or intrapositionally.
His primary referenoe group reinforces his low

st~tus

inter ...

positionally; at the· same time, this reinforcement points out
his further sinking in the status spl1ere.
These individuals without a white,cc;>l:l,a:rreference
group resign from the status competition '.and

s~ek

status and

, identity ,compensation in a different way;. .We hYP?tl.'esize
that,

thes~

individuals would assume prod-ucti on images in

order to mask their low occupational.status from others, in
an attempt to find a positive basis forself~esteem.30In
, '4isguising their status, they also attempt to

hi~e

the

identity associated with this low status, both from others
and from themselves.

They get to be, in Klapp's words

"someone else" (1969. p. 74).
Klapp suggests that individuals assunie these identity
props when they "have something to prove about themselves especially when they cannot prove it by other means" (1969
p. 75) •.3 1 The following passage sums up the meaning and
purpose of production images for these lower occupational
status individuals:
••• there are those who just get lost through
costume ••• a sensational costume which hides
identity permits them to have the satist'action
of being noticed ••• without the responsibili,ty

of living up to a reputation. Perhaps there are
more of these anonymous adventurers than
self-advertisers. Such poseurs help make up
the anonymous mass ••• false-faced, theatrical
characters.~.choosing ••• parts ••• fashion takes
on a new function - not the conservative one
of identifying a person with a class but
setting him off as an individual t perhaps
hiding his class. (1969 p. 104-5).
Of interest also in this passage is Klapp's remark that
these individuals masquerade without taking the responsibility of a reputation, that is, they do not perform a role
or take on a role identity on which they can be judged by
others.

This relates to Form and Geschwender's conclusions.

They suggest that those individuals who have experienced
some mobility believe that they have the "requisite ability
to rise" (1962, p. 234).

I~dividuals

who have not experi-

enced this do not have this confidence in their own ability.3 2
We may suggest that they would assume a mass market costume
rather than a role or activity identity because it does not
inc Iude the respons i bili ty of role pe rformance.
Whether an individual assumes a production-packaged
costume or attempts to be identified by an activity or role
appears then to depend on his status aspirations.

The poses

or masquerade of the first sense are unevaluated, that is,
they are assumed to mask or hide identity and status rather
than achieve it.

Individuals choosing the second option
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are still seeking to be evaluated in the sooial order.
Production images may be 'take-offs' or imitations
of activity roles •. They will be the props popularized by
the mass production system without the activity content.
For example: thousands of young men in various occupations
drive the mass market imitations of racing cars (in this
case the props have props, for the driver may purchase
additional "racey" accessories), flash the emblems of
various fuel, tire etc. companies who are associated with
race driving, wear particular jackets, driving gloves and
so on which are part of the deliberate manufactured and
advertised image.

Few of these young men attempt to take

on the activity and role of race-car driving.

They become

mass-produced "contentless" copies of the leisure sport
role.
The difference between assuming a leisure role identity for status and a psuedo-identity is illustrated by

o Brien's portrait of young
t

employed 17 year old youth.

l~ick

(1971).

Nick is an un-

He cannot get the kind of

"good" job that he had been promised by the educational
system, because he did not complete his Gourses.

He feels

unable to consider "lower jobs" despite the fact that he is
not qualified for anything else.

His solution is not to

attempt to find a job, but rather to withdraw from the
'occupational market.

He assumes the highly visible costume

of mood which Klapp, describes so extensively.

He flaunts

this visible image in coffee bars where he spends most of
his time,

Itbearde~,

beaded andmo<i tl using "raised-voice

expletives" to call attention to himself (O'Brien 1971,
p.332).
O' Brien describes the c.offee bar scene as 011e
apparently haunted by students.

The similarity in visible

appearance of the clientele disguises the fact that this
group is a mixture of' "students and less able alike"(i t
is interesting that O'Brien also differentiates between the
actual role bearers and the visible"':image copies in terms of
ability, as did Klapp, O'Brien 197-]:, p. 332).

The students

hold certain political views, stage- protest rallies am
participate in university activities as well as presenting
the highly visible image.

Nick, mixing wth them in the

coffee bar, finds that he does not understand their terms
and ideology, neither does he attempt to.
for the good time at _the university.

He goes along

Eventually, states

O'Brien, the students, move on to "better things" such as
high paid jobs, and Nick remains in his costume, still
hanging arouhd the coffee bars being visibly mod (l97 1 f
p. 332).

This example illustrates how an "individual chooses
the mass produced costume-image copy of an actual role
ident"i ty. 33

l~ick chooses to assume the packaged image of

beads, Levis ano. "in" shirts rather than learn and play
the role of university student-activist.

We see here the

gap between the original role and t,he way it is popularized
and capitalized upon in terms of its expressive symbols.
Nick was not interested in achieving the higher status
position which the students represent (both as students and
as potential high status workers).

He would have tried to

learn or internalize the activist student role had he been
trying to achieve status by extra-occupational channels.
Instead, he assumes a production.identity which masks his
own occupational failure and requires no ability or achievements on which he can be evaluated.
Kasschau et al.in a study of blue and white colla:e.
college and working youth report that blue collar no college
youth rejected or were disinterested in the New Left ideology
and politics of the students, but "embrace the expressive
cornpone'lts of the youth culture in a manner not much different from other subgroups" (Kasschau et al.1974).
suggests that

your~

This

blue collar workers affect a production

image, in this case the combination of products which defines

one as 'hip', but not the original or full identity asso'clated with status position (in this case the status position
of the student).
iii) Unsuccessful Compensation

Spreitzer and Snyder's main hypothesis is that
individuals who lack intrinsic work involvement will, for
'reasons of compensation, tend to define leisure activities
as a means of self-idEmti ty.

They conclude. however ,that

although there is evidence that leisure activities do have
this function,
••• they frequently are not a satisfactory substitute since leisure activities do not appear
to be as psychologically encompassing as a selfactualizing work situation. (1974, p. 218).
We have described compensatory identities assumed by individuals low in the occupational status order.

In the last

subsection we distinguished between role-identities and
productio~

images.

In this section, we will elaborate upon

this difference, with particular reference to.the latter.
We will then be able to determine the effects of these
production images on the individual, specifically in terms
of whether they serve a compensatory function.
In the earlier part of chapter two we disussed
Berger and Luckmann's concept of typifications and roles.

Face-to-face interaotion is patterned by typifications
which individuals have of each other (Berger and Luckmann

1967. p. 30).

The'actors regard each other as types in

wh~ch.

situations

in the routine of everyday life, are

typical situations (Berger and Luckmann 1967. p • .31).
These types become the basis of roles, in that they represent forms of action (Berger and Luckmann 1967, p. 72).
This action becomes objectified, and the actor identifies
with this objectification.

We can reiterate this process

briefly in their own words:
.~.the actor identifies with the socially
objectivated typifications of conduct in
actu, but re-establishes distance from them
as he reflects about his conduct afterward.
This distance between the actor and his
action can be retained in conciousness and
projected to future repetitions of the
actions. In this way, both acting self
and acting others are apprehended not as
unique individuals, but as ~ ••• these
types are interchangeable ••• (Berger and
Luckmann 1967, p. 73).

These types are roles when they are held in common by a
group or collectivity of actors, thus the "roles are types
of ac tors.

II

(Berger and Luclonann 1967. p. 73-74).

Berger and Luckmannts definition has been repeated
here to emphasize an important component of role - the
action content.

The individual is the actor when he performs

I

I,
I

17.:3
the activity or conduct of the role.
his self performing the action.

The actor recognizes

Gerth and Mills also

emphasize the activity content of the role:
••• 'role' refers to 1 ) units of conduct which
by their recurrence stand out a,s r,e'gulari ties
2) which are oriented to the conduct of other
actors. These recurrent interactions form
patterns of mutually oriented conduct, ••
(1964, p. 10).
'
They continue
have defined role as a conduct pattern of
a person which is typically expected by other
persons. , It is an expected r>attern of conduct •••
(Gerth and Mills 1964, p. 83). .

Vie

Let us look at production images in light of these defin.itions.
'l'he production images become manufactured types
(as in Berger and Luckmann' s typifications) only in a
limited sense.

They become costume identities which,

because of the wide advertising and distribution of the
mass market, are generally recognized within the limits of
this distribution.

The mass media attributes certain

qualities to these images, either those deliberately
injected by the production system itself, or those borrowed
from the original identity role.

These manufactured

'typifications' are widely recognized in terms of

th~ir

visible composition, however, they have many varied

intrinisic

char~cteristics

attributed to them. Hip

indiv-iduals in denim jeans will be cool and with it.

Or·

they will be considered radical. dirty, liberated, femininst, or dopefreaks. 34

These production types represent

no typical recurring patterned types of action which can
be. objectified.

'rhe individual assllming. the costumes

may then perform other roles and activities while /i?til1
wearing hie costume.

The gas. pump jockey in his hip out-

fit is still performing in'the role Qf gas pump jockey;
or the neighbour who sits on his front porch in his supercyclist clothes, with his ten speed displayed on his lawn
is still 'the neighbour' to the man across the street, or
'dad' to his children.

We may recall in the last chapter

that the overlap between universal and local status systems
would affect interaction.

The individual may be identified

by others according to his occupation, which will then influence their interaction with him.

Any status which he

achieves in the local status system may modify or soften
the interaction on the basis of his occupational location. 35
We may apply a similar principle in the case of manufactured
typifications.

Interaction with others may be influenced by

the visible representation of the individual.

The character-

istics attributed by the mass media to the image may
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influence the other individual in some ways.

Dealing with

. the hip gas pump attendant servicing his. car, this other
person may react according to his subje.ctive interpretation of the

h~p

'typification' as dirty or radical.

These

manufactured typifications have no typical contexts or
recurring behaviour patterns.

'rhese types, therefore. may

be easily displac"ed in the following way I
••• the anonymity of the typiflcations by means
of which I apprehend fellowmen in face-to-face
sItuations is constantly 'filled,~~n' by the
multiplicity of vivid symptoms referring to a
concrete human being. (Berger and Luckmann 1967,
p.

32).

The effect of the role which the poseur is at that
moment playing will also affect interaction, in addition to
these sllrfacing personality traits.
These manufactured typifications do not represent
recurring forms or types of action.

They are not the basis

of roles: or, more directly, they are not roles.

They have

no expected patterns of conduct actions and activity which
can be objectified.

The individual cannot recognize a

pattern of activity as a role or recognize himself as the
actor.

Production identities, we should remember, are

packaged images - pre-fabricated, advertised, marketed and
guaranteed by the identity producing agencies in Luckmann and
Be:rgerts

words (1964, p. 338).

They may have an activity

associated with them, but actually performing this activity
is not a requisite of assuming the packaged identity, for
example, the super-cyclist who does not ride his bicycle
(or rides it very little).(See Klapp's example of motorcycle toughs who do not own motorcycles 1969, p. 103).
Roles are also interpersonal, to return to Gerth
and Mills definition •. (1964, p. 10-11) t that is an individual~s

role integrates one segment of his total conduct

with a segment of the conduct of others (1964, p. 83) by
mea"ns of the expected recurring role behaviour.

Roles are

caught up in the web of obligations, norms and expectations
of others behaviour as it is oriented towards us (Gerth and
Mills, 1964, p. 11).

They are interconnected patterns of

behaviour in the sense that their typical objectified
behaviour is part of the interdependence of other recurring"
patterns or types of behaviour.

Production images do not

have this backdrop of mutual expectation.

They provide no

recurrir.g pattern or behaviour which has a place in this
web of role interaction.

The individual assuming the

costume does not assume rights or obligations associated
with recurring activity which constitutes a role.

These

costumes, therefore, cannot serve the integrative function
of a role for the individual, they do not bind him to
others and to his society (Berger and Luckmann 1967, p. 76).

Roles are part of networks of expectations and
oblie~tions

in recurring social situations.

They cannot,

therefore, be produced and distributed, although, the badges
or props of existing roles may be capitalized upon and
turned into these packaged

i~ages.

The

m~ss

market provides

the individual with the props for an image, but it does not
provide the role and its social context.
The traits or characteristics associated with these
images are constantly shifting, which suggests that the
typifications - the basis of roles - are never stable long
enough for recurring patterns of behaviour to form..

Klapp

laments the trend from traditional to "new things" in a
society dominated by technology and modernism (1969, p. 113).
This trend is more complicated and unstable than a straight
progression from old to new.

The symbols themselves fluc-

tuate, one replacing the other and in turn being replaced
before the meanings may become widely shared and entrenched
(Klapp 1969, p. 19).

These new symbols are produced so

rapidly that they lose their meanings, thus their associated
tllfestyle' is unstable and subject to fad (Klapp 1969, p. 26).
Klapp makes a significant point in relation to the symbolism
of the production system and man's sense of self:

So what happens to iden~ity when a person
surrounds himself with "things that have
corne into existence yesterday or the day
before? The answer must" be that since they
cannot have" much meaning, he cannot give
himself much meaning by them (1969. p~ 114).
The individual, as

Kl~pp's

reveals in his own

discussion tries to find meaning for himself through these
,symbols (1969, Chapter .3).

Aside from their status value

in what Wilensky calls Veblerian

s:~yle.

these symbols are

in: a sense "non-symbolic" (see Klapp 1969 •. "qb. 1

)•

They

represent what we have elsewhere called contentless images,
that is they are not related to or derived from typical
recurring patterns of conduct.

For this reason, these

symbols cannot be evaluated by others.
universal connotation.

They do not have

They have" only th"e -mat1Y. and varied

meat1ings imputed by the image-producers and packagers, andl
or the mass media.

They may have also a degree of second-

hand or vicarious meanings for evaluation borrowed from an
identity role.

For example: the production image of yachts-

man may borrow or be associated to some degree with the
actual role of yachtsman.
Why

then~

as both Klapp (1969) and Spreitzer and

Snyder (1974) suggest, do individuals not find what the
latter call self-identity in these production images?
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The rnaj or block to this fulfillment of identity is
the fact that these images are not, as we have seen, roles.
As werernember from 'Chapter Two, the individual must internalize and identify with his role in order to incorporate it
into his self (Berger and Luckmann 1967. p. 74, p. 1.31).
'l'he image, therefore. cannot be intenalized.
can be formed from these production types.

Ho identity
In this case,

the individual's primary identity cannot be modified or
added to by the formation of a socia.l self in either the work
situation or the images assumed for compensation.
The individual assumes these production characters
as a means of finding a new identity, according to Klapp.
They are a wish or claim to be somebody else (Klapp 1969,
p. 74) and to be identified by others in this new identity
(Klapp 1969. p. 105).

As Faunce points out, a self-image is

a social product, thus an individual requires at least one
other person to support his claim to a certain identity
(Faunce 1968, p. 92).

Interactior~

between an individual

'in drag' and others cannot be based upon the costume that
the individual sports.

His interaction cannot reinforce a.r.

ide r:ti ty which he has not been able to form, neither can he
project a self in the interaction which is related to the
image and therefore elicit responces to that self from the
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other.

'fhe individual can form no s"elf from the non-role

image, neither can the other in primary interaction react
to him on the basis of the type of image or as the acter
in a role. 36 The individual will rece~ve no confirmation
from others of his image.

I\ei ther will \ the primary identity.
I

"

!

which is not located in these spheres of: secondary socia1zation.

As Klapp points out, the individual needs guide-

lines, reference points and feedback to create and maintain
an identity (1969, p. 19).
These production stereotypes, therefore, are not
incorporated into the self or

chang~

the identity.

The

organized responses of a social group play a crucial part
in the formation and unity of self.

II/lead I s game analogy

perhaps makes the point the best:
••• the person playing a game must be ready
to take the attitude of everyone else in
the game - different roles must have a
definite relation~hip to each other (1934,
p.151).

The rules of the game are the particularresponse that an
attitude calls out.

These production images are not

patterned behaviour with a corresponding set of social norms;
they are not inteerated behaviour in a social system or
structure; nor do they have specific relations or sense of
duty, Obligation or authority (Nisbet's definition of role,
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1970, p. 148-154).

There is no set of organized attitudes

and responses governing the generalized other and self
involved with the taking on of these images.

Assuming

production images in some ways compares to Mead's description of children's role

This play constitutes

playing~

taking on a succession of roles from which no unlty of
attitude and response can be organized into the self.

In

play, what a child is at one moment does not determine
what he is at the next. It is out of the game - the interlocking rOles 37 - that the organized self arises (Mead
l?34, p. 159).

Production images do not exist as roles in

the game. ·therefore they cannot contribute to the formation of identity or to the formation of the social self
(Berger and Luckmann 1967. p. 73).

The individual becomes

part of the mass costume collectives, (Klapp's false face
mass) who are homogeneous only to the extent that they
share manufactured j.mages.

This compares to the thousands

of pre-schoolders who dress up as cowboys with all the toy
props across the continent but who share nothing else in
common but a pretend identity.

lVlass culture provides the

props for visible identity 'change' but not the networl<: of
roles ar:d typical situations through which the individual
could modify his subjective reality.
This problem with interaction stems also from the

problem of symbols which Klapp discusses.

The production

packaged identities are symbols without roles.
represent nothing more than styles or posea.. 38

They
Neither

the individual or the others interacting with him can find
common meaning from the symbols,39

Production images

opet;'ate in a mea.ni ng vaccuum symbolica:J,.ly (Klapp 1969,
p. 19).

This is the case especially with those individuals

who rely upon props of confused symbolic value to 'find'
identity.

External symbols can be chosen and worn without

group support (Klapp 1969. p. 45) but this is not a conditior. of internalization into the identity of the individual,
Klapp suggests another reason why identity cannot be
assumed via these props.

Individuals are aware of their

own posing (1969. p. 105).

(Klapp suggests this conscious-

ness in connection with role. although in the sense that
he uses it he does not mean role as Berger and Luckmann
define it, but rather he uses it interchangeably with poses,
characters arrl images).

He goes on to say that

Along with increasing difficulty of
identificatio~ is the more basic difficulty
that fad and fashion are forms of copying,
and that true identity cannot be attained
by copying ••• the mass ••• are simply draping
a borrowed identity over whatever individuali~y
they might have of their own ••• (1969, p. 110).

l8)

This is the culmination of our discussion: the
indiv.idual who attempts status and identity compensation
through consumption of pre-packaged characters or poses.
Let us conclude by briefly summarizing the argument of
the thesis to this point.

Then we will turn to the

question of why individuals seek compensation, not change.
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'Foo'r !~orrES: CHAPTER THREE

1.

The term "standard package of consumption was originally used by D. Riesman and H. Roseborough (1964).
They describe this standard package as
ll

liThe theme, a set of goods and .services
.
including such household items as furniture,
radios. television, refrigerator, and
standard brands in food and clothing •••
The variations include both embroideries
and elaborations on this standard package •••
p. 114-115.
.

11

We will borrow their abbreviation to refer to the
many standard elements of mass culture as defined
them in the first section throughout this chapter.
(See also Porter 1970, p. 130-1).
2.

That consumption is a crucial component of modern
capitalism is pointed out by Gorz.1966, p. 346350; Baran and Sweezy 1967, Chapt~r 5; and
Galbraith 1967, p. 279-282. InGorz • words: " •••
advanced capitalism has found itself confronted
with the problem of moulding human subjects into
the shapes required by objects it has to sell,of
no longer adjusting supply to demand, but demand
to supply. It has resolved this problem by
conditioning people to what is most profitable to
produce ••• " (1966, p. 347-8).

3.

In Riesman' swords, the function of mass media "as
t'utors of consumption - is to introduce and rationalize changes, enrichments, or discontinuities in
conventional tastes arid styles ••• (1974, p. 193).
fv'lanipulation in consumption begins irl childhood
as momopolistic competitio'1
building up in
the child habits of consumption. he will employ as
an adult." (Riesman 1974, p. 97).
II

1I • • •

l~.

Accordi:'1g to Marcuse: "The o~lly needs that have an
unqualified claim for satisfaction are the vital ones nourishment, clothirlg, lodging ••• (1966, p. 5) As
If
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we pointed out in Chapter I, all ~:rther needs such
as those to relax, have fun, consume etc. are
repressive needs, according to Marcuse. Gorl expresses a similar idea in his description of
cr,ea ti ve/work versus consumer needs I " • • • the
individual is stripped of his cre~tive. active
needs and can find his own power only in the sphere
of non-work,:" the satisfaction,. of the passive needs
of personal consumption ••• (1966, p. 349). For a
discussion of work needs in formal organizations see
Silverman 1970, Chapter 4. The theOrists discussed
in Silverman attempt to identify t~e needs of the
individual and how these are served within the
, organiza't,ional structure, in what may De interpreted
as an effort to reconcile the iridivi<,iual and this
structure. This approach differs from that of
Marcuse and Gorz who question the structure and the
otigin of needs within it.

5.

'Westergaard suggests that, to some ,extent, the extension of general social services has released personal
income for expenditure in "less essential'l areas of
consumption. See "The Withering Away of Class: A
Contemporary Myth" in Anderson and Bl.ackburn 1966 for
repudiation of equality of the working class.

6.

Kahl reported that the "Common Man Class" (somewhere
"less than middle class") faced a constant struggle
with inflation. The mother and even older children
had to work part-time to contribute to the family
income (1953. p. 191).

7.

Rinehar;t concludes that lito regard the present si tuation of blue col1arites as one of affluence, then,
is justified only within an historical context."
(1971, p. 153). See also Rosow 1970.

8.

Johnson points out that in the last two decades
(1951-69) there has been a great increase in the
multi-earner families. He concludes that the family
had adapted its structure to compensate for economic
deprivation (1974, p. 27).

9.

It should be noted that meaninglessness exists in
different degrees throughout the whole bureauoratic
structure. Haga et ale found that they could
(1974) divide a group of managers into' high and low
professional orientationo Those rated high had

,'

significantly higher levels of job'involvement, and
worked harder and longer than those of low orientation,
as well as constructing their own role formats. The
fact that they , could di vide these managers into the
two groups suggests thatj:.,meanirtglessness exif?ts at
this level also. The,ir findingf3' alsO·serve to illustrate that. individuals wi th strong identification to
their work were able to overcome or did no~t .expeience
this m'eaninglessness,. Individuals who did not have
'high rating in orientation. however, still have the
com'pensation of i nterposi tional high status for selfesteem maintenance to We focus our diacussion on those
who, in addition to meaninglessness and lack of
identi,fication with work, do not have this white collar
status compensation.
'10,.

According to Westergaard ( 1966), the visiblli ty of
inequality'may diminish and disparities may be veiled.
, Inequalities of income a,nd property have only been
'marginally reduced. These inequalities now operate
in areas 9f expenditure which are removed from subsistence living. He suggests that conflict will grow
between desiring and achieving middle class material
,standards for the workihg class as these, standards
are perceived as needs rather than "frills" (1966,
p. 87).

11.

li'Iueller elaborates on this relationship between
social class and language structure (1973, p. 45-58).

12.

Benoit-Smullyan's remarks on prestige imitation and
contagion are relevant here. An individual, of high
prestige becomes a model to be reproduced or copied
by others. Prestige is contagious in that other
i~dividuals attempt to raise their own prestige by
contact and vicarious participation in the prestige
of those of higher "rating." (194 4 • p. 157).

13.

Wilensky points out that, if the occupation has no
visible status claim (he offers the example of a
hindleg toer.ail remover) then there is little motive
and opportunity to use occupational identity as a
status-winnirig device, and little desire to elahorate
the work role beyond the work-place. (197·0. p., 136) •

14.

Vorwaller states that the effects of mobility on
upwardly mobile individuals are referred to either
il1 terms of the "dissociation" or socialization
hypothesis. In the former, the individual is viewed
as becoming isolated, separated from the non~mobile
peers as well as peers in the new sooial destiriatio:!. In, the second hypothesis, the individual
adapts to his mobility (VorWaller 1970"p.481,-2),
Luckmann and Berger suggest that" incases of
mobility, the individual' 8 ",past ' identity'" associated with primary socialization becomes less and
less real to hirQ. He experiences a gap between paat
and present identity, and seeks affirmation of the,
new identity by those in his p~esent,social situataion. We may speculate that the, individual may lose
his past identity and be "in limbo", that is only
playing but not internalizing the new roles 'that he
performs (Luckmann and Berger 1964, p. 206).

15.

Wilensky's distinction corresponds in some ways to
Kahl's findings. The latter's "common man class"
was composed of two basic groups: those who
espoused core values of "getting by" and those who
espoused those of "getting ahead." Sons of each
of these groups held these respective values (Kahl
1953).

16.

Westergaard suggests one possible explanation:
" ••• the chances of rising in the social scale may
~ to be greater, even though they are not;
and failure may be accepted with more resigination,
if it is the result of a 'fair' process of selection" (1966, p. 91). On the other hand, inability
to rise may be more unacceptable because this means
recognizing one "intellectual inferiority.1I On
the basis of this, we may predict that status
resigners are those who have accepted that their
low educational levels are not competitive. Those
who strive to achieve status, on the other hand,
may not be able to accept their own 'inferiority'
in a society stressing equality.
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Form and Geschwender hypothesize that the blue collar
worker (without a white collar reference group)
judges his occupational status according to fath'9r,
brothers and peers Which he began work with as a '
social reference group, rather than according to the

mobili ty,. ethic or his own as'pirations. studies
suggest that white collar youth. on the other hand; ,
,evaluate themselves in terms of the' mobility ethic,
of modern society, and in terms of their oWn aspirations and those that their parents hold for them.
, (See Hyman 1953, Kahl 195J;Lueptow 1975, Dell~ Fave
1974; Haller. Otto, Meier, Ohl.endorf 1974). Th~se
aspirations are to some extent class differentiated.

18..

Se~ Wilensky (1959) for a discu$sio!lof the blu,E:}- ..
. collar ind! vidual Who' has 'fallen from white-collar
st~tus.
. . ' ,.
'

19 oLuck~ann ,and Berger are concerned with this idea.,
MOQility results in changes -1 n milieu, 'e!1tai~i'ng, .

weakening and disruption of' ties to ~he' Kroups' of
primar¥ so?ia~i~ation. liThe norms and.v~lue80h
which the l,nd1v1dual has been brQugh1';'/Up are n9
longer-reaffirmed 'in the presently relevant social
relationships. They are no longer backed by ,the
authority of the old primary groups." (Luckmann and
Berger 1964, p. 206).
" .
.

20.

. 21.

F'orm and Geschwender's results areponsistent with·
Kahl's. The latter foond that those individuals of
the common man class who were non-aspiring in terms
of status did not know any college trained people,
but mixed socially solely within their own stratum.
Those individuals who believed in "getting ahead"
used the middle class as a reference group (Kahl
1953. p. 193). Runciman suggests, that a manual,
worker who thinks of himself as middle class is more
likely to feel relatively deprived of' status then the
wor~er who considers himself to be working class
(1972. p. 200). In terms of our hypothesis,' this
suggests that those whose working cl~ss identity is
reinforced do not feel deprived and therefore do
not strive for status. Runciman alsof,ound that
the most prosperous manual workers d~scribe themselves as middle class and 'have desires to increase
their status (1972, p. 281-4) •
Certain mobility stUdies suggest that while inte~
generational mobility may have increased due to
increased education, the chances of ~ndi~idual
career mobility have decreased. See Little and
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Westergaard 1964; Goldthorpe and Lockwood 1963.
J.acobson and ~~endrick (1973) also suggest that
changes in education have !'increased ascriptive
characteristics by transferring some work
promotion criteria out of the workplace into the
classroom. '.
22.

findings of Form (1973) are relevant here.
He takes the position that industrial workers are
not a homogeneous mass but rather are a stratified
body of skilled and less skilled workers (197:3,
p. ~97)~ He found great differences between the
skilled and unskilled in terms of organizational
participation. The higher the ~kill. the less
passive the activities engaged in and the more
participation took place outside of local groups
at a broader oommunity level (1973, p. 703~4).
Generally, the unskilled had very low levels of
organizational participation (Form 197~, p. 704-6).
Knupfer (1947) also found that lower staus (or
unskilled) individuals participate in fewer
organizational activities. See also Komarovsky
rEhB

1967' •

23.

Ashtonts work provides another dimension to analysis
of loVi aspirations and lack of status drive.· He
sug~ests that the process of committment at semior unskilled work begins early in the school years.
Children of lower working class parents would
inher.it a restricted language code. These children
are evaluated as dunces, unintelligent and incapable
on the basis of these language codes as well as norms
and values which differ from those of the teachers.
'rhey are channelled into academic streams which
qualify them only for what Ashton calls tlcareerJ-ess"
blue collar work i.e. unskilled, low status jobs.
It is within the school, in relation to other higher
status students and teachers that the individual
incorporates his "inferiority" into his identity, as·
well as the idea that he isincauable (Ashton 1973,
p. 106-110), See also Heyns (i9~4) .
. .' for
similar ideas of academic streaming based on verbal
achievement. See also Footnote 16.

24.

Form's findings support the hypothesis that lower
strata blue collar workers rely on primary socialization contacts. He found that skilled workers had
a "cosmopolitan orientation." They retained few
friends that came from their "community of socialzation." They also had fewer personal, family and
local commercial ties than the unskilled (Form
1973,· p. 704). 'rhe latter, on the other hand, relies
muoh more on family members and relatives for
friendship in leisure time and vacations (when
they tended to stay "at home" rather than travel
or participate in other activities). Free, nonwork time was spent visiting the communities of
their origin (Form 1973, p. 703).· Ashton's findings
relate to Form and Geschwender's belief that the
peer group existing upon entering the labour force
remains significant to the worker. He.reports that
the main areas of support and. reassurance for
students identified as failures and inferior (and
channelled into blue collar occupations) in the
school system are the peer group of similar
students (197T. p. 109). Likewise, Komarovsky in
her study of B).ue-Collar Marriage found that when
the husband's work does not require entertaining,
blue collar couples are restricted in their social
contact of adult life to the friendships which they
made in school (1967, p. 312:322).

25.

Meier and Bell argue that anomia results when the
individual is prevented from achieving life goals.
They found that working-class isolates is less
anomic in terms of aspiration to life goals than
those who participate with kin. They conclude that
the lack of participation with kin, peers and
neighbours makes this individual "less susceptible
to the limitations to achievement contained in lower
or working class beliefs, attitudes and values."
These working class isolates have left behind the
primary social groups and are working for the goals
of the middle class (Meier and Bell 1959, p. 196-7).
They also fO'und that those individuals of low socioeconomic status who were upwardly mobile (or believed
themselves to be) were less anomic than these low
status individuals who were stable or downwardly
mobile. See also Otto and Featherman 1975.

26.

Hyman concluded that, as a group, lower status
individuals have a value-system including recognition of lack of opportunity to achieve sucoess
t'hat reduces their chances for advancement. There
was a sienificant group within this class, however,
that did not hold these values. Hyman stresses the
effects of reference groups. These lower status
individuals who did not subscribe to self-defeating
values identified themselves with and absorbed the
value system of strata at higher levels than their
own. (Hyman 19.53. p. 33).
'

27.

Faunce adds a slightly different but related dimension to why individuals grow indifferent to the
status compe ti ti on: !lAbility to deal with and 'beat'
the system is most directly in proportion toexpe-rience
in large, formal organization, particularly at higher
administrative levels, and to the amount bf formal
education. For this reason, a,' sense of powerlessness
and resulting apathy are more common among J>eople in
lower- than in higher - status occupations" (Faunce
1968, p. 104). This also relates to our discussion
in Chapter 2 concerning the difference in occupational
identity formation according to status level.

28.

Berger tells us that life at work takes on the
character of pseudo reality and pseudo identity_
IIIReal life l and one1s 'authentic self' are to be
found in the private sphere (197,3, p. 217). This
private sphere becomes "who one really is.
For
individuals who primary identity is reinforced by
the primary reference group outside of work and whose
occupational status is low, both IIreal" and "pseudo
life" afford them low status.
ll

1I

29.

He may also suffer contradiction or discrepancy
between the reinforcement of his primary identity
and his occupational status location, especially if
he only learns but does not internalize the occupational role. This would dep.and perhaps upon the
distance and difference between the blue collar
strata. It is also possible that this reinforcement of his primary identity prevents his identification with his new occupational role.

:'

3.0.

Messinger et al. (l.970) suggest that an individual is
"on" i.e. on stage, when he becomes aware of "managing,
a,character" and maintaining discrepancy between his
"real-self" and his character' (1970. p. 690-1). They
describe how mental patients who are "ori" try not
only to appear' normal, hut to be normal,. In fact ,
they continue, the patient is tryl.ng to appear normal
to himself as well as to others (1970, p. 692). Thus
we may say that the low status individual assuming
production images are. deliberately going "on" to
deceive others and to ti'y to deceive themselves.
Messinger also suggests that the patient fashions ·a
,
character if he finds himself a doubtful or discredited
personin the eyes of others (J,970, p.' 695). We may
hypothesize that th~low stat'4s' blue collar worker
will also go "on" by means of production images when
he recognizes his 'low status as evaluated by others.
See also Klapp as discussed in this chapter.

31.

Most individuals spend the majority of their time in
the occupational role and its associated status and
"identity" (that is, identification made by others).
Production images provide an "instant" alternate
and·.. highly visible "identity" which is easily assumed.
Thus these individuals are able to switch these images
on and off at will in ,accordance with time allotment
and demands. This is especiaLly' important if We
remember that for many of the blue collar workers,
moonlighting and overtime are a part of life (see
this chapter section entitled "Consumption Patterns
in Mass Culture").
'
,
,

32.

Knupfer concludes that psychological underprivilege
is linked with economic underprivilege, as manifest by
"habits of submission, little access to sources of
informlition, lack of verbal facility." These result
in a lack of self-confidence and unwillingness on the
part of low status individuals lito participate in many
phases of our predominantly middle-class c'ul ture even
beyond what would be a realistic withdrawal (1947, p. 114).

J3 •

Literature on the "youth movement .. suggests thati t
began on campuses and spread or fil ter'ed to other
non-student youth cohorts, who assumed the visible
symbols popularized and distorted by the mass market.
See, in addi ti on to Kasschau et al.. ,Mankoff' and Flacks
1972; Starr 1974.
'

,,.

34.

'rhe meaning of appearance and responses to appearance
are discussed in Stone (1970, p. 394-414).

35.

\ve

36.

Stone (1.970, p. 395-6) distinguishei3 between identi ...
fication of , and identification within symbolic interaction. Identification of each other- often accomplished silently or non-verbally by appearance - is
necessary for identifying with each other i.e.
calling o'U.t responses in each other. Symbols such
as those of visible appearance must have common
meaning for interaction to make sense to both individuals. lJ.'he situation which we describe is
problematic in the sense that visible images do not
have common meanings, thus the other cannot make an
identification of the individual "in drag" the.ref·ore
they cannot in interaction identify with each other
on the basis of the sumbolic meaning of appearance.
The change of status and identity f6r the low status
individual revolves around his appearance as it is
changed by production images.

37.

This is similar to Goffman's idea that role enactment must have role others (1961, p. 85).

38.

Gerth and Mills define posing as stylization of
self-presentations and an attempt to get others to
confirm a self-image in a society in which there
is no consistency of meaning (1964, p. 95).

39.

Hills suggests that symbols also have different
meanings within different strata, thus individuals
are able in interaction to interpret symbols
differently (19?4a~. 435).

may apply Goffman s concept of role· distance here, (1961) ~
Knowledge of his status in a local st~tus system may
serve as the "wedge" Goffman describes between the
individual and his occupational role. The status
achieved in local systems may also soften identification by others as the occupational role performer
and modified the status acoorded on the basis of
this role. 'I!he role performer may distance himself
from the occupational role by means of this status.
This may also work in reverse: the other individual
in interaction may choose to insert the wjdge of
local status into his identification and status
location of the individual made on the basis of his
occupation.
I

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIOi~:

STATUS COMPENSATION

OR QUALITATIVE CHANGE?

i)

Summary
In the first chapter, we found that the individual

formed his identity within the confines of a stratified,
controlled society.

We examined mass culture as a method

and manifestation of control.

We concluded that the

individual is integrated by his consumption habits, that
is, he consumes in order to answer "false needs" implanted
in him (Marcuse 1966).

This ensures that he remains

functionally integrated (i.e. fulfilling his occupational
task) for only by working is he able to consume.
We then looked at the processes and problems of
in.dividual identity formation.

In Chapter Two we found

that occupat ional identities were not easily formed in blue
collar work roles because of their lack of socialization
and low status.

The individual must rely upon the identity
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19)

of his primary socialization, as he cannot form a suc-··
OBssful identity from his major role in secondary socialization.

It is this occupational role, however, which

assigns his status location in the occupational hierarchy~
He is located and identified by others according to his
occupational role, although he does

no~

internalize this

role into his own subjective reality, that is, it is not
part of his identity.

The individuc:tl then suffers discre-

pancy between the status location

~f

his primary identity

and the status location of his occupational role in
secondary socialization.

Faunce suggests that the indivi-

dual would choose the most favourable oriterion for selfesteem maintenance.
In the third chapter, we discussed one speoific
method of identity and status compensation: consumption
of mass culture products.

We hypothesized that blue collar

individuals may be divided into status strivers and status
resigners. We suggest that the nature of the social reference group - white collar or blue collar - will be the
key to status orientation, as it effects the reinforcement
of the primary identity and status location.

Where these

are not reinforced and the social referenoe group is white
collar, the individual's status drive will strengthen and

I

I! .

ne will aim for the strata above him.

When this primary

identity or status location is reinforced, the individual
will not develop a status drive for higher strata.
strivers will

~eskactivity

occupational ladder) to

roles (if blocked

achi~ve ~tatus

~n

Status

the

and recognition

denied them in their occupational roles, possibly in conjunction with a more Veblerian use of consumption.

Indi-

viduals who do not strive for status will assert their
self-esteem needs in other ways.

They will attempt to

hide their low status and even their primary

iden~ities

by assuming what we have referred to as production images combinations of producia which can

be

assurrled as "characters

. or liposes" (Klapp 1969) but which do not have an associated
role or behaviaur.
We also hypothesize that because these images are
not roles, they cannot be internalized by the individual
and an identity formed.

Thus the individual cannot develop

an identity which can be reinforced through inte,ra'ction
wi.th, 'others.

Not only are these images not roles, that

is have no acti.vity content, they are not even typifications (the basis of roles according to Bergerand Luckmann
1967) as they have no universal symbolic value which will
channel or cue interaction.

II

b) The "Answer" to the Question
In the Introduction, we asked why indivic;l:).l.als
of low
.
':

\

status with id entity problems continue to suppd,rt the
system in the manner that 1V1arcuse describes (1966).

We

shall now turn to this question.
We have described these blue collar indlviduals as
"unsuccessfully" socialized. that is. their subjective'
reality does not approximate their objective reality.

We

could expect this "non-adjustment" to lead to open discontent and perhaps change.

As Marcuse points out, however.

the working class firmly supports the system as it is.
One of the possible reasons for this support rather
than discontent is found in IvIarcuse's own work.

Individual's

have needs implanted in them by those in control, those
elites who have vested interest in maintaining the system.
Fulfillment of these needs is accomplished through consumption.

In order to consume, the individual must work.

the system is perpetuated.

Thus

Despite his own status and

identity problems, the blue collar worker is able to achieve
(by various means which we pointed out in Chapter Two) a
standard of living which fulfills some of his "needs" and
lulls him into a state of complacency by its apparent
affluence.

,.,'

.

'.

'.

:.

;,

Those individuals who are status strivers'- sttll
believe in mobility and open 'opportunity

a.ndthu~:support

the system -through their struggle to get 'ahead :in'it.
Consumption for these individuals is l3econdary'to but
"c ons'picuously " associated with their activity roles.
For the status resigners, however,cortsumptio'n has ,another
use.
These'individuals affect prodticti.6n images in an
effort to mask status and identity.

These

image~.

however,'

(for reasons listed elsewhere) al;'e not effective 'compensation.

Yet these individuals cQntinu.'e to function in the

social system without signs of discontent.

One reason is

that they, like the status strivers, may be able to achieve
a "comfortable" standard of living which'makes them complacent in Ma:rcuse's sense.

While resigning from the

status competition, these individuals still are the recepticles of implanted needs, thus they must still support
the system in order to fulfill their needs.

Also they may

still believe in mobility and achievement, but attribute
their own inability to rise to personal flaws.

Consumption

binds them to the system because they are able to maintain
a certain standard of living, which in some ways,has a
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Veblerian purpose or function.

It is also possible

that their own subjective interpretation of the production
images they assume offers enough momentarY,respite from
thei~

low status that they can provide themselves with some

short-term self-esteem maintenance.
Finally, we may say that as long as consumption

~s

firmly entrenched as part of what Marcuse calls the ideology
of rational-technical domination - either in terms of 'need'
fulfilling or production images - individuals will overcome
their status/identity problems and support the system.

1'<
I
!
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